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Hoitsc to Let.
ROOMS in lions? 33 Myrtle Street
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10Σ) KxcnAKui: St, Portland.
Eight Do! In ι* a Year in advance.

THE

TO LEI.

-

dny (Sundays excepted) by th«
PORTLA!\i> PIKLWHING CO.,

Terms :

POKTLAND,

S 'oago waier. Inquire at
59 MIDDLE STREET,Cor.

TRESS

A
(xm^esi Street.
nolCtf

Rates or Vdverttsiso: One inch of
in
length of column, constitutes a "square." space,
$1 50 per square
ttrst week; 75 ccnts pei
daily
week after; three
insertions, or lees, $1 00; continuing every other -lay after tiret
week, 50 cents.
Unlf square, three
insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. SI 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of
"Amusmehknts," $2 00 per square
per week ; three insertions or less §150.
Advertisements inserted in the "Maine State
PfcESS" (which has a
circulation in every part
of the State) lor $1 00large
for firet insertion,
per
and 50 cents per Hqaarc forsquare
each subséquent insertion.
Address all Coinitiulocations to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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rent

! By Portland Star
Wilmot

rooms, on

APIRSTCLASS

No.
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TO

I^OR

LET.

etor î in the
of Middle and Ceurch

TO
Enquire

1 u

1

_Jrt
Store and Basement

T. JÛLJbKKILL·,

One

more

ot

FOUR
go to AspLnwall.
(leclfidlw
A

Washington.

octll-if

"ROSS

&

TO

STURDIVANT,

A

179 Comiuerfiftl St., Portland.

jc3-^f

COÏGBËSS

aT wAIIREN,

TO

BROKER.

Having

Λ1ΈΜΈ,

PHILADELPHIA.

been

Apply

Jai;31

19 1-2 market Sqr. (up SUlrs.)
Λ good variety of cases always ready made.
tS^Mr. B.. is always ready to obtain employment
for Scandinavian Immigrants. Those desirir
g such
help can apply as above or at No. 10 Elm St.

to let may hoar of a customer by calling at
or addressing No. 63 Cumberland street.
Possession
wanted March 1, 1873, but rent may begin when the
such

IIAIwL· !

rooms are

LET..
roR

—

recently refurnished and fitted
nil modern Improvement*.

with

up

ΗονΙΊ

to

just,

Medical

ST.,

H. L. ORE GO &

Co.,

—

BLANK

l is k.v( HAxa; si.
jim22tf

FOR

of binding.
and
ment I feel

(KID

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Order Slate at 0. M. & E. P. Brooks, 333
Congress Street.

These goode

every

FOR

placed in

were

and

—

lyr

■

our

can

we can

and

Insurance

Companies,

ENGINES.

Si earn Bailer». Bleach Boilers & Itag Dusters, Shafting, Mill Gearing ami Gênerai Machinery. Castings
of every description made to order.
Repairing
promptly attended to.
issgr-* lew and Socond-h'ind Engines frr sale.
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.
Commercial Street,
se ->13 6m
W. H. FESSENDEN.
Portland, Me.

Fine China and Glassware
adding

are

of

good assortment of

low
land.

Blank Books

Specialty

a

AND

chasing.

WORK

Exchange

St.

dec!3

&

E.

11.

a

BARBOUR,

and Jet

Silver Ware.

tFebl

nov25

POST OFFICE ADDRESS
—

OF

ΤΠΕ

Silver Ware, after the Japanese

attern, very popular.
Nankin Rings, Silver and Plated.
FINE STOCK OF SILVER P1.1TED
WABE.-FBEttCH CLOCKS,

OPERA GLASSES!
ploaee purchaser*, ττΐιο

are

dim

Goods for the Holidays !
large assortment of

Books, Cutlery, Games, Dolls and
Toys of all kinds suitable

Presents.

Also* a large stock of

No. 312
del2

have

charge very High Prices,
adopted the

and make

our

VERY LOWEST

Large Discounts,

PRICE

is

PRICES,

manufactured,

and

Dealers in Musical'

wholly

wroug and un-

SYSTEM,

desired·

T. "Welch alias Walsh late Private Co. E, 13
Me. inf.
Joseph N. "Walsh, late Private Co. B, 4th, Mass. Oav.
44
44
"
"
Thomas Givens,
Vet.
G,
"
"
"
Thomas Fox,
H, 29th," Inf.Vols
41
"
44
44
4·
Chan. H. Merrill. 44
32th,
Chqfles Nichols, 44 Seaman U. S. Navy,
Robert D. Bond,
novSdtf
Ç. p. MATTOCKS, 88 Middle Slreet.

Improved Patent Weather Strip

Congress

de«T

Sir

TO

and
ηον2β

a

good

man to

apply them.
1m·

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER !
Ships, Railroad Car*, Bridges, Factories, and
other
FOR

at

building purposes, furnished by the cargo
short notice.
VKfiSKfiM WANTED.—Coastwise and For-

eign.

octOt

for Christ-

C1XA». E. DUTTON,
Congress xt. (2d, door from Brown St.)

lw*

OPENING

CO.'S,

—

on

these goads,

PRICES

as

well

as

new

OF

others,

all

Ladies Dresses and Cloak
fiVT and Basted, fitting gracefnl anil easy. New
\ y patterns constantly received, Samples shown
and goods sent for from any of the leading Houses in
Boston and New York. Suite and Cloaks mad; to
«*· «· MABTIIf,
order.
No. 2 Modistes Building. Elm street.
Portland.
Oov4d2m
To Water Couiumeri.
rules of the Watsr Co., wlU be rigidly

e»unnsess-

TUBforcsd in all cases where the water is
HENRY G. BEAXLT, Cupt.
a'teted·

holidays, consisting ot

I. a dies' autl Gentlemen's

—

ALSO

will be

.

SHADES !
—

which we «bail Lave

poor^ano

meet this is, to

produce oui; price list, and iusist upon
manufacturing philanthropy.
The house of Chickering & Sons can stsnd a great deal of opposition of this kind. Their
reputation gained by nearly fifty years of honorable and successful business, has risen superior
to all competition, and has triumphed both here and in
Europe.
We therefore put the public on their guard, against the falsifications of interested parties.

having

a

piano

on

the same terms!

are man ν

SHAWES.

to

This will test their

Why.
can

profit, but take advantage of tho first cost of everything.
Second, All the labor-saving machines which modern ingenuity has devised, have
our Factory, ^pliat all the parts of our instruments are produced at the lowest cost.

a

place

in

and have

purchasers demanded,

name

TO PIANO

of CHICKEKING has for half

BUYERS.

ceotury beou identified with the manufacture of

a

in this country, in such a manneer that a history of the operations of the house would give
fair record of the history of American Piano-making. Tlioy were the first to make Pianos in

build up and sustain the confidence which is every where felt in the CHICKERING Pianos.
for this reason that not only have exceptional instruments taken prizes innumerable ou both sides

is

of the Atlantic, but that uninstructed purchasers feel such a degree of assurance in the splendid
and enduring qnalities of any instrument which boars the name of so trustworthy a house.
estimate of the CHICKEKING Piauos, because the prices of these
expressed
instruments havo just been reduced. Instead of yielding slowly to the "beating down" of individual purchasers, as is generally done, they have established a fixed scale of prices decidedly

very great

together with

a

Specialty.

PORTLAND.
Piano for Sale.
first-claea, 7 oetave Piano for

eep28tf

M.

Ladies'

pression

on

It

was

and who may favor
same teems

as

ns

to

person, said to the jeweler that he would—
ah—like to have—ah, something engraved on
it—ah—to denote what he was ! "Certainly,
certainly," said the tradesman ; "I'll put a
cipher on it."
The indolent habits of the Orientals are
well illustrated by the following ban mo',
which in the regions of the Eut, lias assumed the character of an adage:
"No man
should run when he may walk, walk when lie
may stand, stand when he may sit, or sit
when he may lie down."

with

an

though they

order by letter, can rely upon
were present and made their

Thalberg,

pianos pitted against

those of

Europeau manufacture,

at the

England,

of "Pianos made after the American
at this Exhibition that the

plan

of

plop."
"over-stringing"

was

first biouschr into notice iu

Chlckering & Sobs first used the large scales for Square Pianos, from which has sprung all the
present excellence of that class of instruments.
Chickcring & Sons have manufactured over 42,000 (forty-two thousand) Pianos, and it is call
culated by those curious on such subjects that this House has supplied one-quarter of tho instruments in the United States.

CHICKERINGS'.

a

eaey

G. PALMER

gentleman

A Boston

'.ho could not

We claim for the

A conclusive

proof

of their WORTH, after the lnug test of half acen-

CHICKERING

—

Furnishing
and

waltzed with her.

It was a

are

always

to be

PIANOS,

the BEST, MOST LASTING, and consequently, THE CHEAPEST. Everv person desires to get tho fullest equitable value for their money—we say emphatically that no other
Piano uijftiufactured in the world will bring its cost if a person desires to sell, as
:>s

that

they are

BAILEY

fonn<l at

DAVIS Ac CO.,
de#14

& NOYES,

GENERAL AGENTS

NO. 10 CLAPP'S BLOCK.
lw

good ofler,

that his eyes were

quite black.

A circular lias been issued to the employees
of the Louisville Short Line railroad, which,
among other things, says: "No iraii b-< >
right to hold a position which brings hiui into immediate contact with the public who
does not know how to be civil and polite, or
is not disposal to inttko himself agreeable to
those with whom he may be thrown into
business relations."
A Fort

Wayne lover thought lie saw his
talking over the gate to a rival the
night. Lover gathered a boulder and

sweetness

other

hurled it with true aim at a rival's head. Rival's head proved to bo a nicely-turned globe
on the gate-post.
Boulder caromed on the
head of sweetness. Father gave lover a dose
of shot. Fido bit liim. The splinters were
picked out of sweetness' head, but she declares he will never marry a man who is jealous of agate-post.
American

Lady's Opinion οΓ the
English.
A young American lady, maWng a visit to
London, England, thus records her observa-

tions of national differences :

middle-aged men here are by far the
looking. I never saw their equal.
Smoothly shaved, neatly dressed, roses in
the button hole—roses on the cheeks, which
are as smooth as a young girl's often, thoush
not so fair—the gray-haired Englishman is
'■The

best

the handsomest man I've seen. You never
lind the wiry, anxious, wrinkled old man of
America. But it is nonsense to sav the
American women fade faster than the English.
The English may not fado— a full blown peony
has not faded, to be sure, but it is no more
like a rose-bud than an English matron is
like an English girl.
I would rather quietly
wiihdraw into the modest paleness ami gray
hai. of an American woman, than burst forth
into the blazing immensity of an English
woman.
And between me and you, I haven't
seen a woman as my own mother since I left
home—when people speak of faded Americans
1 only wish I could trofcyou out. And then
the English matron's dress! She is always
striving to get on something as red as her
face, and then muds htrselt up in illusion
and coarse white lace in a way to show off
her color and ponderously to the best adj vantage. Illusion !s so generally worn in
1
bonnets, veils and scarfs, that there appears
i to be a procession of eternal brides upon the
; streets.
Our modest black is seldom worn,
but pink, blue, purple, and red on all occasions, and without reference ti complexion.
But the English girl is lovely—I want to kiss
hercool, plump cheek, so round and rosy.
I Her eyes are always dark, and eyebrows
i arched, and she is a picture of heahh and
more beauty than one sees in
Ij beauty. No combined
with a sturdiness that
! America, but
( makes one feel as if the roset would not go
; and the eyes look tired alter an exertion.
The thin, fragile, American girl is not halt so
enchanting to me, though she is more spirituellc. Alter seeing those English girls I shun
1;
the mirror, having no relish for the lace I
! see there. Can it be that climate makes all
! this difference,or what is it?

j

ηΐ»Ι5ΕΜ NOTICES.

Chaffed Hands, face, rough skin, pimples

jj ringworm,

salt-rheum and other cutaneous af-

1 fee tiens cured, and the skin made soft and
i smooth, by using the Jumper Τακ Soap, made
by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New York. Be
sure to get the Juniper Tar Swp, a« there are
many worthless imitations made with common
novl4-12w
tar.
Tira Purest and Sweetest Cod-Liver Oil
is Hazard's and Caswell's, made on the seashore, from fresh selected livers, by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York.
It is absolutely
pure and meet. Patients who have once takea
it prefer it to all others. Physicians have decided it superior to any of the other oils in
nov!4-12w
market.
»»

uwcn

ο

L/Ε,ΑΙΙΙ

1» ΑΚΐνΛ.1

EXCHANGE
nov26

STREET,

υ

«»ν

coughs and colds. Thousands die at this season simply because they permit thsse ailmenN
to take their fatal course instead of curing them
promptly, as they always might do, with Uale'ê
Honey of Horchw'l "nd ^*αΓdecl3eodlw&wlt

quick

—

waltz,

offered a young lady §100 if she would let him
hug her as much as the man did who had

both the time and the patience of
both parties. Those who waut the

Russian Pianos.

FANCY GOODS

,
decî-tf

Bale

save

satisfactory

century of public criticism.

LOBENSTEIN,

NEW,
terms.

not wait for me." "That I won't,"
,
the lady, significantly: "I'll come for
replied
ί you!" To prevent difficulty, the gentleman
managed it so as to be at home precisely at 10

How r»K*o*S8AB* τπε

—

T.

OF

more

in 1851, when, in spite of prejudice and competition, they took the
i medal. The Ciiickerino Pianos revealed to tho makers there the system, first iutroduced by
this firm, of the complete iron frame; which was highly approved of, and gave rise to the ex-

Perfect Assortment
—

produced

These were the first American

Slipper Case Patterns,
a

This will

than havo obtained for several years.

World's Fair in

Wall Pockets

variety of articles suitable for gifts of utility and
beauty f radies and Gentlemen. In addition to the
above
oft'er a large a» I choice stock of Ladies'
Fum.shing Goods adapted to the season.

our

selections in person.
All tho great artists who have visited America havo used the Chickkrint, Pianos.

Ottomans,

IVlnntlc Ornament», Wull Pockets, SlipJBagK, with or without Embroidery,
JET GOODS.

CO.,

tleclOdîw

America; they have always stood first in the successive improvements which have rendered tho
American Pianos famous ic the Old World, and to-day enjoy iu both hemispheres the same
prominence which they have always held.
Their uniform success has been due to legitimate eauses. Inventive talent, thoroughness In

being served promptly, and upon the

Jewelry,

4 Deering Block, Congress Street,

No. β Free Street Block,

a

best Pianos that can he

Lace Sleeves,

DEC. 11th,
call and examine them

;"do

Au

Third, On the several acres of land attached to our Factory, we have stored a two years's sup"
ply of lumber, and as we deal direct by contract with the lumbermen, we give them time to cut
the wood at their convenience, and to ship it wlicn freight is at its lowest price. In this we have
a vast advantagoaovei other manufacturers.
Fourth, As "strike»" are not recognised in Boston, we do not suffer from enforced increased

buyer and seller alike, and will be much

Slippers,

ALABASTER GOODS,
I

|

not home from the party to-night
said a husband to his wife,

am

o'clock,"

at 10

sell the

the greatest piano virtuoso, pronounced th?m UNEQUALLED IX THIS COUNTRY AND
I UNSURPASSED IN EUROPE.

Portfolios,

to vote for members of the House of

right

and sufficient:

We have thus

Lace Collars,

RESPECTFULLY,

Dec. 9, 1ST}.

We say

(philanthropic) No. 2.
to the public, the best way

and a long accumulated experience, have accounted for the success of the CHICKERINGS
more than the deservod honors bestowed at the French Exposition, have contributed to

Handkerchiefs, Boxes,

llnuilkrrchirf Boxe·,

Laces and Linen Goods

—

J. 1*1. DYER &

1.

These,

CLOUDS,

Ifecesearief,

all very handsome in style and finisli, and

READY FOB EXHIBITION

customers to

This is true.

instruments are

every detail of work, the use of the best materials, constant attention to the latest advances of
the applied sciences, liberality in the pay of competent workmen and in the purchaso of stock

MERINO UNDERGARMENTS,

per

our

our

2d. To provent all from purchasing the Chickeriug Pianos, these dealers will take off sufficien'
bring their prices within a few dollars of our pricis. They will do this for the love
they bear to the public and from their disinterested desire to save them from buying a

The

—

HOLIDAY GOODS,

and invite

ihe most

Pianos.

Bat they mean by "cheap;" inferior
thoroughly made, in the largest mauufactory
accomplished workmen, an<l of the finest a.id long seasoned materials

for all

A WORD

Cigar Stands,

WEDNESDAY,

World, by

cheap

deceive

prices ; wo have simply taken off the discount
placed our instruments at a price which affords us a
fair profit, and throws off the fictitious discount to the purchasers.
The Chickering Pianos are still tha same sterling instruments, but we have a settled price all
And this is, after all, fair and straightover the United States, to those who wish to buy.
forward dealings.

Writing Desks,

OX

make

false,

to

per centage of wages, from time to time.
Fifth and lastly. We have not lowered our

the

KID GLOYES,

Work Boxes,

:t

VARIETY

—

we

judges have concurred, and
positive exclusion of Peers from the

discount to

tUo

BREAKFAST

—

I am happy to inform my iriemta and the general
public of my return from New York with a very
elegant and iar^e assortment of goods adapted to the

Glove nnil

RYAN & KELSEY,
161 Commercial Street,
Portland. Me.

read the

invoice of

Ια all

Jewelrv Caskets.

CHOICE

in the

Faisenood

ower

1872. CHRISTMAS 1872.

OF

say
This is

which most

A

HOLIDAY GOODS,

tf

—

They

a

ι
Commons.

First, We have the largest and most complete Factory in America—indeed in the world. In
Factory every portion of the Piano Forte is made, so that CHICKERING & SONS pay uQ

GAMTLET GLOTES

Jnst above Preble House.

LIBBY'S FURNITURE STORE
Corner of Federal and Market Sts.,

please

ami other

|
there
is

this

MITTENS,

MORTON BLOCK, Wednesday, Dec. 4, 1872.

GREAT

1st.

Pianos.

The reasons

PORTLAND.

GREAT

at

will

Thousands of people about now are asking how it is that CHICKERING & SONS
same Piano Forte to-day for $475, which a few weeks
ago ruled at S600?

Mafnfactnrers !

DESIRABLE

Ladies' Furnishing Store,

We have just reccired from New York

Checkering Piano

pianos

Ladies and Gents' Dressing Cases,

flcclt

CAUTION.

The Reasons

—

LOWEST

A. M. PEABODY'S

NELSON &

purchase

a

following.

ADAPTED

OF THE

and

ONE PRICE ONLY.

345

tained,

ι
:

and showed that money was no object to him
but they put bim out of the house so hard

Other manufacturers bitterly oppose onr one-price system, and are
using every effort
the public in regard to its operations, and other reasons for
adopting it

FICHUS,

Scot«li and White-Wood Goods,

ί

All who desire to

—

VARIETY.

GREAT

OUR

LOWEST CASH PRICES.

■

mas
E^~AU ef which will be offered at low prices.

TO THE

—

Individuals

maybe found

Confectionery

PARTICULARLY

of

usual assortment

We offer our goods at the

Jewelry,

8 EXCHANGE ST.

··

Gold and Silver Watches, Chains
of all kinds, Jeweler? and

lor

our

BOXES,

GO

Henry

fine assortment of

Ornamental

and

Importers

large assortment of

Rubber Boots & Shoes,

80 MIDDLE STREET,

a

Useful

&c.

WRITING DESKS,

CHILDREN 8'

GERRISH& PEARSON,

The subscriber offers for sale

tf

PURCHASED

4w

following

variety

in which we print
Deviation whatever.

or

different

Peers in Great Britain are disqualified from
Thiï lord Chief Justice has main-

middleman's

Ladies' Furnishing Goods.

Please Call and Examine before Par-

Christmas Presents!

invited to call and examine,

we

Falsehood

HOLIDAYS,

together with

—

FORKS, Ac.,

del)

!

toll *«·,

DOUGLASS.
d2w

Company,

Cor. Congress and Brown Sts.

Setts,

&c., &c.,

GLOVES AND HANDKERCHIEF BOXES,

MENS', WOMENS', BOYS'

all sorts at Wholesale and Retail.

&

——

ji

JEWELRY,

PORTHONIES,

particular.

have

CHILDREN'S SETS AND TOYS,

to

TIUN.

Filling

for

GLOVES

Whitby, Rnbber

My Binderv is used entirely far the manufacture of
BLANK BOOKS, all of which are made under my
own supervision and satisfaction guaranteed in every

—SUCH A·—

CASTORS,
CAKE BASKETS,
PICKLES,
KNIVES.

WEAK.

VELVETEENS

%

J.

PLATED GOODS Î

CHILDREN'S

FOE

CLOAKS AND TRIMMING, WITH MANY

RIBBONS,

MITTENS,

hand and made to order at short not!ce at prices
as can be furnished by any house in New Eng-

on
as

Xo. 53

French & Bohemian Novelties.

great

CLOAKINGS

—

HAIL L. DAVIS,

Bronzes, Swiss Carvings,

a

Discounts

ALSO A NICE ASSORTMENT

—

KID

of Every Kind

LOOK AT OUK

With

NICE ASSORTMENT WHICH WE SHALL

FOR

FANS,

Corporations

Mantel and Table Ornaments.

A

A

OF

Embroidered Linen

Ladies & Gents Handker'fs,

Mills and

(EOBMKELY C. STAPLES & SON,)
Marine, Stationary and 1? or table

of

CATALOGUE,

uo

this to be the proper course, which will secure JUSTICE to the
purchaser, and establish a STANDARD PRICE for the Pianos of the
Chickcring manufacture, wherever they uiay
be offered for sale.

ARTICLES

Railroads,

MACHINE WORKS

style

issuo a NEW

a

got."

An exquisitely dressed young gentleman,
after buying another seal to dandle about his

ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.
clay

but you had

| voting.

just

Patterns

Worsteds

With

Johnny—"Yes'm,

teacher from what I've

believing

dec 14

will

Schoolmistress (to a dull little boy)—'i Johnny, I'm ashamed of you. When 1 was ycur
age I could read twice as well as you can."

o'clock.

INSTRUMENT,

IMPORTANT

MITTENS,)

Slipper

I

j

if unable from lack of timeor convenience, send for the

,

Covell

FOR

—

new

SCARFS,

be bonght elsewhere.

PORTLAND

a

S.

Manufactory,

Our object is to furnish to our Patrons the
very best Pianos which can be
at the very lowest Prices which will
yield us a fair remuneration.
Being convinced that the prevailing system among Manufacturers of and

SHAWLS

IN

card, by wliicn new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and j udge for yourselves.
—Good
work at moderate
Prices. Aim to Please.
may 20

Also

Ε

DRESS IS AL-

(COLLAR AND CUFFS)

Counting Rooms,

Street.
ME.

Copying aud enlarging done to order.
new styles, Berlins, Eembrants, Medallion,
Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouchcd

a

or

ONE

Η Ο S I E R Y!

hands at

Banks,

All the

received

Τ

and see the

UMKJKfcKINU

>THER ARTICLES TOO NUMEROUS TO MEN-

Cities,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

have

"XnICE

NUBIAS IN LARGE VARIETY.

Sell them Lower
than

dec 13

R

& SONS' Piano-forte

instruments to

we

JOBBERS1 PRICES,

Counties,

J. Iff.

&

PORTLAND,

We this

INVITE YOUR SPECIAL ATTENTION.

to.
*

HAYES

Ο

NOYES,

ACCEPTABLE PRESENT.

SELL AT COST.

BLANK BOOKS

PAINTER,

We havi a

WAYS AN

—Α2ΪΌ—

giving

respect.

—

daily

F

■

EMBROIDERED

SHAWLS

MITTENS.

—

had many years of experience,
Having
rhe best workmen in every departemploying
confident of
satisfaction in

Ε,

wo

THE

To which

invited to my stock which is one of the largest in
the State, comprising all the different size* and style·

jan24-ly

fine assortment to which

of

PINK, BUFF,

IN DRESS GOODS WE HAVE

LARGE STOCK.

—

MBIAS,

Ο

FELTSKIR1> FOR LADIES AND

CHILDREN.

GLOVES

BOOKS !

is

{^•Particular attention paid to collecting.

a

ÎNG

just,

HOLIDAYS,

BLANK BOOKS

No. 80 MIDDLE STREET.

We have

GREEN'AND DRAB.

have prepared ourselves for the

The special attention of purchasers of

EDUAK S. BBOIVN,
Counsellor and Attorney at Law !

STEAM

MATCH* IN

WE HAVE

Principal.

CLO UI>i¥I ΑΛΤ,

PORTLAND,

KINS TO

1873.

_

-A>. M-*

1ηΐ)23-1τ

the

both

—

All the comforts of Home comschool in which are found the ablest

ALDBXJ.BLETHKN,
deo6d2m

PORTRAIT PA1NTSB.

No. 152 middle

CHICKER

suitable for the season, consisting of
&

1873.

bined with the
toachers.

B. IIamel. Jr.

mv28

Ν

suc-

January

Philadelphia.

£^°A11 orders promptly attended

BEAUTIFUL

Choice and Beautiful Goods

BOTS,

UPRIGHT

"If I

FRENCH TABLECLOTHS AND NAP-

Choice Selection of Goods

WINTER division of the 32d year of its
THE
cessful prosperity will open
WEDNESDAY,
1st.

MERCHANTS !

Κ Ε IL Ε

Α

and from which we make

unusual variety of

-A.JNTD

All Persons who intend to Purchase a PIANOFORTE
daring the près·
ent season should visit the Warerooms of Messrs. BAILEY &

by purchasing a
an

Olive Logan say*: "I am fickle; but do you
1
know
that whenever I get a beau and come to
.11like him Iliad ano-.Kw man I like better I"
1
We do not doubt it ; but how does Mr. Sikes
conduct himself on these occasions?

ELS, DOYLIES, ΤΛΒίιΕ C LOTHS.BY

YORK

on

J.

YEAR'S

HOLIDAYS

IN" Ε W

LARGE AS-

SORTMENT OF NAPKINS, TOW-

I

j

SONS.

larger, by nearly one-third, than any piano-forte manufactory in America, aD<I more than
double as large as any in Europe. It occupies four siiles of an entire block.
There are no private
houses or buildings of any kind except their
own, on the entire square, which comprises an area
of five acres. The length of the front on Tremont Street is 275
feet. The length of each wing
is 262 feet. The entire building is five stories
high. The depth of the main building, and also of
each wing is 52 feet.

BEAUTIFULLY

A

&

is

MADE H ANDKERCHIEF AND

A

USEFUL· AND ORNAMENTAL,

ASP

iOS Walnut St.,
•i. L. Gregg,

STYLES.

!

EMBOSSED AND PRINTED TABLE COV-

We

flMWA F6wWiîw50

FOU

portlandTcoiiprisino

1872.

At "Little Blue," Farmiugton, Wc.

BROKERS,

FRESCO

\KW

Ρ

ASSORT-

SOME NEW AND ELEGANT

We have just received from

Successor* to Warren St Gregg.

L·.

Holiday Goods.

BEST

—

-·

A Pbiladelphian had a quarrel with his wife
She sweetened hur catfje with laudanum.
The bereaved liusband"realized" on an insurance policy on her life, then recovered
heavy
<damages from the
apothecary who «old her
'he laudanum.

ALSO

YARD AND PIECE.

Department.

FAMILY SCHOOL

THE

;
AXB

GRAND, SQUARE

EMBROIDERED

MENT OF NECKTIES IN

ERS.

ABBOTT

Store aud Window Shades made to order.
lmis

nov25

OF

(i

MA-^TtlFACTTTRHjIi SiOE'

A

LARGE ASSORTMENT

1872

and

1872.

ALSO

diamonds,

great many winii he didn't.

A youug lady doing the honors in the
White House is a novelty In American history. The distinction will fall on Nellie Grant.

Warerooms,

ESTABLISHED IN 18Λ3.

PENSIVE PRESENT.

d3m

College.

dell

Residence No. β lira·'ford Street

W.

CHRISTMAS

CHICKERIN

FOR AN I * EX-

GLOVE BOXES.

and Machine Girl, at
COAT HiaiitfPant makers
CilKSLEY'S. 167 Middle 6t.

annual course of Lectures at the Medical
School of Maine, will commence JANUARY 9th,
and continue TWEPfTW WfeJEKS.
Circulars contaiuiug full information
may be obtained on application to the Registrar, D. F.
ELLIS,
M. D., or to tbe Secretaiy.
C. F. BRACKETT. M. P., Secretaiy.

PORTLAND, ME.

V JSK Y

WftBt.

wants to go

Organ

AQ-EjSTTS for

HANDSOME

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

—

Bowdoin

up Stairs

owner

NOYES

ARE

LINEN SETTS.

Wanted.

FRESCO PAINTER, THE

O.

As the
jai»3l

and

a

<

HOLLYWOOD

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!

load Iiamber at Portland, Bangor,
'Machias. Calais, Montreal» and Southern Porte, for the Hirer Platte.
Also, To loa Coal, at Pictou, Lingan, and Port
Caledonia for Ne <v York, Boston, theSouond ports,
and St John, Ν. B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB. !
103 State St.. Boston. 27 South St., New York

Forte

&

EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

CASES

AND

to

At Elmira Female College, the fair
"sophs"
have interdicted the wearing of store hair
»ad bustles by the lreshworaen.

IN SCOTCH AND

SPRING VALE.

dec1leod2w*

engaged.

NEEDLE

ITEBBETS" HOUSE,

Vessels Wanted.

·

J.

rooms

*

wn;u. υ.

COMMISSION

I

Piano

WE

HAVE SPOOL AND

FOR SALE !

A

EDUCATIONAL.

j nn20eod6m

SHIP

dtf

ROOM and bed-room to accommodate an aged
couple, in a house with some quiet family ; rent
not to cxceed $5.00 per month. Any jierson having

C. B. SAUNDERS,
353 CONGRESS STREET.
del3
aTiDER HALL.)
tf

]?I. tf. BRUM'S,
liHOW CASE MANUFACTURER,

134 MIDDLE

j
I

accommodated, tie·

be

BAILEY

oil

3

WAMTED.

Parties, Concerts, Lectures Ac.

C0.HniS$10.\ MERCHANT,
DELATARE

can

locations

KERCHIEFS.

on State Street, for Sale.
STORY Crick house on New State street, next
to Congress street, has ten rooms and furnished
with Gas, Sebago water hot and cold, bath room, two
water closets, furnace, dumb waiter, wash room, two
cellars &c.
Isa very henlthy location, every room having the
sun shinning in some part of the
ds>y. Terms easy.
For further information apply to G. G. LARKIN,
Stl Congress Street or IIENÉY A. JONEîS, Gait |
Block. Commercial Stroot.
oct9-tf

To

—ΑΛΕ

KOI TU

FEW BOARDEKS

table boarders at No. 11 Myrtle Street.
A
oetl8

°f t,le I>est

but

BOXES.

ALSO MOTTO HAND-

House

!

Boarders Wanted.

MATTOCKS & FOX, $8 Middle st.

—

I

LUT.

No. 92
STORE
Koyt, Fogg & Breed.

and

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

SHIP

BLOCK,

To Let.
Middle street, recently occupied by

Plttston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment!/ any point desired.
tfapr27

( HAS.

family

vate

ELEGANT

one man

The discoverer of California g->l 1 still lives.
So does the discoverer of Arizona

GENTLEMAN'S HANDKER-

gas ; good cellar and heated by furnaco ; large brick cisOne of the most desitern, liltered ; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city; close to
street
of
hue
Spring
cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
M. Terms easy. Enquire ou the premises.
June 10.
dti

I

pri-

; also rooms with board for single
gentlemen. Within five minutes walk'ot the City
Building. Address E. O., Box 1903, Portland P. Q.
r.ovG
tf

Lowell, Mass.,
SHEPARD & COMPANY, tame block,
J. C. PROCTER,
«3 Exchange Bt.

Or,

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Cclphrnfcil I'cnl mfneft by ^Tepsrs. Hamn-ett Nciïl & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market
price,

a

UPIN

cigar and

a

The New York Mail says that the live
pigs
said to have been found lu a tree in
Kentucky
got in by way of the root.

TIAL HANDKERCHIEFS PUT

•

misery—having
light it with.

to

A Western compositor make?
be "severally wounded."

VERY PRETTY THING IN INI-

House No. 24 Emery St., head ol
CiisSiinan Street.
one

Matchless

nothing

DOZEN EACH AT ALL PRICES. A

CHIEFS AT ALL PRICES.

Sal'^ !«"■«> is

Hardware—Old clothes.

KERCHIEFS WE HAVE BOXES OF i

*

DEC. 18, '72.

«iossip tind G leaning*.

DAY PRESENTS. IN LA DIES' HAND-

FOR SALE i

!

!

PLEASANT Parlor tc let with board in

1873

I R&j;jj| on the street; fine neighborhood. Consists or
J&Ltwo storv framed House and ell, containiug ten
I highly linishea rooraa; painted walls throughout;

favor by leaving
decl6-d3t

Boarders Wanted.

for Immediately will be let low
MRS. H. E. THOMPSON,

Inquire of

a

AT

Ο' If applied

WHOLESALE COAL· DEALERS

Wilkecbarre, Scrautou, Lackawanna,

THOMPSON

KEY. The finder will confer
the same at this office.

the P. S. & P. It. It. a SILVER WATCH,
The ovvne»· can have the same by calling on the
! Ticket Master of the P. S. «St P., proving property
and paying char es.
dec3tf

those large and commodious stores

THE

Apply to
PORTLAND COMPANY.

Found.

«

IN

decl6d3t

Lost.

·

No. 47-49 Middle St.

IVo. 30 Ëxchaugc St.» Portland.
■Formerly of the U, S. Treasury Department and
Attorney in alltlie côuite in 1 lie ïiistrict of olurabia,
will atunud fco the prosecution §>f lalrne before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at

at this office.

or

WEDNESDAY HOHHISO,

RIETY OF USEFUL GOODS FOR HOLIun-

ADVANCE,

Τ EE ID PRESS.

OUR EXTENSIVE STOCK A LARGE VA-

For Sale or To Leit
40 Rooms Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. II. GILLESPtE,
No. 34 Plum St.
sep!3-tf

OR FIVE CAR CARPENTERS wanted to

MARK WIGGIN,
on the premises.

1872.

street

$8.00 PER ANNUM IN

PARTMENT. WE HAVE ALSO ADDED TO

St. Lawrence House.

Carpenter's Wanted.

13

of

Portland, Sept. 4tli,

159J Congress

saine

TERMS

BA^GAINSTO PURCHASERS IN EVERY DE-

ΓΙΤΗΕ houre on State Street, occupied by
A dcrsigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone ami has all modern convenioneos.
ALLEN HAINES.
Portland, Sep. ISth, 1872.
scpliMf

evening, Dec. 13. 2 Card Photographs.
The finder will be suitably rewarded by
FRIDAY
leaving
the
at

-

ALC, oca PRICES, AND WE OFFER GREAT

if

the

Lost,

Ltd.

house No. 60 Clark sreet, containing
BIÎICK
rooms, with modern improvements.

(Opposite the Paik.)
Office Hours from 8 to 10 A. M.. and2 to 4 and 7 to
9 P. M.
del3tf

fir

a

year

L872.

A DBC1DKD REDUCTION HAS BEEN MADE
IN

For Sale.

t-class Tin-Plate Worker. One
; who thoroughly understands jobbing In all its
forme.
Apply to
GEO. P. PERLEY,
declT—3w
Bridgton, Ale.
one

large brick

A

M. D.,

Aï LAW,

*3t

tep24

Rackleft Block, corner
streets—basement and
first fioor, eleganth finished and adapte! to jobbing
dry goods or otner similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to

207 Congress Street,

îiliiMil t

Street,

WANTED.

MATTOCKS & FOX,
88 Middle street.

STORE

1872

to Loan ! ! !

§20,000

18.

holiday Presents,

VY«! are prepared to loan money iu βηηιβ
from 9100 lo any amount deiiired, on firm
eIn*M mortage» iu Portland Cape Elizabeth, WestbrooU, or Deer/ng. Partie* <!esirousof huild/u^eau alxo be accomuioda
ted with loaup.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO,,
Real Estate aud l^lortsagr Broker··

A Few Good Rents
F applied for at once.

lias removed to

COUNSELOR

Co.,

PORTLAND. ME.

Λ

PHYSICIAS AND SURGEON,
1

Commercial

West

septlldtf

STOCKMAN,

Match

DECEMBER

MISCELLANEOUS.

ESTATE.

Geo. K. j)avis & Co.'s

near

Fur partieulars call on
L. TAYLOR.

Inov~.dtf

MORN Tiff G

BULLETIN.

For lSviir.
re sidence, centrally located, containing 1J rooms, batli room, &ç., stable on
premises. Particularly suited for a physician.
novlStf
.A pply
ply*to GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.

BUSINESS CARDS.
C. W.

Wanted,

lw

Te Let.
PLEASANT

s

REAL

Market Street,

del2

Is publitfie.1. every Thursday
Horjting at $2 56
year; If paid. in advance, at $2 00 a year.

Girls

and

Gas

FOUND.

WEDNESDAY

HE.
PORTLAND,
eoU2m£w2m4·

Anguish,

many

from rheumatism, gout, neupersons undergo
ralgia, toothache and earache. We say unnecessary because the application of Mexican
Mustang Liniment to the affected part, or a
few drops iu the ear or tooth, affords instantaneous, aud what is better, permaueat relief.
For cuts, wounds, bruises, swellings and all
injuries or diseases which require treatment
externally, this liniment is everywhere regajded as the most potent and reliable healing
agent in existence. F.ir all external injn'ie·
or ailments of horses and cattle, it 1» infallible
decl6-c-.dl«& It

THE PBESS.

Some of tlic Boston paper* betray anxiety
lest the present Legislature now in extra ses-

WEDNESDAY MORNING, DEC. 18, '72.

sion will continue its sittings beyond tbe first
Wednesday in January when in tbe good old
"Bay State" there will be two Legislatures as

Eveiiy regular attache of the Pbess Is famished
T.
with a card certificate countersigned by Stauloy
and liotel
Pollen, Editor. All railway, steamboat
us by demanding
managers will confer a favor upon
our
•redentials of every person claiming to represent
several ''bumjournal, as we have information th.it
name of the
mers" are seeking courtesies in the
to be, even pasPress, and we have no disposition
sively, a party to such fraud.

there are now or have been in Alabama and

and communiWe do
anonymous
are in
cations. The name aud address of the writer
all c ises hi lispon&able, not necessarily for publication
letters

not rea-l

but as a guaranty of good faith.
Wo cannot undertake to return
munications that are not use J.

or

preserve

com-

Spain

—

»

—

As far as heard from there are but thirteen
for the seat of Gen. Frank Blair in

aspirants
tin; UnitJtl States Senate.
of Missouri are not yet in.

The back towns

The New York World speaks of the Re-

publican party
About

Prussia

as

"the

as

moribund

party."

"moribund" after Se-

was

dan we should say.
As was predicted some time since by our
New York correspondent, the Tribum; has
fallen into the hands of parties opposed to its

past sis months who will bring it
back to its old conrse. It may yet become
again the political guide of the thousands.

course the

splendid !
audience in Boston but on Monday night
two thousand ρ ople in Stein way Hall, NewYork, were charmed with his lecture on the
"Argonauts of '49." And this despite the
Haute

Bret

not

only

had a

fulminations of the Bureau.
It is to be

that

hoped

the announcement

of an addition to the numbers of the Cabinet

dependencies

will not cause the Democratic

prejj to howl in capital· orer the matter as a
fact of the alarming extravagance of the Ad-

miaistration. The increase is in Robeson's department, of the female persuasion and will
not move in society the present season.

Washington Republican says that it
cannot any longer be concealed that there is
au alarming increase of small pox in the
eastern portion of the city. It says elsewhere that the enemies of the civil service,
the ever hungry place seeker, is prowling
ab_>ut the national capital as the precursor of
The

the multitudes that are to come the first of
March.

The two statements

nection are

since

suggestive

by an advocate of

taken in con-

they

are

the year is a
too much of a statute

but two is

tinkering

establish-

be

Washington correspondent

of

the

New York Times declares that the soldiers'
land grant bill that was
as a substitute to Mr.

passed in the Home
Speer's bill, is, on
closer examination quite as objectionable a>
the original, on the ground that it opens the
public domain to the land grabbers, and if it
goes into effect, will leave those desiring to
secure

homesteads at the mercy of railroad

companies

and

speculators.
bill will hang

It is

quite

possible that the
up in the Senate.
Both bills have the honor of Democratic pa-

ternity.
Lord Caithness happened to be at the
Hotel, when the aristocratic
proprietors of that fashionable hostelry roastFilth Avenue

ed their

domestics

in an

ingeniously-built

HIGH CHARGE FOE BENT.

WALDO COUNTY.

The Methodist Book Concern of Nashville,
Tennessee, has tiled a claim with the House
committee on claims for nearly §400,000 for
the use of their buildings by Union soldiers
during the war.

at that time. The South does not ask
such a defacing of the national record; for
cause

among all the

things that they have previously complained of, this has never been mentioned. Only five Democrats voted for the

THE CONGRESSIONAL

LIBRARIAN'S

YORK COUNTY.

I From

ANNUAL

lui.

opuuaiu,

miicuiau

υι

ρι*>-

sented to-day his annual report, which shows
that during the last yeaJ 9499 volumes were
added to the library, making the whole number December 1, 246,345, and also about 45,The copy-right law works
000 pamphlets.
satisfactorily, and brought iuto the Treasury
last year $12,283, covering 14,104 publications, an increase of fifteen per cent, during
the past year.
The librarian recomme ds
that the law be changed so that patent medicine and cigar-box labels si' all no longer be
copyiighted as prints, but protected by registration at the patent office.
THE CREDIT MOBILIER INVESTIGATION

Ilae assumed an unexpected importance, and
there are reasons for believing that what
were at first regarded as scandalous libels,
having no foundation in fact, are based on
business transactions which must now be
made public. Mr. Colfax appeared before
the committee to-day and made an explanatory statement, after which Mr. Ames asked
to be excused Irom concluding Dis statement, until he had consulted further with
Gen. Cushing, whose services as counsel he
Ilis request was granted,
had just retained.
and it is probable that the proceedings of the
committee will soon be made public, as there
is a general desire here to know what is trans-

resolution anJ tivo of these
aud desire

Hampshire

to

from New

are

be re-elected in

March.
The discoverer of

Livingstone, Mr. Henry M, Stanley was received by a good audience in Boston Monday evening. The papers
generally sjeak well of his effort which pleased his audience but the Advertiser pretty leverely criticises both Mr. Stanley and his leeture.

It says that Mr. Stanley can deal better with impenetrable forests and fathomless

Duping the Sick.

News and Other Items.

When Disraeli was about leaving office in
1SG8 the Queen offered him a peerage, but ho
kindly declined anything for himself, adding
that anything Her Majesty could do for his

a

to learn a little les-

opportunity
humanity from pagan Japan.
The ship Maria Luz employed in the transportation of coolies from Macao in China to
Peru was obliged through stress of weather
to put into Yokohama, Japan. When the
nature of the cargo became known, the Japanese authorities hnmanely reicued them and
they were sent back to China at their owl request. Now the Republic of Peru threaten»
both Japan and China with vengeance dire
for its interference with its slave dealing.
of common

son

Under

a

tAw passed in 1855, and acts !

ameudatory thereto, Mrs. A. Priestly of Dee I
Moines, Iowa., bas just recovered §2,600 from
Joseph llierb, for damages in selling liquor to
her husband.

Priestly

It i3 not known whether Mr.

continues

but

if he

intemperate;
does his amiable lady ii in a fair way to become wealthy.
When it becomes iuily known
that drunken husbands are the mean» of se-

curing
be

a

such

corner

fortunes,

there will be

in the matiimonial

marriageable tipplers will

be

likely to
market, and

considered the

by anxious moththeir daughters and this unsteady and

most desirable of matches
ers

for

The "laborers" among the working men of
Boston have less difficulty in finding employment than clerks and salesmen.
ϋοο. P. Μ. Β Young will submit a resolution in the House as soon as possible, authorizing J udge Poland's committee to inquire wheth-

has

given

Is Offered for
Testimonial

second

show

a

deficit of

132,187,000

francs—

Fortune fou the Chase Family.—The
Louisville (Kv.) Commsrcial says on the 8th
inst. that B. F. Chase, Esq.. of that city, re-

intelligence that the great English
chancery suit of Tomley vs. Chase heirs,involving an estate worth £52,000,000 sterliug, or

Tub Federal Council of the Internationals
met on Suuday in
New York city, and
addressed by delegates from the silkwere
weavers of Paterson, N. J., who have struck
account of a proposed reduction of twenty
per cent, in their wages. "Citizen" Halbert
recommended the weavers, as a last resort, to
hang their employers to the nearest lamp-post,
but was rebuked for the violence of his language by "Citizen" West. The membors promon

STATE

really good newspaper is strikingly illusby the Springfield Republican. This
journal took during the late campaign the unpopular side of things and that too in a community of very strong and earnest conviction·
on political subjects.
Yet its value is not at
all impaired aud it is, as heretofore,one of the
most prosperous papers in New England. It is
so complete in every department and so studious of the public needs in matter of new»,
literature and general information as to be
absolutely indispensable to its constituency.
It can afford to be independent and its read-

NEWS.

α

from

a lung fever
with a moat distressing cough, tuch as
1" never had before. 1 could get no rest day nor
night. I Liiel many remedies but could get no relief. A friend advised me to use Adamson s Botanic
Cougli Balsam. I took buta few doses before it effected a thorough cure. 1 can safely recommend it
to every one attfictcd with a cough.
W. H. To Γ M AN.
(Si-jneu)
We, the
having known Mr. W. H.
Totrnau for several soars would certify that hie case
wax considered a very critical one, and that lie was
cured by that· most excellent remedy, Adamson's

which left

j

mo

undersigned,

Henry Trickey, 33 Paris Street, Portland; F>ank
Boody, Westbrooic; Geo. Hodsou, 31 Paris Street,
Portlan-i ; W. P. Mansfield, Portland.
For sale by all Druggiats.
dec 18—sneodtf
MotUer Noble's Remedies.

Now, the time to keep jour blood purified
to prevent you from taking disease. Mother Noble's
Hea ingSyrup is ihe best blood purifier known to
the world. Use the Snuff a cure fonCatarrh, also the
Moss oil ror consumption,
w. biouse, m «
Casco St., Portland,"Me., Gen'l Agent for Cumberland
C )unty. Beware of Counterfeits.
decl8sn#lw
HOLIDAYS.

afford

to

do without it on

ac-

count of any difference of opinion.

Saturday was ''buncombe day" in the
National House and Hon. Mr. Snapp (with
two ps) I'roni the State of Illinois
repeated
his somewhat rtraarkah'e speech of the last
session against the Civil Service reform with
new illustrations and adornments.
Mr. Curtis and his associates were snappod
up as editors, and all those gentlemen in the House
who have favored this project with President
Grant must Dave felt like crawling into their
hoots to hide themselves from the torrent of
that this terrible

snapper poured
And this isn't tfcc worst of it. Snapp
becomes prophetic and solemnly declares that
if the Civil Service rules are enforced and he
and other representatives of the
people's will
are "gagged" the
republic and Republican
party will go to the "demnition bow-wows" ;
a huge ring will be built
up, or, in his own
words, "The President dies, the Vice President takes his place the Yice
;
President dies,
the Secretary of State takes his
place ; the
Secretary of State dies, and then some other
secretary becomes President, and so on in a
sarc sm

out.

ring."

Poor Mr. Snapp; his
ignorance of thé Constitution rendei* him the hapless victim of
his imagination.

uair

Portland, Maine, under the style of the ''BANK
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course uf the

We

W. N. G •OLD.

ΚΕΑL· ESTATE
SECURITIES !

but

we

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

The Journal says that the Auburn city council is to petition to the next Legislature for the
right to take water from Wilson Pond for domestic and other purposes.
J. S. Cobb, Esq., by reason of ill health, has
been farced to resign the office of Collector of
taxes in Auburn.
The Le wis to η Journal says that George W.
Mason proposes to clear the channel of the Androscoggin, so as to mak the river navigable between Ibis city and Lisbon Falls.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The Sunrise says that the town of Washburn
has a library owned by the town and under its
control, of some over 200 of choice books, a donation from Governor Washburn, Jr., Collector
of Portland. Mr. Washburn has recently sent
to the tQWn an additional donation of 44 volumes.

OXFORD COUNTV.

(Press Correspondence.)
The contract for the erection of a shoe factory in Norway village has boeu let to Moses

Houghton.

Ε. E. Elliott, the celebrated violinist, is verv
sick with typhoid fever, at Beal's Hotel, Norway.
James Stevens' house in Andoves, was burnΛ. small part of the furniture
ed last Tuesday.
was saved.
«
Elisha Goddord of Kumforî, was killed by
being run over by his team last Saturday. He
was hauling wood and while ho was fixing the

—

USEFUL AND FANCY ARTICLES
FOR

—

—

PRESENTS

HOLIDAY
—

AT

ANDEESON'8,
3 DEEBING BLOCK.

to check

3 DEEBING BLOCK.

let—Far

Mittens lor Boys' & Girls',

Gauntlets,

—

like it in

3 DEEMING 1ILOCK.

Linen Hem Stitched Handker'is,
Ladies' Linen llandk'is in boxes,
Motto and Initial Handkl's,
Embroidered & Lace llaudkl's,

boxes,
Children's Fancy llaudkl's,

General Eastern

want η nice Photograph or Tingo to A M. McKeunjt/s 161 Middle Street.
He warrants them as good as can be made in Port-

If you

Manufacturers of

—

AND

Any Desired Shade

Ladies' Silk Ties & liait Hantlk'is,
Setts Collars and Culls,
llandk'i and Ulore Boxes,
Fans and Jewelry,

Prepared

DURABLE, BEAUTIFUL, ECONOMICAL.
M. YEOMANS,
General Eastern Agent,
D.

—

.A. JN D Ε Κ S 0IN"

S

83 Commercial

,

Be28-eodtf

especial inducement·.

A. O. SCIIL.OTTERBECK A CO.,
APOTHECARIES,

NEW HOLIDAY GOODS,
which together with

30.Ί Congress Street, Portland, Maine.
decl7
sntf

regular assortment of

our

TO

Ladie^ Furnishing Goods,

T'ae Front Office
—WILL

Duxing

BE

OFFERED—

Holidays,

Also

the

list

a

nice

OPERA.

an

infant to that of

a

*

Fancy Cutlery, Ac.,

4.

Gloves and cloth, of different devices,
Will be readily sold at most reasonable prices.
IIoop Skirts and Corsets, Elastics and Bustles,
The latter desirable, though not made of muscles.
Clou Is, Jackets and Gaiters iu motley array
Arc laid quickly before you with but little delay,
5.
and

dcc7

are

very

much

rel-

all perfect and

guns7

really no higher
damaged iu the great Boston tire
And this little fact will you please boar in mind,
What excellent ba? gains you surely will lind
At J. II. FITZCiERALD'S, if you'll give him
a call,
"Whose store is just opposite the New City Hall.
declS

1 Manhattan

I Abyssinia
Nestorian
Oceanic

SHOT,
CAPS.
BUÏ THEM AT 61 EXCHANGE ST.,
J. B.

Sun rises
Sun sets

Public notice is hereby given that the Annual
etingof th Corporation knnvn^s Bosworth Post
No. 2, Department of Maine, G. A. It., will be held
at Grand Army Hall (Mechanics' Building), Portland
m FRIDAY, I>ee.27rh, 1872, ar 7* P. M.
Business—The elect on of officers for the ensuing
year and the transaction of such otlier business as
may legally come before the meeting.
HENRY O. HOUSTON,
Per order.
Pu'St Adjt. and Clerk of Corporation.
decll&ndtd
■

To Let
commo.lious four storied Brick Store, No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO
Inquire of

THE

No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.

sept!2sntf

FOR

Doc
Dec
Portland—Liverpool.. .Dec
New York. .Liverpool
Dec
New York.. Liverpool
Dec
Dec
..New York.. Liverpool
New York. .Demarara... .Dec
Now York. .Rio Janeiro ....Dec
New York. .Liverpool
Dec
New York. .Liverpool
Dec
Dec
Portland—Liverpool
New York. Liverpool
Dec

"WEBER" and other einincnt makers,
Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,
5 Caboon Blor't. opposite City Hall,
liF. Ï»

18
18
21
21
21
21
23
23
25
25
28
28

December 18.
7.50 PM
7.25 I Moon rises
4.29 I High water
1.30 PM

; MARINE

AT

DATE

.Liverpool
.Liverpool

LUCAS.

PIANOS.
PIA NOS.
PIANOS.

''CEP

PRICES

Skates,

Tuesday, Dfc. IT.
ARRIVED.

Steamer New Brunswick,
Eastportfor Boston.

coroly

Pocket

Guns and Sporting Gooils*

as

G. L.

Fall

tor Cuba.

single pairs.

Windsor, NS—
Brig Elizabeth Ann, (Br)
plaster to order.
Sch Ε Ε Stimpson, Bunker, New York—coal to Η

usual.

BAILEY,

Paine & Co.
Sch Ε G McLean, Cook, Musquash, NB—lumber to
Ε Τ Patten & Co.
Sch Ranger, (Br) Clark, Grand Menan, NB—fresl·
-J
L

48 EXCHANGE STREET.

l

fish for a market.
Sch J W Woodruff,

Λ Book for Every Mail.
Haskell. Calais for Newport.
i
The "SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESEKVASch Eureka, Stanley, Calais for Baltimore.
TION," a Medical Treatise on tbe Cause ami Cure of
CLEARED.
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decliue in Man, Nervous and Physical
Brig J Bickmore, Henley, Cardenas—Pliinney &
Debility,Hypochondria, Impotency, Jackson.
.Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
Sch J Κ Howard, (Br) Howard, St John, NB—Jno
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the inPorteous.
discretions or excesses of mature years. This is inSch Traveller, Mitchell, Lubcc.
deed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and hapSAILED—Barque Andes; sclis R F Hart, Annie
piness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
Murchie, and others. Barque Daring is at anchor in
ever published, and the only one on this class of ills
the Roads.
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enMEMORANDA.
larged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only $1. Sent by mail j*ost-paid on receipt cf
Brig A D Whiddeu, from Kempt, NS, for Portland,
Address PEA BODY MEDICAL INSTIprice.
Wrecked at Apple River, NS, liad a cargo of piaster
TUTE, No. 4 Bulfincli Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
and was under command ot Capt Hill, (not Ellis, as
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. Ν. B. The
heretofore published.)
author
be consulted on the above as well
discuses

may

requiring skill and?i£XP£RiENCE.
en
mar25-dly

as

all

C
C

BOOKS

GIFT

55 worth 7.»
7-8 60

«

"

"

DALZIEL AND DORE.

"
«

u

almost here and

Books,

&c., &c.

Wltli Good» for

\

Sch Lebanon, Carpenter, from Portland for Boston,
1 put into Portsmouth 16th leakiug badly and with loss
of both jibs.

H
ff

Presents, liuying them late In ^
11
the season at

Price,

$25.00

C

THOUSANDS OF

£

Far

Backgammon
Toys

C USEFUL
C

C

j|

Jf
Η
Η

Λ

ç

£j
C

our

immEursii
Is

one

store

Grand Display of

f
List of

ç

90

Q
C

a

few

articles t bat

CENTS

we

§«U at

EACH

Element Photograph Album·,

J;

Very large lizcd
Benulifa!

(JMiiic
C
Γ

Work

Boxe·,

And numbers of otlier articles that can't be
bought for $1.00 each at any store in
the State.

~

£
(J

Wc know h«w l· Buy and

C

we

kntw

H

Γ

Come

and

See if

we

Don'l.

\

Η

c

cCOGIA HASSAN, g
C
C

12D Middle & β

Temple Sts.

H
Η

THE

GEORGE Ε
Portland, Doc. 10, 1872

EBIKD,} Commi««loner».
declg
jairt
1C

»l'-w

St.)

opened

at

LOWELL'S,

the

—

Street,

CRAGlTî

HAVE

—

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

CHAS. H. LAMSON,

Exchange Street.

53

0

tleclR

1872.

CHRISTMAS

FOR

HALL L. DAYIS,

77 middle Street,

dtfanl

hand a fine and well selected «took of
for the HOLIDAY TRADE. AU styles
of American and Imported

Has

now on

goods

WATCHES·

Presents !

Vest, Opera,

Gold

Presents.

sets

Bracelets,

Exchange Street.

Sleeve

ENGRAVINGS.

OPERA GLASSES,
Magnifying Glasses. Sterioscopes, Microscopes, Spectacles, "&«. All selling at lowest pric«s at

The largest and choicest st^ck in the city, an gin ^
from 50 cts. to $30. 00. What is more beautifiil than
a nice Framed Pictnro hanging gracefully on the
walls ot a quiet and cosy hornet What more appropriate present can ne give another?
*ull line of PRAXG'9 CHB0H09, very
beautiful. Also a large stock of

LAMSON'S,
NO. 77 MIDDLE STREET,

Albums, Bibles,

(near Post Office.)

dec 13

Stationery, Fancy
WITH—

in all the Latest

Styles.

declS

d2w

CHRISTMAS^

1872

AVatches,
Diamonds,
Silver AVare,

Jewelry.
We luve

β'·
β'·
Bath
β'«
8'»
Dayton Ohio ....
....
Columbus "
8'e
....
1's
Cook Count)'
.....
Cincinnati
T*
Leeds & Farinington Κ Β. β'»
ί Portland Λ. Rochester Κ. Κ.
V»
Va
Maint- Central R. It.—old
Central Railroad ol loua, Gold T»
Chicago, Danville & Vincennee
r·
R. R. <4old

goods

Foreign

and

which

we

»OU SALE

H. M.

American Watches

offer at moderate

Call and. See

J. ▲. MERRILL,

32

prices.

PEARL
uew

examine

Us.

BURT'S
WINTER

NEW.
citizens to

a

Picture

M. G. PALMER.

CRAYON,
<lecl6deod3w

Please call

BONDS.

and

*·. 101 Middle Slrcrl,

POBTLAND, MB

Vessel lor Sale.

i

"LINDA STEWART"
«Uncharging at
BARK
this port 234 tons register and in good order.
j
For particulars inquire of
now

CHARLES H. CHASE & CO.

Notice;

HAVIÏ<G

1NEW

hand extra Mated ulelghj,
ALBERT CHASE,
dst·

10 Per Cent· Bonds of Otoe Co., Neb.
DY

β'·

PORTIijI \D

β'·

CLiVUl.AMI, OHIO,

7'm

ΖΑΚΒϋΤΙΜ,Κ.ΟΙΙΙΟ

8'·

HT, LOI IN,

β··

LOI7ISVILI..E, Κ*.,

7'm

COOK COCNTV

7»·

HAINE CENTRAL H. B. Con.oli7'm
7-30'·

NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R

β·»

EUROPEAN Λ Ν. AM. R. R., C.U

CHICAGO,

DAKVILI.K

&

VIN.
*'·

CENKEt R. R. Oold

SALE.

Pung. 2 second
22 Preble Street.
dec 18

«TATEOV aAlltK

dntrd,

soi l mj interest in Orand Trunk Dining
Hall, Portland, to W. W. Brown I.-ehall ba»o
do
with Its management from this date.
to
nothing
C. Ο. B. KIMBALL.
Dec. 7tb, 1873.
<lecl8—lw·

FOR

BOOTS
—

LADIES

specimens at
Λ. M. McKENXEY,

decl8dlf

FOR

Also OK It MAKI FELT BOTTOM Boots and
Slipners. Λ full assortment of Overshoes for men,
women and children at Û33 Middle St.

in the art, which ssrpa^scs
yet introduced.
Pictures is especially adapted to colors,

GUARANTEED

dtf I·

—

our

Street,

nof>

new
ever

declts—2w

PAYSON,

PORTLAND.

A. KEITH.

Invite the>ttention of

BY

Exchange

deelSdlw

SOMETHING
called

......

Northern Pacific 12. R.. Gold 7-30's

on hand a fall line of
usually found
firs'-class Watch and Jewelry Establishment,
embracing many of the newest and choicest patterns
of Jewelry ; very fine
a

....

Bangor

Remember 92 Ac 96 Exchange St.

1872

dim

BUNDS.

Articles and Toys.
i Portland

Jewelry

RINGS,

great variety, Plain, Chased, Carved and Seal.

Spoons, Forks, Napkin Rings, Fruit Knives, Pock·
Knives, Cake Baskets, Castors, Butter Dishe·. Card
Receiver^? Vases, Ac. Also optical goeds. A1J style

—

—TOGETHER

Call and

Silver and Silrer Plated Ware !

Chromos
AND

Buttons, Studs, Ac.
fine selection of

FINGER
in

—

plated

Gold

JEWELRY,
see onr

Framed

Neck

Lockets, Charms. Seals, &c., Gold and

COLESWORTHY'S
92 and 96

Leon tine and

CHAINS.

Gel theui at

THE NEBRASKA CITY ÎCAT'l. BANK.

CENTRAL· IOVA R. R. OmU

7'·

ATCniSON, ΤΟΡΕΚΛ Λ *. F. Held

7'·

rou β ALB BIT

SWAN & BAHlibT Γ.
Bankers and Broker».

Value of Property, S15.000.000.
Also Kansas and Nebraska Bridge and School
Bonds, and other choice investment securities for sale
prices that will pay over 12 percent.on the amount
invested.
THOS. P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers,
No. 14 Pine Street, Now York.
decl7d&wlm w51

at

Commissioners Notice.
unrle- signed commissioners, appointed by the
Jud»e of Probate for tbe Comity of Cumberland
to receive and decide upon the claims of creditors
against the estate of Ephraim P. Gammon, late ol
Poril ind, deceased, repre ented as insolvent, having
been duly sworn, give notice lhat six months from
the third day of December. A, D. 1872, are allowed
for said cr litors to be presen f and prove their claims,
and thai said commissioners will be in session for the
purpose of receiving said claims and proofs at the ofiice ο George E. Bird, in Portland, in said oouuty.
on the ttrst Tuesdays of January, March and April
A. D. 1873, at twelve of the clock, noon.

,

j of all kintls, Music Books. Folios, and Sheet Music
o! a large variety for Santa Claus to deal out in th·
Everything marked down aud sale to continue un· ! Holidays at
til after the Holidays.
ίϊ MIDDLE STBEE T,
Don't fail to call and examino before purchasing.
lmo
deli

hew to Sell.

C

large

in

CLOCKS!

HAWES A:

Snper Tinted and
Parisian Graud Quadrille.

Τϊ

JJ
^
H

*-1

lar*e assortment of FRENCH and YANKEE
decl4<i3w
CLOCKS.

Piries Ex

H

jj
JJ
H

Folio·,

hcnd Plum

Juet

—IK C LUDI2ÎG—

JJ

Doll*,

con-

a

and is decidedly a Hit.
To be seen is to bo appreciated.

Jj
Writing Desk·,

Wax

large stock of

Plain & Fancy Stationery 301 Congress

Η
Η
Η
If

JJ
jj
JJ
II

(Oppo.

del2

Portmonies,

Something entirely
in beauty anything

H

GOODS.

HOLIDAY

a

description,
Variety.

FRENCH

This

Presents.

Elegant

C
C

CLAUS!

103 MIDDLE ST.

<

•

Η
OF

C

—

J. A. D A Y

Russia Leather

PRESENTS.g
Η

THOUSANDS

(J

OF

of every

Chess, &c.,

H

H

OF

QUARTERS

Dolls of all Kintl

Boards,

TOYS®

THOUSANDS

1w

Becking Horses,
Sleds,

139 Middle Street·

the Children.

(Just above Preble House.)

Ladies' Work Baskets,
Writing Desks.
llnudk'r and Glove boxes,
Nice Portoltlonies,
Work Stands,
Children's Chairs
(hoth Rocks and Hi

Writing Desks,

$5.00.

CHEAP

0
C
C

50

FOR THE COMING HOLIDAYS!

C$12.00 Photograph Albans for Îi.oojj J. A. Merrill &
Ce.,
for
0

"

One of the largest stocks to be found in the city,
sisting of

be found In Portland.

to

in

Aud selling at the prices other dea'er· pay.

4-4 40

Just receive»I from Importera,

Library Inkstands

HASSAN,S

Half

0

0

·«

SANTA

—OF—

Overflowing,

To

45

«·

FANCY GOODS and TOYS

ΤΙ

filled his store to

8-4 35

HEAD

THE BEST ASSORTMENT

s

usual

ae

85

cotton & wool

—

Jnyenile Toy

H

Γ

"
"

doc!4

Albums

Photograph

H
"

CHRISTMAS

4-4 65

"

MORTCN BLOCK,

—OF—

S KNOW 1
c
C
C

75
80

JVELSOff & CO.,

Very Fine Line

A

i

■

"
44

Bibles and Prayer Books
In all Sizes and Styles.

Η
Η
Η
η

nJ

c

all wool,white 8-4 55

many beautifully illugtrated by

No,

wt

Pike, St John, NB, via

River) Gray, MalaBrig Jolin Brightman, (of
ga Nov G via Vineyard-Haven,—raisins to order.
Brig Clara M Goodrich, (of Portland) Branscomb,
Cadiz Oct 31,-239 lasts salt to J S Winslow «SiCo.
Brig Mattie Β Russell, York, Portsmouth, to load

Knives, Razors,
Si'iMors in sets and

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND·

"Skates.
Acme Club and Common

dec9sn3w

FROBi

New York.
New York.

ftliniatnre Almanac

Sept 18-sntf

sntf

Bosivosili Post iVo. 2, Department
ot Maine, <*. A. H.

Or oi

Mandingo
Ontario!

POWDER,

are

Than if they'd been

m

Adriatic
City of Antwerp

sn3w

my!7

G

gooas

Prussian
City of Paris

embroidered, hem-stitched

embelished
With pictures which by children

are

Calabria

UNDER MECHANICS' HALL.

and

These

NAME
Minnesota

Ac.

R. B. SWIFT,

sage.

Kid

Handkerchiefs, plain

DBPARTUBE OF OCEAN STEAMERS

Lmlies and Cents' Porlmeni«i,

lot of Glsves to suit every age,

From the hand of

GLASSES,

Low Prices!

Assortment

«·

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Ç

Iu this city, Dec. 16, Mrs. Mary A. Bishop, aged 45
years 6 months.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at i o'clock,
at Blount Lion Church, MouniforL Street.
In Yarmouth, Dec. 15, Capt. Theophilus Drinkwater, aged 80 years.
LFuneral on Wednesday afternoon, at 1 o'clock,
at his Irte residence. Relatives and friends arc invited to attend.
In Stockton. Nov. o0, Mrs. Mary, widow oi the laic
Nathl Gilmore, ot Searsport, aged 77 years.

CLOCKS IN CREAT VARIETY

Ribbed,Cotton and Woolen, Striped, Fancy and Plain;
Fit tor all seasons, sunshine or rain,
An extensive variety for children and men,
As well as for misses and ladies, and then

V

«

Doc 2. lat 20, Ion 71 43, sch Frank Treat, from Mayaguez for New York.
Dec 7, lat 30 5δ Ν, Ion 10 05 W, ship Jas A Wright,
trom New Orleans for Havre.
Dec 8, lat 35, lou 72, sch Eva May, from Baltimoie
for St Thorns 8.

C

JEWELRY !

Real Jet ami imitation Bracelets,

|

SPOKEN.

DO

shall sell at the following

we

"

Othello. Grecnleaf, Tybee.
Sid fm Hamburg 26th ult, Susan A Blaisdell, Sawyer, Middleboro, E.

Hae

notice.]

JIAUCRETG JEWELRY,
WHITBY JEWELRY,
RUBBER JEWELRY.

which

"

Sid fm Bombay Nov 12, Harvester, Carver, for Colombo.
Sid im Palermo 10th ult, McGilvery, Nichols, for
New York.
Ar at Havre 30th ult,
Clark, Bosworth,
New Orleans.
Cld 20Lh. Martha McNeil, Watts, for New Orleans;

eodsnly

In this city, Dec. 16, bv Rev. A. Dal ton, Hermann
Kotzschmarr and Miss Mary A.Torrey, both of Portland.
Iu this city, Dec. 15. by Rev. Jas. H. Madison, Geo.
W. Ball and Mary A. Hughes, both of Portland.
[A liberal slice of the bridal cake accompanied the

GOODS 1

FLANNELS

HURRAH FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

C

MJLEtRll&T).

HOLIDAYS !

Elegant

HOLIDAY

brigs
ldç;

C

—

Gilbert's beet Opera all colors

Femandina.
Sid fm Havana 7th inst, ship Ε S Thayer, Thompson, New Orleans; 8th, brig Iza, Noyes, Savannah ;
sclis John Bird. Sleeper, Pensacola; S Β Hume, Diggins, do; G D King, Eldridge, do; 10th, barque L Τ
Stocker, Pierce. New York; sell Lizzie. Pope. Mobile.
Cld 7th, barque H D Stover, Pierce, New York.
In j»ort 17th. ships Enoch Talbot, Kimball, and
Marcia C Day, Chase, une; barques Mendota, Perry,
and Homeward Bound, Merriman,do; brigs Clara
J Adams, McFadden. and Mary Ε Leightou, Gay,do;
schs M D Marston. Marston ; Β F Waite, Aylward,
and Hattie Roes, Ulrick, do.
Ar at Cardenas Gth inst, set Kate Carlton. Bowers,
Baltimore; 7th, barque Damon, Call, St John. NB.
Sid 0th, brijr Addie Hale, Sheppard, Fernandina.
In
Carrie Purincton, Whitmoro. for
4th.
Loch Lomond. French, for North of
New York,
Hatteras; L Warren. Gott,, and Acelia Thurlow, Galilean. une; scb Alruna, Mitchell, for Pensaeola.
Cld at St John, NB, 13th inst,barque Frances, Lor-

I

OF

—OF—

Seimers,

cCOGIA

DIED.

FANCY

Of each and every particular thing,
So I to the Hosiery your attention will briug.

Such

octlG

BLOCK.

TUE

JEWELRY

for one to stop and dilate
the excellent qualities, finish and make

Agents for the United States.

An

ult, sch Ellen Morrison,
Dodge, Darien.
AratStJago 22d, brig Lizzie Wyman, Hopkins,
New York; Mariposa. Milton, Philadelphia.
at Cienfuegos 4th inst. barque Μ Β Stetson,

Coun-

DUNCAN'S SONS. New York,

JOn\

A choice lot of

uudergarments for ladios' ;
boys too and also for babies,

But it won't do
On

^PERRINS'
Sauce

are cautioned to avoid the numerous
Buyers
terfeits and Imitations offered for sale.

are

and for

1LEA

large invoice

Standard Poets & Novelists.

3d inst, brig Chas Miller,

at the

VdUllOnsWorcestershire

CHRISTMAS GOODS !

FOR

Enquire

decîsntf

Entf

PRESENTS

the Third story.

ΓοΐΐίίΑΙίΪ

PRICES

LOWEST

decl6

2.
on

in

Bank.

DEEBING

of ambition

men

rooms

WE HAVE A

—OF Till—

Priecilla, Frazer, do.
Sid fm Valparaiso 4th ult, ship Uncle Tobey, Drinkwater, (from Guanape) for uork.

V>rt

Prices.

EDITIONS

CHOICE

wyman; rreeaom, eraaiey, ana uoiaen tuiie, nan;
A Litchfield, SpaulJiug; Ν ïliayer, Crosby, and J G Pendleton, Gilmore, all loading fuano.
Old 23d ult. ship Eric the Red, Small, Callao; bark

C

tocks & Fox.

tlie

—AT—

3

the second floor in the Canal

National Bank Building, recently occupied by Mat-

—AT—

VERY

BE_LET.
on

SECURE BARGAINS

—

barques H

b.ands:

and a very large variety of Domestic Cigars, all of
which are to be sold at very greatly reduced prices,
far below the usual rates, making it an object for any
smoker to supply himself at our store. To those purchasing cigars by he box wo are prepared to oiler

GREAT VARIETY OF OTHER

AND A

AND DOMESTIC

Henry Ciay,
Regalia Britanica.
Panamas,
Cabana's,
Brevas,
Figaros,
Espaniolas,
Concbas,
Panetclas,
Operas,

Card Cases,
Lace Collars,

'

BOOKS !

FOREIGN PORTAI.
Ar at Callao 15tli nit, ships Peru, Loring, Cardiff;
Kendrick Fish. Wats, Guanapc, (and sailed 23d for
Cork); 20tli, Franconia, Gray, Mollendo; Sagamore,
Wood, Macabi. (and sailed 23d for Valencia; Rocklight, Evans, do (aud sailed 23d for England) ; 24th,
ship Eddvstone, Parker, Arica.
Sid 11th ult, ship Jos Clark, Carver, England; 14th,
Jamestown, Call, do; nth, Gen Berry, Levcnsalier,
Guanape: 19th. barque Moonbeam, Field. San Francisco; 22a, ship Lathly Rich, Mitchell. Macabi.
In port 27th ult, ships Vigilate, Whitmore; Loretta
Fish, Carney; R L Richardson, Anderson; Nancy
Pendleton, Pendleton ; Gcntoo, Linnell ; Emma,
Rich ; Corsica, Havener, and Martha Cobb, Healey,
uuc ; barque Itobt Porter, Killman, do.
At Guanape 23d ult, ships H S San ford, Dunphv ;
Columbia, Carter ; Columbia, Bletheu ; Charter Oak,
Nichols; Pacific, Blanchard ; Besolute. Nichols; Gen
Shenley, Patten ; Jane Fish, Brown ; Harry Morse,

oftere 1 for sale in this city, comprising the fol-

lowing

Greatly Reduced

JTrceman

CIGARS
ever

STOCK

(Latest l»y European eteam«rw.]

Just received the finest assortment of

CHOICE IMPORTED

Now la the time to

—AT—

Lucy Jane, RLoadee. Kockland.
Cld 16th, sch Harriet Newell, Gould, Maclilae.
Ar 17th, brig Nellie Hastings, Hall, Singapore; schs
Black Warrior, Stevens, Calais: Gulnare.Strout. Penobscot ; Alpine, Elliott, and Cambridge, (bolder,
Bath ; Mary Willey, Williams, Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 14th, schs Ripley Ropes, Tibbetts. Newcastle for Boston ; Col Eddy, McBean, ftn
Portland for New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 15th, schs Ellen Thompson.
Bradford, and Maud Barbour, Barbour. New York ;
Sammy Ford. Allen, do; Lebanon, Carpenter, Portland for Boston, (leaky and with loss of salle) ; Τ J
Beckett, Graut, do for do.

Portland.

sn

ATTENTION SMOKERS!

Aprons,
Ottaman Patterns,
Slipper Patterns,
Uaiters, liuskins,
Needle Books,
Spool Boxes,

the Public in general : I would call your attention
To a fact which I think is well worthy of mention,
TU' that J. II. FI rZOERALD wlioee height

For

tit.

RETAIL

ing, Valparaiso.

3 DLUUl^U BLOCK.

To

First

Color,

or

Immediate Application.

for

SOLD By Tiie GALLON OISTLY

Periumer)',
Fancy Boxes,

TU l'tlis FUKLli;.
1.

Is, by very low prices to defy competition,
splendid assortment of goods now offers
Whose merits will conquer the whole tribe of scoffers.

!

WHITE

PUREST

ANDERSON'S,

A

sn

Λ Te rill Chemical Paint Co.,

3 DUEHMO BLOCK.

LORING, Proprietor.

A« UJIti

an5-eodtf

land.

Out Sale

—OF—

SAVANNAH—Ar 15th, schs Jas Wall, Grover, fm
New York; Mac ie Mulvey, Allen,do.
CHARLESTON—Ar 14tli, brig Gambia. Gilley.
Rockport ; sch Ε L Trefethen. Thompson, Mayaguez.
BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, sch Addle Blaisdell, Garfield, Kennebec.
Cld 14th, sch Nettie Cashing, Jameson, New York.
Sid 14th, ship Cuba, for Accapuloo.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th, sch Margie, McFadden, Portland.
Cld 14th, sch Mattie Holmes. Cox, Port Spain.
Ar 15th, barque Ε A Kennedy, IIottV.es, Leghorn.
Ar 16th, schs W F Cushing, Cook, Jamaica; Nellie
Shaw, Cates, Trinidad.
Below, brig Almon Rowell, Atherlon, Bangor.
ELI Ζ ABET Η PORT—A r 12th, sch Frank Herbert.
Crowell. Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 15th, ship Golden Flcece, Bray,
Uoilo; barque Nonpareil, Fiinn, Buenos Ayres: brigs
Julia F Carney, Turner, St Thomas via Turks Islands; Virginia, Johnston, St Pierre; Havana, Bennis. Havana* Nel ie Husteed, White, Pensacola; schs
H C Sheppard, McDonald, Georgetown, SC ; Nellie
Carr. Lansil, Bangor for Washington; Nevada, Gillis,
Belfast ; Forest City, from Ellsworth.
CM 16th, sch Chas Comery, Pinkham, Boston.
Passed through Hell Gate 15th, schs Emma W Day,
Clark, Port Johnson for Bosron; Eva H Lewis, New
York for Northport; Adrian, Hunt, da for Rockland ;
Ida Ella. Wilbur, do tor Boston : A H Lennox, Gray,
do for Cape Hay tien ; Mansfield, Achorn, do for Providence; Nile, Metcalf.do for Rockland; Jason. Sawyer, do for Machias; Wm Deming, Mitchell. Hoboken
for Boston; Light of the East, Harper. New York for
do; Silas McLoon. Spear, Port Johnson tor do.
MAKBLEHEAD—Ar 14tli, schs Carrie L Hix, Hix,
and Win Froeman, Roberts. Elizabeihport.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 14th, schs J W Coffin.
Strout, Machias for New York, (lost anchor); CP
Gerrisli, A in? strong, and G M Went worth, Collins,
Calais ior do; Mary Τ Pike, Good, Lubec for do; Ζ A
Paine, Jones, Easiport for do; Farragnt, Hart. Boston for do; Grace Girdler. Smith, and Lena Breed,
Wheaton, Portland for Philadelphia; Onrust, Romer,
Calais for do. (lost anchor.)

Islanit and Baltimore.
Ar at Costa Rica prev to
Gilchrist. Boston.
Ar at Guadeloupe 21st

Type,

ANDEESON'S,

AT

Agent,

83 Commercial St., Portland.
Sept21eodsntl

Ladies' JUerino Underwear,
Children's Merino Underwear,
Seamless and felt Goods,
Children's Cashmere Hoods,
Nubias and Cashmere star.»,
Chiidren's Wurslediacet s,

FLANNELSΓ

!

HOLIDAYS

Ar at Antigua 2d inst, sell Keokuk, Gates, Machlas
Ar a Demarara 27th ult, brig Lima, Hill, Brunswick, Ga.
Sid 21st, brig Jennie Morton, Gamage, for Fortune

U. m. ÏLUJIASS.

3 1>££Κ1ΛΟ BLOCK.

—

any otber.

acking^as any other paint.

IaNDERSON'8,

medicine.

dec3snti

Çeautlfnl then

8th—It will not an or chalk.
9tli—It is positively water and fire proof.
10th—Covers old work as well as new.
Uth—Superior for covering brick.
12th—The best paint for iron buildings.
This paint has been, and is being used upon the finest villas and buildings both public and private, in
this country, north, south, east, and west, giving universal satisfaction, and in all cises has proved its
£ ear to be fully twice as long, without chalking or

maladies CONSTIPATION and DYSPEPSIA there

nothing

more

2d—More durable then any other.
3d—-Lower in price then pure Lead aril Oil.
4th— To bo all ready for use.
5th—To require no thinning or drier.
6th—The best wood preservative ever discovered.
7th—Rain (before dry) does not wash it.

Children's Cloth Gloves,

has taken the remedy confirms our statement,
that for the treatment and cure of the distressing
is

cough suddenly.

a

WILL PKOVE ITSELF.

Geut's Cloth Gloves,
Gents' Kid mittens?

l adies' Berlin

THE

Closing

PORTS.

Al 10vu, ung tiuiiii uu^uiuiuu, vira/, luaiugit ηυν
6th fur Portland; schs Fanny Flint. Warren, and
Owen Ρ Hinds, Clendenuin, Calais for New York;
Marion Draper. Mead", Gardiner for do; Τ S McLellan, Fare, Portland for do; Lunet, Hinds, Calais for
Providence; W Τ Emerson, Dorr, Bangor for New
Haven, (lost anchor) ; Η at tie M Maj-o, Calais for do ;
Marion Gage, Fountain, Portland tor Philadelphia;
Alpha, Sautebury, do for Stamford.
Sid, brig J brightman, Isaac Carver; scbs Raneer,
New Zealand, Sedona, Tookolita, Chilion, Leader.
Sandalphon ; 16th, J \V Coffin. Onrust, Farragut, L
Ames. Post Boy. M Gage. Marion Draper, Lizzie 1J
Barker. Τ S McLellan, and others.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, brig iriattann, Jarvis, Mobile;
scbs Emily Curtis, Barbour, Philadelphia; sens L M
Strout, Strout, Baugor; D Κ Arey, Ryan, Belfast

Tbe Averill Chemical Paint

Gents' Kid Gloves, lined Fur Tops.

AT

Pulmonary

Schenck's Seaweed tonic dissolves the food, mixes
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily,
nonrislies the system, and creates a healthy circulation of the blood. When the bowels are costive, skin
shallow, and the patient is of a billious habit,
Schenck's Mandrake Pills arc required.
These medicines are prepaired by Dr. J. H.
SCHENCK & SON, Northeast corner of Sixth and
Arch streets, Philadelphia. Penn., and tor sale by
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, Boston, and John F. Henry, 8 College place. New York,
sale by Druggists generally.
septSsueodtf

ANDEKSON'S,

—

cure

Schenek's Pulmonic Syrmp is an expectorant which
does not contain any oniura, nor anything calculated

Ki<l Mittens,
Kid Gloves,
Otter Fur Top Kid Gloves,
Caster Gauutlets,
Ladies Doeskin Gauntlets,
Buck Gauutlets,

AX

will

these cases be suddenly stopped, the lungs, liyer and
stomach clog, and remain torpid and inactive, and
before the patient is aware of his situation, the lungs
are a mass of sores, and ulcerated,, and death is the
inevitable result.

—

who

LINCOLN COUNTY.

The Monthly Nras is the name of a new
paper started at Waldoboro' by Samuel Miller.
Major Shorty of the Bridgton News gives a
lecture in the Newcastle course.

OF

only medicines that

consumption.
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will often occasion the death of tlie patient. It locks up the
liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemorrhage
follows, and, In fact, clogging the action of the very
organs that caused the cough.
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of
two-thirds of the cases of consumption. Many are
now complaining with dull pain in the side, the bowels sometimes costive and sometimes to loose, tongue
coated, pain in the shoulder blade, feeling sometimes
very restless, and at other times drowsy; the food
that is taken lies heavily on the stomach, accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. These symptoms usually originate irorft a disordered condit ion of
the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons so attected, if
they take one or two heavy colds, and if the cough in

«

every disease under the Sun,
do say, and the testimony of every person

FKANKLIN COUNTY.

S. L. Boardman, Esq., of the Maine Farmer,
is preparing an elaborate article on the history
of cattle in Maine.

Are the

GRAND OPENING

cure

ished,
Ingest grist mill in Houltou, owners ( Silk Ties of all shades, also Aprons and Tiers—
noTstated, was burned to the ground j For such
tilings there should be a great many buyers.
Thursday night. The loss is estimated at from
$3,000 to $10,000, on which no insurance had Perfumery, Jewelry, Brushes and Soaps,
been effected on account of the increased rates.
Pins, Needles, Spodl Cotton and Buttons for coats.

COUNTY.

SCHENCK'S MAKDRAKE PILLS,

sep2SsnTf

them
mail

The

KENNEBEC

SCHENCK'S SEAWEED TONIC,

Sleeve Battons,

name

Charlotte Dunham of Madrid, being desirous
of showing what a hale old lady could do on
ber eightieth birthday, the other day spun six
skeius of yarn in five hours. This used to be a
day's stent.

SCHENCK S PULMONIC SYRUP,

BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of Improved Real Estate iu the west, bearing 10 per
cent, interest, payable iu the east, for sale by
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.

—

|

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

&

MUNICIPAL,

and for

octl9-sntf

June 24th, 1872.
juu23nevvlt then sn tf

Portland,

Gents' Wool and Merino Hose,

do not pretend that LORING'S VEGETABLE

SPECIFIC will

STOVESÎ

iu the market,
sale at Low Prices by
Bent

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,

Belts,

DI E.

BATCKIELOK'SBpAIR

Very

No. 199 Fore St., between Exchange and
Plum Streets.

Children's Wool Hose, all kinds,

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
tints or u apleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batclielor. Sold bv all Druggists.
CHÀS. BATCHELOR, Prop., Λ. Y.
octl
d&w
s Ν
Ivr

sii3w

The

Ladies' all Wool & Merino Hose,

GEO. W. WHITTIER,
400 Congress Street.

deu 17sn

Under Mechanic»' Hall.

in

FRESH VACCINE.
Wihttier, Druggist, is receiving fresh Vaccine,
fresh from the cow. Also vaccine cruste (humanized)
one remove from the animal.
Every point and crust
use
or

A. HARMOM,
STREET,

PARLOR

While looking at liis "Breakfast Jacket,"
Designed to make their "dress" complete,
Comer of Beach and Washington street.
decl7—lwsn

physicians can
by telegraph

GEQ.

CONGRESS

dec7

iiWK OF POKILAKD.
On, ami after this date, ti e un ersigned will carry
on a 8T1UCTLY Bunking business, at the Banking
Roon.s now occupied by the Second Natioual bank,

And let them not make too much racket.

is warrented reliable and
with confidence. Orders
promptly attended to.

RING*, NECK CHAINS, Ac.
ma·le to order in large variety of

317

392 Congreee Mtreet aud 95 Free Street»
sntf
nov7
PORTLAND, ME.

Banking Busidcss.

of

.Jewelry

styles.

j Hoop Skirts and Corsets,
French Paniers and Bustles,

The Holidays wjll soon be here,
Sweet "Merry Christmas'* and "New Year"
Parents an I friends are looking round,
To se where "Presents" may be found.
The Boys who wish for something nice,
Which they can get at moderate price,
Had better call at George Fenno's,
And buy a "Suit of "Winter Clothes,"

a

cannot

removed tlieir Difice to Rooms over George W.
Whittier's Dru4 Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macalaster is now ready at his new office to
wail on those requiring his professional services.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,
Have

MISCELLANEOUS1·

F J Henderson.

Stnds, Sleeve Buttons, Seal Rings,

BROS.,

SOLID

Balsam*.

II.

THE

Largo stock

DENTISTS,

Ulainf.

Portland)

3.

trated

ers

REWARD
better Remedy.

W. Kinsman, Esq., Auguste, Me.
Dear Sir:—I was attacked with

ceived

about $260,000,000. which ha3 been in the
courts of London for the last thirty years, lifts
been decided in favor of the Chase heirs, who
number about 100. Daniel Webster was at one
time counsel for the American Chase heirs,and
Robert Peel and Sir John Russell once endeavored to make a compromise with the heirs
through Mr. Russell.

NOTICE.

Gents' Uandkt's in

F.

out be

45,332,000 being attributable to the old taxes,
and 86,833,000 francs to those recently imposed.

The tenacity of life and the immunity from
injury from free expression of opinion

of

$5,000,00

Gold Veil Chaîna,
Gold, Opera and Lcontini Chains,
Gold Jewelry in Setl·.

REMOVAL·.

MACALAsFFli

FOR

PASCAGOULA-Ar 9th, ech Alice Β Gardiner,
Turner, Matanzas.
C1<1 9th, sch Jos Oakes, Oakes, Havana.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 11th,
barquo Sagadahoc,
Geyer, Aspinwall.
Sid fm SW Pass 11th, brigs Anna M Knight, and

GENTS' GOLD WATCHES,

i

_

tln. Yokohama.

LADIES' GOLD WATCHfS,

itV <V 'J&'J Congre·· .Hired.

DENTAL·

W. F Phillips & Co.

!

\

cause

ssrious

Ο It Κ.

BOYS' WATCHES,

Co., )

Respectfully yours,

Union Pacific Railroad Company has,
^îrough the Credit Mobilier corporation been
It is
guilty of any frauds on the country.
claimed by the projectors of the resolution that
since June, 1863, the company has made $62,000,000 by fraudulent transactions.
A divorce suit is pending at Baltimore in
which the plaintiff, being the husband, claims
that he married his wife under durance, he
girl's father holding a pistol at his head while
he made the responses.

pearl fishery of Ceylon

W. F Phillips &

of

month.

a

the

ised to do all in their power to aid the strikers.

hitherto useless stock will rise above par.

gross

$6000 bail for trial

Nations that have for several centuries
mala some pretensions to Christian civilization have an

W

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 8th, barque Ukraine, Grif-

ANDERSON'S,

Wholesale Druggist»,
}
131,136 and 138 Middle Street. )
Portland, Dec. 14th, 1872.
Mr. Frank Kinsman,
Dear Sir:—Our salt s for Adamson's Balsam inincreaoe every week. Please send us five gross. If
the sales continue to increase in the future as they
have in the past three months, we shall have to buy

The meanest man in New London is said to
be the proprietor of a lager beer saloon, who
rewarded the person who found his pocket
book, containing about $200, by offering to

taxation for the first nine months of the present year. The returns from the first show an
insignificant augmentation; those from the

present and deadly foe. On the other hand
the Journal is quite enthusiastic over the lec-

MADE

—

Offiee

STOCK

DOMESTIC

ORl.\ 1IAWKES & CO.,

posons;

SPECIAL NOTICES.

land.

ture.

painful intricacies of
English grammar and pronunciation. It says
the deifre for fine writing is the writer's ever

BEADI

«

There were transported over the Wilton, N.
II., railroad during the month of November
9329 barrels of apples and 544 barrels of ciderf
the apples being mostly exported to Eng-

there are no pearls.
Mrs. Victoria C. Woodhull and Miss Tenuie
C. Clafiin of New York, will both lecture in
Music Hall, Boston, next Monday evening,
Dec. 23d. Subject: "Moral Cowardice; or Four
Weeks in Ludlow Street Jail."
The Journal Offieiel of Frauce publishes the
table of the returns from direct and indirect

swamps than with the

ΟΠ

pretended

veiçu

One of the Centennial Commissioners estithe expenses at $7,500,000, and the income at >5,000,000, being a loss of $2,500,000,
the payment of which he proposes the Government of the United States should tuaran-

The

Correspondent·!

In shape, color and smell the toadstool closely resembles the mushroom, yet, the one is a poisonous
lungus, the other a wholesome vegetable. .Many of
tbe advertised and unadvertised siops which unscrupulous speculators are trying 10 persuade the
credulous are "as good as Hostetter's Bitters" bear
a like snperficial resemblance to that inestimable
vegetable restorative. Quite a number of these
dangerous fungi have started up within the last two
years, and and doubtless many worthy people have
been poisoned by them. Some of these wolves wear
the sheep's clothing of
morality, and inagainst medici-ial stimulation as they vend
their acid
while others offer their liquid
compounds or "forty rod rum" and condemned
drugs uuder the sham names of "Eye Openers,"
"Morning Glories," "Cobweb Cutters," aud the like.
Beware of them all, for they are deadly and detestable.
dec!7t24.

piring.

tee.

oar

An adjourned session of the Board of County
Commissioners will be held at Alfred the present week.
Among the matters that will come
before them at this term is that for adopting
rules aud regulations for the conduct and management of the new jail and House of Correction which will soon be ready for occupation,
aud we luaru the commissioners are strongly
urged by prominent and intiueutiatcitizens in
different sections of the county to adopt the
system in vogue in the conduct of the reformatory institutions in Massachusetts. Among the
changes they propose to adopt is, that instead
of allowing the keeper a stipulated sum per
week for the bo ml uf prisoners as heretofore,
that the commissioners furnish the necessary
supplies for the use of the prison and allow a
moderate salary for the keeper sufficient to remunerate him for his services, which is deemed far preferable to the present mode.
The next term of the Supreme Judicial Court
will commence at Saco on Tuesday, January
7th.
The January term of I'robate Court will be
held at Saco, Judge Hobbs presiding—this being his first term.
Owing to the lateness of the season the work
for the improvement of Wells harbor has been
suspended until spring, there being a small
portion of the appropriation remaining unexnended.
Mr. Forrest Pugsley of Cornish, the old man
wlio received the severe blow with a crow-bar
a few days ago, is dead.
He was buried Tuesday, Dec. lOtu.
A grand Christmas ball is advertised to come
off at Mousam Hall, Kennebunk, on Christmas
evening. A quadrille baud from Dover, Ν. H.,
is to furnish the music.
The Saco Odd Fellows are to have a grand
dedication of their recently refitted hall on the
The new furniture, which
first of January.
was procured in New
York, is said to be very
fine.

REPORT.

er

Ν K"W

0

novllsnlf

horse and cow to water, aud when found was
lying in the snow inse sible, with evidence of a
severe blow behind aud over his ear.
It is not
known whether it was received by falling from
the horse or a kick, but from the location of the
bruise it is supposed thatj the horse suddenly
turned aud kicked him.

Postmaster-Gener 1 Creswell, in conversation with a prominent Representative of Massachusetts. distinctly announced his intention
to adhere strictly to the rules of the civil
service in the appointment and removal of
all pDstnias.ers within bis ••ontrol, and make
neither solely for political reasons. The conduct of officials during the last campaign
will not be made a matter of inquiry except
so far as it concerns their public duties and
the management of official affairs. In plainer terms, participation in the liberal movement will not be a cause for removal. The
Postmaster-General intends to observe tbe
civil service rules in all offices which are under his control, including all those in which
the salary is less than $1000 per annum, and
in those filled by the Presi.leut on the r commendation of the Postmastei-Gencral the
same considerations will prevail.

JEWELRY 1

IVNT DECEIVE» I'Κ» Ί NEW YORK.

MAKERS WANTED

George A. White of Winterport, has died
from a singular accident. He was leading a

OF COMFOBT FOR LIBERAL POSTMASTERS.

wife would be more acceptable to him than
honor conferred upon hi'nself.
Mrs. Disraeli
was, in accordance with this suggestion,created
hand straining every ι atrician nerve and exViscountess of Beaconsfield, and it is no exagciting every drop of his blue blood in a stur- geration to say that Disraeli never «aw a
dy and manly struggb to combat the flames, prouder niome t than when he handed the
despite the diaphonous nature of his cos- Queen's patent to the "perfect wife," to whom
tume." And so forth. Il U easy for a peer
—and it is no disparagement to him to state
'hat. fact—many of his triumphs were due.
to distinguish himself. He has only to appear
Postmaster Barnes and Deputy Postmaster
in his shirt-sleeves to get more glory than the 1
Bracey of Bolton, Miss., have been arrested,
whole fire brigade.
charged with robbing the mails, and sent to
The resolution of Mr. Hale denouncing
prison. Tlios. Saunderson, Deputy Postmaster
of Springfield, Ohio, also charged with robbing
any attempt to destroy the record of loyalty
by defacing tlia army register or erasing money-order letters of S30u0 has been held in

regimental flags the battles of the
rebellion, will be denounced by those only
who did not sympathise with the Union

COAT, Ρ ΑΛΤ S AND VEST

Charles Boston has been appointed postmaster at Lexington, vice P. B. Merry, resigned.

Washington Matters.

AN»

WATCHES

0

10

Brig Julia F Carney, Turn·*, at Sêw York ftom
Sil Thomas. K6[»orU Oth lust, lat 39 13, Ion 73 M, the
2d mate, (H It Tumor, ol Bucksnort) toll ft'ow the
furetop yard into the 3ea and was drowned.
Sell Addle Fuller, ashore at Cape Henry, was discharging on the 14th, and it was expected she would
come otl by the lGth.
Sch H Means, (of Stockton,) Kueeland. from Bangor for Rondout, with staves, went ashore Thursday
Wreckers
at Tuckeniuck, in a thick snow storm.
have gone to her assistance.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

man.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY

servant-pen. A Boston paper says that his
•lordship "was seen with a hose pipe in his

from the

honest

Mr. Thomas Hauey of Baugor.shot an Arctic
The
owl in the road in Orrinston, Monday.
bird i» a monster, its wings measuring over six
feet from tip to tip.
Bangur has fifteen cases of small pox.

mates

The

on

SPECIAL

SOMERSET COUNTV.

made

civil service reform.

months of

ment,

A CRUMB

the Week—a
Stereotyped News of
"crisis" in France, "a Carlist uprising" in
and ima revolution" in Mexico.

Legislature six
questionable luxury,

One

Louisiana.

alert, It is rupposed Ills cattle utarted anil stopped with the slod resting on him.
The Democrat is informed that Mr. Sargent,
postmaster at Kezar Falls, has been arrested
He is reported tofor some mismanagement.

SLIPi>EJi'S
For Men, Women and Children.
TIIE LARGEST,
NICEST AND

HIDDLB STREET.

IOO

Sept 7-eodtf-"

FANCY WOODS AND TOYS
AT WHOLESALE.
We hare

juât received direct from the Importer» and

Manufacturers, our stock of

CHRISTMAS

GOODS,

(which is larger than ever.) and have takrn rooms
over our store for WIIOLKKALE TRADB
exclusively, which we ottisr at New York price*.

BEST STOCK.
ever

offered in this city.

M. G.
No. 23a
drcie

PALMÛR,

jJIiddle Street.
«odJw

Chas. Day, Jr.. & Co.,
94

Exchange St.

n*v21deodwtdec25

—

Oar CktiilnD Tree.
[ Wo vrtih It distinctly understood that
Christinas notices are Christmas gifts to
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No presents

advertisers.

or

CIT.Y AND VICINITY.

our
our

"perquisites"

any deserlption are expected in
none will be accepted if offered.

of

return, ad

Any

person
in this pa-

offering
give notice or "putt"
per in return for a gift, is an unmitigated
VUE PRESS
"fraud" and should be treated
accordingly.]
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of FesThis morning we iuvite the attention of our
sendeu Bros., M.irquis, Robinson, Brinell & Co.'
Andrews, Went worth, Glendenning Moses, Header- readers to the account of our
promenade thro'
ion, and Chis'a >lai Bros., on all trains that run out 01 j
the city in quest of Santa Klaus's agencies for
the city.
At Bi.l lefor Î, of Plllsbury.
Christmas gifts. We will first call at
At Saco of L, Hodgdon.
At Water vil I o, of J. S. Carter.
bale's,
At Gorham, of News Ageut.
where our eyes are feasted upon a profusion of
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
beautiful things. The delicate "fractile" ivory,
At Lewiston, of W. F. Stanwood,
to

To-Day.

cate

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Mother Nohle's Remedies.
F. Phillips & Co.
Office of
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Cogia Hassan.
Commissioner's Notice.
Christmas—J. A. Merrill & Co.
Hurrah for the Holidays—Cotcswortliy's.
Notice—C. Ο. B. Kimball.
For Sale—Albert Chase.
Vessel for Sale—Charles H. Chase & Co.
For the Holidays-Hall L. Davie.
Something New—A. M. McKenney & Co.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Cogia Hassan's Announcements.
Mrs. M D. Welcome—Association Hall.
Important Decision.
πιιμνηνΓ

TERM,

bronze;
carvings;

a

prices; French perfume cases; Russian jewel
boxes, novel and highly ornamental; the
French reflectors which add so much to the
beauty of a flower vase; an uncommonly fine
line of albums and stereoscopic views, including views of the Boston fire; ivory and Swiss
frames in almost endless variety; a large stock
of illuminations; and a very full and fine assortment of the peerless English chromos go
to make up, in addition to the regular stock, a
most attractive Christmas array, and one eminently fitted to arrest the attention of all true
lovers of art.
At the

fwuri·

of

Court

will

cases

the Court

drug store
uauttuii.

attorneys who have eases on the docket are
to be present.
Thornton vs. Otis Kaler. Jury disagreed.
Strout.
Howard & Cleaves.

and all

requested

vs.

McLaughlin.

Action

goods.

η.

nnuiifitt.

Work

baskets,

mirror frames,

perfume

boxes, [dressing cases, pocket book·, postage
stamp cases, collar boxes, cigar eases, calenders, note and check books, all highly finished
and ornamented.
These {goods tommand
much attention for the reason that they combine durability with beauty, (a rare combination, by the way). The pocket photograph

on ac-

for plain-

Giveen.

Williams.

Sargent.

of

We find a ricb and varied assortment of tliose
line Russia leather goods which have excited
such a furore among the purchasers of h»liday

be

this morning,

count annexed for labor for $9.33.· Verdict
tilf for amount and interest, or $9.48.

chapels and chalets in exquisite
line of porcelains of all sizes and

Swiss

BEFORE JUDGE SYMONDS.

Tuesday.—Assignments
made at tbe coming in of

Quinn appellant

new

Venetian and Bohemian glass; Venetian
mosaic», a fac simile of the originals; reproductions of Roman antiquities in ivory and

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Grand Promenade Concert—P. M. B.

DECEMBER

entirely

thing, is attracting great attension. It is a reproduction of a ucient,monumental
sculpture. Russian goods, (hand painted) delian

New Advrrtiiteuirulii

a

Municipal Court.

cases, which are a real novelty, are mach in
demand. A choice line of perfumes, soaps,
Tuesday.—Rufus Stanley, search and seizure·
Putnam.
Discharged.
j colognes and toilet waters will attract those
James Welch, resisting officer. Fined $50. Paid.
Fine French lockets
fond of rich scents.
Joh:> Flaherty and Hugh O'Connor, snow balling—
painted in water colors, odor cases, cigar eases,
first case of the season. Discharged on payment of
tartan goods and the ever popular Japanese
costs.
The toilet
are to be found in quantity.
goods
Charles Blake, intoxication. Fined $5. Paid.
sets in glass, crystal, Parian, and oxydized silJohn Mullaney, intoxication. Fined $5. Paid.
ver are gems in their way.
Ann Gillispie,{intoxication. Fined $5. Paid.
CHARLES DAY JR.
Three cases libelled liquors forfeited ; no claimant
Has a full assortment of watches, seals, leonBrief Jotting·.
tine chains, sleeve buttons and other jewelry.
The first lecture of tlie course by Prof. BrackA good line of opera glasses; workstauds; laett at Cumberland Centre will be given on Fridies and gentleman's dressing cases at all pricday evening next.
es; new style of belts very ingenious and pretWe understand that the Rev. G. W. Bicknell
ty ; backgammon boards; handkerchief, glove
has been invited to deliver an eulogy on the
aud musical boxes;writing desks inlaid with
late Rev. N. W. T. Root, before Bosworth Post
pearl; wall pockets and earved braekets; toilet
G. A. R., at an early day. Mr. Root was a
sets and vases; games and puzzles; tool chests,
member of tlie Order.
horse and carraige, mechanical toys; fine
boy's
The coopers thro'out the city have suspended
magic lanterns; conjurou'· tricks; children's
work because of the reduction of their waj;es
dinner and tea sets; stables, grocery shops and
10 per cent.
kitchens; champion gymnasts, au ingenious
An urchin coasting on Exchange street yestoy;
dolls; parlor croquet; scissors in cases, and
.y afternoon met with a deserved and most
books of all kinds.
picture
ifully administered punishment. A young
EUREKA DOLLAR STOKE.
whom he nearly ran down, gave him a
At this establishment every article that can
with the toe of her dainty little boot,
be squeezed within the selling limit of one dolwiuch sent him from his sled into the street
lar is displayed. The silverware and jewelry
Two hundred tickets have already been sold
departments are simply wonders, while kid
for the Mercantile Anniversary Assembly
gloves, vases, fancy writing desks, satchels,
which takos place on the 27th inst. It promises
work-baskets, bronze goods, hats and caps,
to be a very successful affair.
meerschaum pipes, steroeseopes and stereoUne of the selectmen of Deering informs us I
scopi» views, pictures and picture frames, toys,
that there is no truth in the report that there
and games of all descriptions, children's pianos,
are cases of small pox in that town.
statuary, napkin rings, dolls, books, laces and
There is to be a social levee at the vestry of
millinery excite our astonishment when we rethe new church at Steven's Plains to-morrow \
flect upon the low prices at which thav are
evening. A very pleasant time is anticipated, sold.
(Xtensive preparations for the enjoyment of
At
in progress. The
re who may attend are
S.
JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.

j

(

OILISWffiiruI

;e

is under the

of the Universalist

auspices

iety.
liaymond's juvenile dancing school begins
this evening under very flattering auspices, tbe
number of pupils being large.
The ladies of the First Baptist Society hold a
levee and fair for tbe sale of useful and fancy
"

articles at tteir church this afternoon and evening. It will be continued to-morrow afterand evening.
A series of revival meetings will commence
at the Alien Mission this evening.
Camp
Meeting John Allen and Capt. Dutton will be
present. Services to commence with a prayer
meeting at 7 p. m. Sermon at 7 1-2 p. m.
noon

See McKenney's advertisement of the new
picture taken at his gallery.
:a-party comes off at the vestry of tbe
?bs Square church tWis evening.
young ladies of the High School are to
The lied

Chignon"

at

the

Fraternity

en-

tertainment next Saturday evening.
Two new cases of small pox are reported this
week. These make eight cases at the hospital
One

at

present.
morning.

man

was

discharged MonJay

The Musical Club are to give a concert the
6th of January.
An Adverliter correspondent says that
Messrs. Lisk and Weston of Saccarrappa have
nearly completed a new paper mill of two tons

capacity, which is to be leased to Boston parties, and that the Congregational parish is remodelling its church on Main street. $500 have
been raised to purchase λ clock for the town.
The annual fair of the St. Stephen's Society
was held last evening in the rooms of the Y.
M. C. A. It proved a very pleasant affair.—
About $300 were realized.
Mr. Gurney, of the Portland Light Infantry,
has recently taken unto himself a wife, and
last evening the P. L. I., equipped with snare
drums, base drums, and the great gong belong-

ing

to

the IT. S.

tendered

Hotel,

ade, vexing the

ear

him

a

seren-

of night with hideous

sounds for

an hour or two.
Two days instead of ten were occupied by the
San Francisco merchaut, spoken of yesterday,
4n making bis purchases.

Art Notes.— Schumacher has just received
from New York, and ha· on exhibition at his
art gallery, four or live paintings, magnificently framed, representing interior view». One
is that of a lady reading a letter, by
Steinliarl. The drapery is finely touched, and
its lustrous folds show a great command of
Then we
color. The face is a beautiful one.
have a child asleep, by Portelic. The beautiful
tlesh tint of the figure strikes the eye at once,
scene

while the detail* of the picture are excellently
and arranged with much natural conA little girl gazing at a Christmas
ation.
ee while the parents are delightedly watch-

managed

behind a screen, (by Goldscbap)
appeals powerfully to us at this season of the
a
yoar. The fourth painting is that of girl parIt has all the fidelity to
ing fruit, by Haag.
ng her from

detail of the Flemish school.
A Candy Swtndlke.
man

who

represented
ctimized

our

A short time since a
himself as being from
coufectionery dealers to
—

extent. He would enter a shop,
for sale a certain kind of chewingbile he was endeavoring to sell It a
enter, approach the counter, and
I
seeing the candy, exclaim, "That's just what
want! I've been looking for that sort of candy
for a long time!" and then would purchase a
small lot. This call would induce the shopig

large quantity.

It seems that
keeper
the woman was the candy-seller's wife, and her
purchase a "put-up" job. The candy is of very
inferior quality and nearly unsalable. About
$1,000 worth of it was bought in this city.
to

buy

a

Οβγηα* Astxum.—A few years since the
children of the institution were made happy
by a Christinas Tree. It is proposed to give
them another this year and, as many of our

traders have articles of little value to themselves, but very welcome to these little waifs,
this notice is given. Mothers of familtes whose
fortunate children will discard old toys for the
onss, are particulsrly requested to
remember that there are little children at the
"Home", from two to fourteen years of age,
who know that Christmas is coming. Any arof
ticles left at tha Orphan Asylum, corner
adState and Daiuorth streets will be properly
dressed and carefully distributed.

coming

new

Funbbal Services.—The funeral services or
the, late Jotham K. Gribbin took place at
Chestnut Street cliuroli yesterday afternoon.
The Ancient Brothers Lodge and Eastern Star
of Odd Fellows, the members of
the police force, and of the Washington Hook
and Ladder
Company, were in attendance.
The service» were conducted
by the Bev. Mr.
Luce. The remains were then taken to Evergreen Cemetery for interment.

Encampment

The St. Albans
Commandery at
their meeting in Masonic Hall last Thursday
evening elected the following officers: J. W.
Masonic.

Perkins, Commander; B. F. Andrews, Generalissimo; Wm. Gould, Capt. General; A. R
Paul, Recorder; W. O. Fox, Treasurer.
LertCKE.—Mr. William W. Jackson, Jr., of
Boston, will lecture in the Casco street F. W.
Baptist church this (Wednesday) #vening at
o'clock. Subject—The elements of Christian manhood.

"J

We find a full line of Prang's choicest chromo»; the brlli'ant statuary chromos, a novelty
in the market; the bronze bird dining room ornaments, which are having such a ready sale;
tho musical albums, a combination of music
box and photograph album, very ingenioas and

elegantly gotten up; a full line of sterescopic
views, embracing views of the Boston fire [and
of Californian scenery; elegantly bound and
illustrated bibles; every variety of photograph
albums, including those containing a panorama; all manner of engravings; picture books
and toys; and in fact a full assortment of all
A
the holiday goods which come in his line.

glance

at

his window will show what he has.

The Water Qucntion.
To the Editor of the Prcsi:
An article tppeared in your paper of to-day,
calling attention to the enormous waste of Bebago, estimating the number of cousumers who
are guilty of the same to be 300, and as a result
of their negligence, carelessness, or call it what
they may, three millions of gallons of water are
daily lost to the company. Now it may be all
well enough to attempt to remedy the evil by
newspaper articles, but I claim that the company itself is at fault, and that a large portion
of this waste may be stopped by proper action
upon their part. In other cities a penalty attaches to the waste of water, and the employees
of the company ascertain by occasional visits
who are thus guilty. Even leaky faucets are
condemned, and parties using them are not
only required to provide new ones, but are fined
for using such ai allow a waste. If the company has not now the power to accomplish
this, the interests of the whole city demand that
it should at once be given them.
Why are the residents of the western part of
the city deprived of water so often without notice? Why for three days last week was it cut
off in a certain locality and none to be hid, exthe
cept during a portion of that time through
cellar faucet? Let proper precautions be taken
fn
Sethere
is
water
but
all
meaus,
enough
by
bago to supply all, if the thing be properly

managed.

The company itself is responsible, and if nothing else will secure a proper distribution, let
those who are so often deprived of that which
they pay for, refuse to pay their bills on the
ground of not receiving the valiie of their
money, and somebody will take pains to remedy
A Sufferbb.
the matter.
The First Parish.—An item iu the Press

yesterday morning is calcuted to convey a
wrong impression in regard to an item on the
First Parish church that appeared in the Advertiser a day or two since. The Press says
"no parish meeting was held and no call ex-

tended to Mr. Stebbins to become the pastor of
that chureh. One member of the parish communicated with Mr. Stebbins on the subject
and received a negative reply." So far 80 good.
But we were informed that before the communication was scut a mejority of the pew
owners of the parish were interviewed and asked if they were willing to sign their uames to a
paper giving Mr. Stebbins a uaanimous tall
with an offer of $4000 a year salary, and so
heartily was the suggeston accepted ihat the
communication was made, with an expectation
that it might be accepted.—Advertiter.
(jRANd Concert.—Oue of the highly interesting features of the fair being held by the
ladi '.s of the India street society will be a grand
concert, to be given in the church to-morrow
Mr».
evening, commencing at 7 30 o'clock.
Merrill and Mrs. Pratt, Messrs. Watt· and Morgan, with Miss Miss Leach as accompanist, will
discourse

some

of their sweetest and choicest

and everybody knows they always give
We hope to see a full house. The ada treat.
mission feo of only twenty-five cents, is low
enough that no one need lose an evening's real

music,

enjoyment.
A Question or Veracity.—There is a question of veracity between our morning and e\fining contemporaries and the trackman by the
name of Tucker. They say that he died Sunday

morning from the effects of a cold incurred
juit after being vaccinated. He swears he
didn't. While we hesitate to impeach the veracity of our contemporaries we must confess

there is strong corroborative testimony in support of Mr. Tucker's statement.
Most of our street promenaders are fond of
congregating in front, of Lobenstein's window
at the varied attraction·. The goods
and

gazing

within amply fulfil the promise of the window,
or the array of fine laces, fans, worsted goods,
jet iewelry, dressing and toilet cases for ladies
and gentlemen, cigar cases, jewelry cases, wall
comic
and all manner of holi-

pockets,
day articles,

figures

is one of the finest ever brought
into the city. It is really worth while for our
readers to make Lobenstein a call.
πίΚΐΕΜ.ΑΚΤΕΟΚ» NOTICGK.

Mrs. M. D. Wellcome will speak this evening
at Association Hall.
Elmwood and all other best style cellars, at
Burleigh' 89 Middle Street.
From now until January 1st we shall keep
store open openings.
Cogia Hassan.

our

The chea^ Jt and best Paint in the wo Id, is
the Averill Chemical.
For sale at 83, Commercial St., Portlaud. tf
Save your buildings by painting them be
the Averill Chemifore winter comes on, with

cal Paint.
Portland,
For sale at 83 Commercial St.,
All the newest novelties
ents at Cogia Hassan's,

tf

for Christmas pres-

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods for Christpresents, cheap at Bublbigh's, 89 Middle
Street.
mas

NEW YOBK.

BVIDTSM NOTICES.
This morning, at 10 o'clock, F. O. Bailey
& Co. will sell valuable Parlor Suits, New Carpets, Stovas, etc., at their salesroom.
Thousands of Christmas
cheap at Cogia Hassan's.
All kinds

Clothing

presents selling

for Men and

Bceleiqh's, 89 Middle Street.

Boys

a

t

Au Important Decision Relating 10 1 fir
Future of the Fine Art·.
In the decision of the suit of the Gorham
Manufacturing Company vs. White, the Supreme Court of the United States has rendered
signal and important service to the progress of
the fine arts. By the statute of 1812, Congress
authorized the commissioner to grant letters
patent to those "whose industry, geuius, efforts,
and expense" should produce new designs for
printing, statues, has relieves; in short, for all
It was the intent of
forms of ornamentation
this act that the art of decoration should should
enjoy the fostering care and protection which
has conferred such conspicuous benefits upon
the American inventions in the mechanic arts;
and in construing this law in such manner as
to give practical protection to the designer, the
Court has, doubtless, lent a valuable impulse to
the artistic culture of the country.
Although passed twenty years ago, this act
ha- remained almost a dead letter. Very few
suits were brought under it at the Circuit, and,
until the present, none have been carried to t'ie
Supreme Court.
The result has been that infringements of
design patents have become almost universal.
No sooner did a pattern, devised and introduced
at great expense, become popular in the market, than it was copied by other manufacturers,
who thus, without risk, and almost without loss
of business consideration, enjoyed the fruits of
the genius and enterprise of others. This became at last a serious evil, which seemed to
threaten the verv existence of American desikh, for no one could afford to employ a corps
of artists, and incur the cost of bringing ne«goods into the market, if his property iu the
result was open to be shared by all the world.
This was the state of the business which the
Govham manufacturing Company undertook to
remedy.
They were, as every one knows,
foremost among American silver-smiths for the
beauty and novelty of their goods. Undismayed by the growing practice of infringement
which disgraced the trade, they kept a large
corps of artists in their employ, whose business it was to devise new and beautiful forms
and decorations. These were, as ageneral rub,
copied by others, and th« Gorham Company resolved to see whether the law which had promised them protection was adequate to furnish
them relief against this great and serious mischief. They have carried on this good fight for
art and their rights for six years, unaided save
by the moral support of the trade, and the decision of the Supreme Court has at last crowned their courage and endurance with brilliant
triumph. They selected, as the ground on
which to make their fight, the patent for the
design of the well-known Cottage Pattern of
spoons aud forks. The infringers called their
goods the Gothic Pattern, and had, also, a patent, but the Gorham .Company charged that
this was au evident copy ef their design, varied
It
only for the purpose of escaping the law.
this case that
was an additional grievance in
the cottage goods were iu silver, while the imitation was in base metal.
They proved, by nearly all the leading silversmiths of New Yorlt, Philadelphia, Boston,
and the West, that the defendants' goods were
so nearly like the plaintiffs' that ordinary purchasers would mistake the one for the other.
They further showed the great value of their
design, which was pronounced by an eminent
dealertlie best plain patterns he had ever seen,
and which was estimated by another leading
silver-smith to be, in his judgment, worth $50,000 at least. And they called witnesses in the
trade who narrated oc asions when they had
actually mistaken one pattern for the other.
None of these facts were denied by the defendants, who rested their case solely upon the
fact, not controverted by the Gorham Company, that there were certain differences in the
details of the two design?, which experts aud
persons accustomed to look at silver ware
Aud the question
would certainly observe.
was thus fairly raised whether a patent for a
design was infringed if the infringer was clever
enough to produce upon the eye the same artistic effect, and yet vary from the details shown
The plaintiffs
and described in the patent.
claimed that if, to the eye of the purchaser,
the resemblance was so close that the patterns
were the same, then that, in law, they must be
daemed the same; while the defendants urged
that it was for experts and designers to deter-

■

Variei!* fallen.

New York, Dec. IV'.—The weather suddenly
changed from moderate to a sharp cold :ifter
six o'clock, and has been freezing hard since
that hour. Wiud north-west; clear.
Nathan Raymond, a car-conductor, was seriously beaten and thrown over the dash-board of
his car by a drunken rough named Couroy, who
was arrested last night.
Terrance Dolau was arrested last night,
charged with roasting an infant son to death ou
a red-hot stove.
Thurlow Weed lias a long communication in
the Herald to-day, snowing'he impracticability
of carrying out the so-called civil service reform.
At a meeting of the Board of Emigration,
to-day, a communication was received from
Secretary Fish, statiug that the United States
authorities in Italy had been instructed to
adopt measures to prevent a repetition of outrages upon immigrants.
Commissioner Osborne to day remanded Dennis Noonan, the alleged Irish forger, to await
requisition by the British authorities.
The late S. N. Pike is reported to have left
property to the value of S8,000,000, in New
York, New Jersey, Cincinnati, in many Western distilleries, and in mines in Utah.
The Colonization Society.
The annual meeting of the New York branch
of the American Colonization Society was held
this afternoon. The receipts of the year were
Bishop
wholly from this State.
$18,000, of
Massachusetts, was elected PresiHaight,
dent, in place of l'rof. Morse, deceased, and
Hon. W. Olcott, of Albany, in place of Hon.
Erastus Corning, deceased. Delegates were
appointed to attend the meeting of the parent
society to be held in Washington, ou the
third Tuesday iu January.
The Cauae of the mnrder.
It is reported that the cause of the dispute
between Simmons and Duryea, which led to
the murder of the latter last night, was the
failure of Duryea to pay Sl0,000 borrowed from
Simmons some time ago.
Τ lie Irish Trial.

On the tr;al of Dr. Irish, to-day, several wittestified for the defence, among them
Mrs. Blown, mother of Mrs. Anderson. She
testified that on oue occasion Mr. Anderson,
the decased, requested his wife to jet some arsenic to kill some cats with, and the arsenic
was procured and used for that purpose.
Personal.
Hou. Thos. H. Nelson, United States Minister to Mexico, sailed to day for Vera Cruz, by
steamer City of Merida.
nesses

WASHINGTON.

Jay Cooke on Finance.
Washington, Dec. 17.—Secretary Boutwell
and Jay Cooke were before the Committee of
Ways and Means to-day, and expressed their
views as to what Congress should do to facilitate the negotiation of a new loan.
Don'i Like Ibc Taili.
j
The Foreign Committee to-day resolved to
ask the House to discharge them from the consideration of the bill providing for the disposal
the Geneva Award, and to
or distribution of
refer tlie subject to the Judiciary Committee.
Mobilier
The Credit
Inrctitijfatloii.
j Oakes Ames was examined by the Credit
Mobilier Select Committee to-day. John IÎ.
!
Alley will be examined to-morrow.
LcNer Carriers.
The House Committee on Poslofflcsa and
Post roads, have agreed to recommend the establishment of a letter carrier's system in all
cities of 20,000 population.
Tbc Atlantic and Great Western Canal.
The House Committee on Commerce to-day
beard the argument on the question of the Atlantic and Great Western canal to unite the
Mississippi with the Atlantic.
Col. B. W. Trobel, a commissioner appointed
by the Governor of Georgia tt> meet the commissioners from other States, of whom 21 are
already appointed, expressed his views in favor
of the project, showing the great need of this
this interior line of commerce to the south and
west.
Col. Price also made remarks arguing that
this outlet would have a beneficial effect in regulating the money market of the couutry.
Col. Whitney aud Gens. Dubois and Young
of Georgia took a part in the preceedings. The
Committee will report at an eariy date to carry the projact into effect.
Secretary Boutwell'· Views on Funding
tbe Loan.
mina tho idanfîfv ι\f thf* nfitfAPna
Secretary Boutwell aud Jay Cooke were beThe cause was heard in Newport in tho sum- I
fore the Committee on Ways and Means this
mer-of 1870, and the views of the defendant»
were sustained by the opinion of the Court.
morning, in reference to tbe funding loan.
This doctrine went to the root of the matter.
Secretary Boutwell'!» explanation of the
If it were sound, design patents were of no- $300,000,000 of the negotiation last year, was
full and complete. Ha showed that the alleged
value, for it is always easy to vary the details
loss of interest growing out of the necessity of
of a work of art, and yet preserve the saine artistic effect and tho same result on the eye of
giving ninety days notice to holders of called
bonds, was practically unavailable under any
the observer. To such a rule the Gorham Complan that could be adopted; s ill re even with the
pany, and, indeed, the fine arts of the country,
money 011 baud to meet the call it must be
could not submit. And they therefore appealrealized
from tbe sale of bonds, which would
ed their cause to the Supreme Court, which has
He
bear interest from the date of issual.
just decided it ia their favor, aud has reversed
further showed that the amount so paid, tothe doctrine of the Court below.
of
with
the
whole
cost
gether
negotiation, inThe value of the doctrine of this décision to
cluding the engraving and printing of bonds,
the artistic progress of the country can-scarcely
was reimbursed to the treasury in the saving of
be overrated. Inventors of designs now stand
interest by the issue up to June last, and there
ou the same level with inventors of machines.
had
been since saved over a million dollars in
The beautiful arts may now go into business !
reduced
interest.
The amount of saving 'rom
suesisters
in
the
their
mechanical
and vie with
:
that negotiation amounts to $2,000i)00, with
cessful pursuits of wealth. It will now become
the interest annually arrismg and compoundthe great
mure than ever for tho interests of
ihe
ing thereon during the term of the debt,
silversmiths to ai m at the production of new and
Secretary considered this plau the best that
varied compositions, and to engage corps of
could be" devised, involving the least cost to
trained artists to aid them in their competition. Fostered and sustained by the strong j tbe government, while it did not interfere with
or in tbe ieast derange tbe ordinary operations
at
to
see
we
arm of the law,
length expect
may
of the mouied or commercial interest.
American manufactures as admirable for their
Jay Cooke'* View».
beauty as for their ingenuity.
For this important result the country must
Mr. Cooke said that be had little to add to
Gorham
thauk the
Manufacturing Company, the Secretary's statement. He would refer,
whose courage and resolution have brought it
however, to the fact that when the government
about.
was a borrower, as a rule we were obliged to
pay still higher rates. Xbe lower the government rate, the totter it was for the industrial
and commercial enterprises of all kinds, which
were relieved of taxation to the extent of the
reduction and of the competition of the government at high rates. His firm conviction was that
an attempt to seil the new five per cents and
MATTERS IN MAINE.
retain the proceeds of such sales in gold till
the called six per pent, could be bought in,
would create a drain of mouey from its ordinSmall Pox.
ary channel which would speedily check sales
aud thus effectually deprive the government of
Bangor, Dec. 17.—There have been two
means to redeem the 5-20's.
By the plan redeaths from small pox in this city and one in
commeded by the Secretary, as shown by expeHampden during last night aud to-day. One riencc, would
be avoided, and the conversion 1
The whole numnew case is reported to-day.
into new bonds would be effected without the
ber now reported is fifteen, most of whom are
slightest monetary or commercial disturbance.
The Five Jflilliou Issue·
getting along well.
Secretary Boutwell seuds the following to
the House in reply to the resolutions concernMASSACHUSETTS.
ing the increased issue of legal tenders in October:
I have to say that the amount of United
States in circulation was increased in October
The Battle Flag Resolutions.
last upon the order of Assistant Secretary
Kicliardson, then acting Secretary on the absence of the Secretary of the Treasury
in the
Boston, Dec. 17.—In the Massachusetts sum of $3,000,000 over the amount outstanding
House of Representatives, Mr. Lincoln of Boswhen the act of .February 4th, 18tW, became a
ton, from the Committee on Federal Relations,
tie oojeot 01 nii: issue was tne reliet ot
law.
reported in a new draft, the résolu tion^relating the business of the country, then suffering from
to the bill presented by Senator Sumner relathe large demand for currency employed in
tive to the army register and battle flags, as folmoving the crops from the South and West.—
lows :
The conditions of affairs then existing in the
Resolved, By the Senate and House of Repcountry seems to me to have warranted the isresentatives in General Court assembled, that
sue upon grounds of public
policy. Authority
Whireas, a bill has been introduced into the
for the issue as found in acts of February 25tli,
Senate of the United States, by a. Senator from
of July 11,18(52; and of March 3d, 1S»J3.—
1862;
Massachusetts, providing "that the names of At the December term 1808, of the Suureme
battles with fellow-citizens shall not be continCourt of the United States, the Chief Justice
ued in the army register or placed on regimenin giving the opinion of the Court in the case
tal colors of the United States," and Whereas,
of a bank versus tin supervisors, 7th volume
the passage of such a bill would be an insult to
Wallace 26th page, said that the of February
the loyal soldiery of the nation, and depreciate
25tli, 1802, provided for the issue of three notes
their grand achievements in the late rebellion:
The act of July
to amount to §150,000,000.
therefore,
11th, 1S62, added another $100,000,000 to the
Resolved, That such legislation meets the un- circulation, reserving, however,
$50,000,000 for
qualified condemnation of the people of the the
redemption of a temporary loan to be isCommonwealth.
and used ouly when necessary for that
sued
Resolved, That the Governor be requested to
Under March 3d, 1863, another 8150,quested to forward to our Senators and Repre- purpose. was authorized,
making the whole
000,000
sentatives in Congress copies of these resoluamount authorized $450,000,000, and contemtions.
a permanent· circulation till
the replating
Messrs. Thompson, Smith and Hearld of the
sumption of payment in coin of 8100,000,000.—
House dissent from the report of the majority
term
1869
of
the
At tne December
Supreme
of the Committee, believing it is inexpedient
Court, the same view was agaiu expressed by
for the Legislature to pass any resolutions conthe caae^of the Ve&zie Bank
Justicein
the
Chief
cerning the action of the Hon. Charles Sumner versus Feuuo (8th vol. Wallace
537).
in the Senate of the United States, relative to
This opinion is iu accordance with the unithe army register and regimental colors.
of
the
form
Treasury
Department, and
opinion
Mr. Winslow of Newton offered a inotisn
with the practice of the department as well
that the rules be suspended in order to allow
since the act of February, 1868, as previous
their consideration at once.
thereto the cancellation and destruction of
Mr. Phillips of Salem opposed the motion on
notes that have been issued by the Treasury
the ground that it was unprecedented legislaDepartment, has no legal effect upon the power
tion and should be fully considered, ami the
of the Department to re-issue notes in their
motion was withdrawn.
stead. As is apparent from the language employed in the act of 1803 already referred to.
California ITIattrri.
In that act it is provided that in line of any of
Sas Francisco, Dec. 10.—At a public meetsaid notes or any other United States notes reing in thj Chamber of Commerce IIs 11 this turned to the Treasury and cancelled or deafternoon, a special committee was appointed stroyed, there may be issued equal amouuts of
to report at au adjourned meeting Thursday a
United States notes, sueli as are authorized by
plan for a proper representation of California this act.
at the Vienna Exposition.
Previous to the 4th of March, 1869,large sums
At nine o'clock Sunday moruing smart shocks
of United States notes were held in the office of
of an earthquake were felt at Portland, Oregon;
the Treasury at Washington as a surplus fund
Seattle, Washington Territory; Victoria, Van- η excess of thii $335,OjO,01)3 reported in circucouver's Island, and at other points on the
lation for the purpose of meeting any sudden
North Pacific coast. There were three series
demand upon the Treasury, and that practice
of shocks, but no damage resulted.
has ever since been continued.
The notet are
Sailors hero oppose the new law relative to
not printed for any special issue.
On the first
the shipping commissioner, and at a meeting
of March, 1809, there were outsandin^ more
last night voted to demand fifty-eight dollars a
than 857,009,000 of three per eeut. certincatet,
month on foreign voyages. Five ships here
payable in legal tender notes on demand, and
are waiting for seamen.
the surplus in reserve was the onlv means at
the command of the Government for meeting
Death of Fdwnrri A. Pollard.
any call on account of the liability.
From this the surplus issue of October lait
Richmond, Dec 17.—Edward A. Pollard, edand
died
in
itor
author,
Lynchburg yesterday was made and all the new notes put in circulaare drawn from tho same source.
tion
45.
evening, aged
Very respectfully,
(Signed)
[Mr. Pollard is a well known newspaper and
Geo. S. Boutwell, Secy.
magazine writer. He is the author of the "Lost
Appoiuluieiita.
Cause," and later wrote articles for a magazine
Geo. Bliss, Jr., was nominated by the President to-day to succeed Judge Davis as U. S.
in which he denounced the Davis policy in the
Attorney lor the southern district of New
rebellion. He has since written a series of arYork.
ticles in favor of the education of the freedThe Supreme Court adjourn on the 20th to
He was an attractive writer though ofinen.
January 6th.
■"•■ιαι leifirapnr Appropriniioi».
His personal encounters with liie
ten vigorous.
The House Committee on Appropriations,
foes have been numerous.—Ed.]
having set apart this evening for the consideration of tho subject of a postal telegraph, they
Female Snflfrngr.
had before tliem by inviiation of the PostPhiladelphia, Dec. 17 —A meeting of the master General, \Vm. Orton, President of tlie
Woman's Suffrage Association was held last
Western Union Telegraph Company, and Presnight, at which a petition was presented ask- cott, its electrician; 5lr. Thnnon, President of
tho
to
amend
the
Convention
Constitutional
ing
the Pacific and Atlantic Telegraph Company;
State Constitution so as to provide for female
M. Brown, President ot the Franklin Telesuffrage. A resolution was adopted asking the graph Co. ; Gen. Myers, Chief the Sigual Serwomen of the State to manifest their sympathy
vice Bureau, and lion. Wm. Whiting, counsel
either for or against the proposition.
for the government on telegraph matters, together with ethers.
Fire in Bnrlingion.
Mr. Orton addressed the Committee for about
Burlington, Vt., Dec. 17.—This morning two hours against the postal telegraph, criticisthe planing mill of the Burlington manufacing the report of the Postmaster General on
turing Company was burned. The lower story the subject, and showing that his statistics were
was occupied by Shepard, Davis & Co., the upΙα
erroneous and his conclusions not reliable.
per story by Matthews & Davis, box manufachis argument he examined the Postmaster
turers. Loss 834,000 ; insurance Sf4,500.
General's statements in detail, contending,
among other things, that the estimates as to
Appropriai sou for η II i β 11 ftchool.
the telegraph lines had no proper foundation.
The report of the Post Master General was
Newport, R. 1., Dec.—This eity to-day votwritten by a gentleman named Lines who was
ed by 353 yeas to 40 navs, to expend $30,000 in
connection with the acceptance of the Rogers ( ignoraut of the suubiect and presented a mess
ot errorueous statistics.
bequest of $100,000 for a high school.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Boutwell and

After Mr. Orton had concluded his remarks
other representatives of the teiegraph company
corn >borated his statements.
The Post Master General made a brief reply saying that he
emp'oyed Lines to assist him in the preparation
of his report and ns-he himself had uo personal
at'.juaintauce with telegraph matters lie had
necessarily to rely on the knowledge of others.
His intention was to present a fair report. If
such was not done it was altogether unintentional on his part.
Mr. Lines made some remarks in defence of

the retort when at 11 o'clock
closed for conference.

the

The body of Duryea, who was murdered in
New York, Monday night, showed that ho was
stabbed 14 times.

The convention of engine-makers met in
Cincinnati yesterday. About fifty delegates
were present.
The claim of Barron Forbes & Co., an English firm, against the United States fora quicksilver mine taken in 1846, amounting to
$2,300,000, has been disallowed by the British
and American mii.ed commission.

PROBABILITIES FOB

Varioun Matter».

entitled.

The War and Post Office Departments have
made arrangements to have the weather reports transmitted by mail to bucIi points as can
be reached daily for the benefit of agriculture.
The Postal Committee will report to the
House a bill declaring the intent of the law to
be that where a letter is prepaid by one full
rate, it shall be transmitted to its destination
charged with au unpaid rate aud no double
rate rate shall be collected where such partial
pre payment has been made.

Washington, Dec. 1.
The Vice President appointed the following
committee to consider the question of providing
cheaper transportation from the West to the
Atlantic seaboard:
Messrs. Windom of Minnesota, Sherman of
Ohio, Conkling of New York, Ames of Mississippi, Lewis of Virginia, Casserly of California
aud Norwood of Georgia.
The Vice President also appointed Messrs.
Morrill of Maiue and Osborne"of Florid·, to fill
vacancies on the Military Committee.
The Vice President laid before the Senate a
resolution passed by the House yesterday
against removing from the army register and
regimental colors the names of the battles of
the rebellion.
jjuuiuuu.i—χ

πυμ»

mut

icsuiutiuu

win

uc

put. upon its passage at this time.
Mr. Sumner—I object.
Mr. Edmunds—Then I givo notice that I

shall ask the Senate to take it up to-morrow.
Λ resolution that a committee be appointed
to investigate the alleged frauds in the recent
election in Arkansas van laid on the table.
A bill was passed for the appointment of
keepers of life saving stations at Cape Cod and
Block Island.
A hill of Mr. Fenton relative, to customs was
referred from the Finance Committee to the
Committee on Commerce.
The Committee on Publ'c Buildings gave notice that models for FarraguU statue would he
received at the northeast of the Senate wing of
the capitol corridor till January.
The French spoliotiou bill was taken up.
Mr. Sherman of Ohio said these claims had
no foundation in law or equity, and argued
at
length in support of his views.
Mr. Thurman followed in opposition to the
bill.
Mr. Morrill of Maine made au argument in
its support.
The Indian appropriation bill was passed
with slight amendments.
At 4 o'clock the Senate went into executive
session and soon adj ourned.

HOUSE.
A hill creating a commissiono to award the
Geueva claims was referred to the Judiciary
Committee.
A bill providing for determining the boundary line through the Haro channel, as decided
by the Emperor of Germany, was passed.
A hill appropriating 3100,000 fort he American exhibitors at Vienna, was discussed.
The debate was continued at somo length,
based on the assertion of Mr. Shellabarger of
Ohio, that the American inventors would have
their inventions copied, as the Austrian laws
gave foreigners no protection.
Mr. Banks of Mass., said that it was expected tt'at the present laws would be so modified
as to afford protection.
Mr. Hoar of Mass., offered an amendment
that twelve American citizens, to attend the
Exposition, be appointed by the President to
report their observations.
Debate continued during the morning hour
without aetion.
Mr. Brooks of X. Y., rose to a questiou of
personal privilege connected with statements
in the Ν. Y. Herald and
World, that H. S.
McComb had testified before the Credit Mobilier Investigating Commiftee, that ne, Brooks,
had received certain shares of stock in order to
side of the House in legislation beneficial to
He utthe Union Pacific railroad company.
terly denied the statement aud ridiculed the
idea of his attempt to influence Democratic
members for a bribe of 50 shares of Credit MoHe did not
bilier stock representing S5,000
recollect that lie ever spoke to a Democratic
member ou the subject of tbe Union Pacific
road. McCamb wj» a man of 110 character, a
mere reckless, audacious adventurer who was
shown by tbe record of the Military Commission now on file in the War Department, to be
a robber and a bandit, and he was also kuowu
by the record of the. House investigating Committee iuto Louisiana affairs last summer to
have been engaged in bribery, in order to get
hold of the New Orleans & Jackson railroad.
He (Brooks) had never owned, directly or indirectly, a single share of the Credit Mobilier
stock, despite the testimony of the perjurer
McComb. The whole tiling was fiction—a figHis
ment of McComb's villainous invention.
sou-in-law he understood had bought 50 shares
of Credit Mobilier, paying for it $.3,333, and it
was out of that figment,
peibaps, McComb
made up the whole story about 50 shares being
him
to
(BroAcs) buy up the Democratic
given
In conclusion he appealed
side of the House.
to tho Committee of Investigation to search
his conduct from beginning to end, to riddle
him from top to bottom, and if they found
any fault in him to report it to the House and

disgrace him,
desultory discussion took place relative to
enlarging the scope of the investigation ami as
to sitting with open doors, but no action was
to

Λ

taken.

tbe
the wreck from the

Report of the Conference Committee

on

bill for the removal of
channel of Sandy Hook was agreed to.
The House took up as the special order, the
bill reported by the Judiciary Committee last
session, for settlement with the State» of Ohio,
Indiana and Illinois, of the five per cent, of
the net proceeds of the sale of public lands
within those states.
After debate and without action tbe House

adjourned.
The

Alabama Trouble Settled—Tbe Leg-

OrgRnized.
Montgomery, Dec 17.—According to agreement the members of the Court House and
Capitol Legislatures met at the State House at
12 o'clock to-day, and proceeded to business
according to the clan of Attorney General
islature

In the Senate the Lt. Governor
presided. No special business was transacted.
The Barcour county Republican Senator took
liis seat but it is contested.
In the House the Republicans elected a temThey will have
porary Speaker and clerk.
from six to eight majority.
Williams.

Houth Daroliua Bribery fjase.
Charleston, Dec. 17.—The alleged bribery
case against Senator elect Patterson and others
One witness
was beard to-day and dismissed.
named Miller admitted the falsity of his affidato
was
made
it
that
vit i*nd
compel Patterson
to pay him $1000.
Tlie

FUÛEIGN.
the President*· message.
London, Dec. 7.—The full text of President
Grant's message has been received by mail and
published in London journals. The Times in
reviewing the message says the Preiident appears reticent, formal aud courteous, bowing to
the diplomatic circle with all the urbanity of an
The message is à strikold world Statesman.
iug picture of the prosperity and rapid progress
of the country. The Times approves of the
for au Alaska boundary Commission,
proposalthe
President's moderation toward Cuba
praises
and appends the recommendation for a reduction ot the army an.l adds, "the President
about to enter upon his second term, finds the
Union restored to its normal state at all salient
but still bearing traces of the great war
points,
in the public debt and the
disorganization of
the South."
New York Styles.
Matamoras, Dec. 17.—The canvassing of
the muuieipal returns, which were interrupted
by the military some time ago, was resumed
yesterday, when thirty armed roughs attacked
the canvassers and destroyed the returns. The
act is believed to be the work of Cortina, who
boasted that with one delegate of the 24 he
would carry the election.
Disasters.
Halifax. Dec. 17.—The brig E. Bertha of
St. John, iî. P., struck on Middle lngonish
and went to pieccs last Friday.
Capt. Pippev,
after seeing all the crew safe, was lost amoiig
the breakers by a sudden breaking of the vessel
The urigantine Princess Louise of Sydney,
The
at sea sprung a leak aud was lost.
jrhilo
crew took to their boats, aud after two days of
Fancliu
all
great exposure and peril reached
safe.
The Time*

There will also be a department for the sale of
Vegetables, kindly furnished by friends from tin;
county,
this evenings entertainment will consist of the

ing

lakes

The

on

IUIXOR TELEOBAIHR.
Fourteen of the ringleaders in the disorderly
demonstration at the Fenian meeting at Stockton, England, have been sentenced to prison
for various terras.
The bill to remove the capital of West Virginia from Charleston to Wheeling, passed the
Housî of Representatives Monday by a vote of
33 to 30. It is believed the bill will not pass
the Senate.
Λ Memphis despatch states that several forged drafts which havo reached the First National Rank of that city, and of course found to be
worthless, were evidently made by a party named Moore, who is believed to be in Philadelphia.
vnnflctod with

the Baltimore Sun, died Monday, aged HI.
A despatch from Milwaukee states that investigation into the recent explosion in that city
by which four lives wore lost, shows that it was
not caused by dualin, but some other explosive
material.
The reccptiou of Livingstone-Stanley by Curtis Gould of the Commercial Bulletin in Boston
last evening, was a brilliant affair and was attended by quite a number of dignitaries.
The Carlists bands were defeated the 16th.
Λ London dispatch dated 5.30 Λ. M. this
morning says it lias rained 24 hours—the severest storm for years.
Large tracts of land
inundated.
Terrible galas with great damage are reported in various parts of England.
The House Committee on Territories to-day
unanimously agreed to report a bill admitting
Colorado as a State.
Hamilton, Cntario, suffered to the «mount of
§200,000 by lire Tuesday.
A telegram lias been received at Halifax announcing the death in London of Hon. Wm.
(iarvie, Commissioner of Works and Minei of
Nova Scotia.

Κ χ ports.

53Ér*The usual refreshments will be sold during
del7-18-lt>*
evening. Admission free.

Foreign Imports.
MALAGA. Brig John Briglitman—22,550 boxes,
800 hf do, 1000 qr do raisins, 200 do lemons to order.
CADIZ. Brig C M Goodrich—239 lasts salt, to J S
Winslow.
MUSQUASH, NB. Sch Ε G McLean—59,985 feet
lumber, to Ε Τ Patten & Co.
GRAND MfcNAN, NB. Sch Ranger—12,000 lbs
fresh tish, 1 bbl
tjph livers, to order.

I'erk Mletk aud

FAIR ΛΛΙ>

m

The

following

the

were

Eric
Erie preferred
The following were the
road securities:
Central Pacitic bonds
Union Pacitic do
Union Pacitic stock

AT

Î\E\V

7Of

DANCING

at 11 o'clock, Α. M.·
92 Middle stre* t,
under St. Julian Hotel, we shall sed to el-kc up the
business of a retail boute. Soli I Silver Table ai d Tea
Spoon», Knives, Fork-», lee Cream Sett*·, Preserve,
Sugar, Salt and Mustard Spoons, Child's Sotte,
Pick e Forks and Spoons, Fruit Knives, Ί hirty Patterns Napkin Kings, Card Cases, Fish Knives and
Forks, Silver Cups, Soup and Cream Ladles. Cake
Knives, Thimbles, &c., together with Plated Forks, *
Table and Teaspo n.*, Pie Forks, etc. Every ai tide
will be sold without reserve and guaranteed as ri presented whether c< in. sterling, silver or plrted. Cn
exhibition Friday, Dec. 20th.

of

twelve

les-

tf

ACADEMY.

& CO., Auctioneer*.
declT—ti

F. O. BAILEY

74}

quotations l'or Pacitic iîailNB. J. W. UAÏtIOyn respectfully annouucee to the citizens of Portland and vicini v that
ho will open a school in Dancing ior new be^iunpre at
the above hall on

R8|

27}

784

81J

Mîaday Evening,
!

The

FAIR

&

■

The Ladies and Gentlemen ol the 2il Parish having
their arrangement» will hold a FAIR at
tlie City Hall on the 20th and 21st inst., daring the
afternoon and evening of each day. A largo ν uriety

,

Mrs.

|

Silver and Plated
Napkin Rings, Jet Jewelry, Children's Plated Knife,
Fork and Spoons in sets, Writing
Desks, Work Boxes, Handkerchief and
Glove Boxes in Russia Leather, Cuff and
Collar Boxes. Russia Leather Bags with Belts.

Bracketts, Wall Brackets, Ladies* Work Stands,
Checker Boards, Wallots, Pen Knives, fceissoro in
cases, Pearl Card Cases, Opera Glasses. Fine
Magic Lanterns, Rocking Horses, Tch>1
Chests, Games, Puzzles, Drums, Bird
Cages, Sleds, Music Boxes,
Printing Presses, Conjuror's Tricks, Dominoes,
Tivoli
Boards.
It would l»e impossible to enumerate our TOY DEPARTMENT. We have a great many new Toys just
opened. Call early to avoid the rush. Our Hollow
Plated Ware, which wo warrant to be the best quality, we shall close at COST.
94 Exchange Street.
CHARLES DAY, JR., & CO.

decl6dt24th.

ARTISTS' MATERIALS.
WALKER,

IMPORTER,
127 Tremout Street, Boston.

ANNUAL MEETING.
Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Comare hereby notified to meet at the office of
Company υη MONDAY, tho 6th day of January.
18'.3, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of
choosing seven Directors for the ensuing yçar. and
for the Transaction of any other business which
may
then be lcg4lly actbd upon.
GEO. A.WRIGHT, Secretary.
4ecXW3w

and other Foreign manufacturers, which with my
usual stuck of Homo initie, will furnish excellent opportunity for selection. Terms satisfactory. Call
and gee

ABNER

LOWELL,
301 Congress Street
dec 14

H .A. L L
—

ON

The

,

Grand

Chorus

Singing School

A
—

Performers comprise

following talent

as

Voices,

of

the

Η Ο LI D AY

soloists:

Mrs. 11. N. WETHE1IBGE, Soprano,
JHn. 1IABEL 85ΓΚΎΙΪATI Noprflao,
Hn.FLORA E. BARRY, Contralto,
nr. Η. ΤΙΙΙ'Ββ ΓΟΝ, Teuore.
OTr. C. II.

auspices

Will commence Tuesday ni ht- at ΑΚ^-'ΛΝΛ HALL.
The course ("JO less-.lis) will be for the purpose <i
thoroughly learning the rudiments of music,under the
instruction of Mr. Fitch.
Tickets, ftdmmitting gentleman and lady. $5; Single tickets, gentleman 81, la ty
decl2tf

The Germania Orchestra,
and the

under the

€AI)ETGLEE ( LI IS

a

200

of

d3w

C. Ci. C

MONDAY EVENING, DEC. 30,

G 0 0 1) S !

ITIcLELLAN, Baritouc,

nr J. L. M IK AW. Bauo,
Pianist, Mn.JlJLIA Ν.βΟ^Ε,
C vaductor, Mr, Hrriuaaa Kotzschnmr.

RECEIVED THIS

DAY 1

•

Tickets of admission 73 cts., for sale at lïawes Λ
and Abner Lowell's.
The saleot reserved seats at §1.00 each, will commence at 1. C. Stockbridge's on Thursday, Dec. 19.
Doors open at
; Performance commeuce at 7J.

Cragin's, Ira C. Stockbridge's,

In the

great variety of articles, too numerous to
tion, is a fine line of

<locl6did

men-

ASTRACHAN

Â5

WHITTIER'S,
400 Congress Street,

AND

Fine Russia Leather

—

CONEY

GOODS,

—

MUCH

JEWEL

CASES,
MIRRORS,

UNDER REGULAR PRICES.

ι

Dressing Cases,
Toilet Cases,
Glove and Handkerchief Cases,

L A D Τ Ε 8

and in Sells,

Mingle

Odor Cases,

Scotch Wood Articles
in

Ulas«,

please

call

and examine

our

goods.

great variety,

SETT»,

XXJ-L-L.-tU'r
In

Parian

Crystal,

BOTTOia

PRICES !

and

Oxy<lizc<l Silver.
A

fresh and

new

line of

154 MIDDLE STREET.

PERFUMES,
IMPORTED

COLOG>ES,

Α..

decia

ALL TH E FARINA MANUFACTURES
A

complete stock of

FOREIGN SOAPS,
Russia Leather Wallets,
CARD CASES,
PIIOTOOitAPII
(Very Nicc
A

anil

large

so

lot

of tho

popular

Wliittier's

CASES,

Convenient.)

.JAPANESE

GOODS
at

Last Year.

FRENCH SACHETS,
Ornamented in Water Colors (by hand.)

Tlio above Holiday Goods arc all new. of recent Importation, ami comprise tlie choicest selection In tlie

Β.

BUTLER.
tf

The Nufftoimt Traders Bank.
ΓΊΠΗΕ Shareholtlers of The National Tradeis Bank
A of Portland, »re hereby η
l that their annumeeting will be heM at tlieir Banking Rcom. on
tbe
«lav
of
14th,
TUESDAY,
January next, at, ,1
o'clock I*. M., 11 choose Ave Directors for the enduing
year, and to act on any other business that may
al

legally come

before them.

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 13th, 1872
lino

The €iiinbi<r!uml !V'atioii;i!
of Portland.

HE Stockholders of th5" bank ar.· hereby noilfled
that their Annual Meeting for the elect!™ of Di
rectors for the ensuing year and the transpctlon of
any otherbusicoss that may then L*ome before them,
will be held at their
banking room η TUESDAY,
the 14th day of January, 187'. at 3 <>*clnck P·
SAMUEL SMALL. Cashier.
decl4dM
Portland, Dee. 13th, 1872.

HOLIDAY GOODS!
in great variety, selected from the BEST STOCKS in
New York, just opeuded at

to WE L L' 8,

city.

A cordial invitation is extendfd to those
gilts to call and look over the bcautiltil goods.

locking for

:301

Congress Street,

Call early for first choice.

WHITTIER'S,
No. 400
decll

Congress

Street.
2t

Vaccination in the Public schools.
l>y the
PREPARATIONS are being perfectedatteud

School Committee to have all children
ug
tho public Schools, vaccinated at an early day, t>> tue
city Physician, unless they otherwise procure the
Barue;ebut parents an«l guardians may if they prefer
employ their own family physician.
Failure to comply wi«h the above will, under ι
law, exclude children from the public schools, lw
del 4

ï'iiuk

T1

ELEGANT

&c.

Ocean Insurance Company,

Patck, Piiiilipc & CoM
Perregaux, Klorel Λ {'onrvoissier,

Handel's will be presento 1

CITY

Materials of the best quality for Oil and Water
Color Painting, Drawing, Wax flower making, DeHOLIDAY PRESENTS,
dec!3
4w

tfardiii,

—AT—

show the following line

Knives,

Jurgenscu,

HAYDX ASSOCIATION

PRESENTS
to

—FROM—

Drill

"Τ H EMÉS STÂ HT

J

prepared

Watches Suited to the Seasou

and is said to surpass anything of
the kind ever exhibited in the State.
Afternoon admission free. Evening admission to
the Fair and Entertainment—Adults 23 cents, Children 15 cents.
Tickets may be ha l at Kovt, Fogg & Breed'?, Nelson & Co.'s, Ο. M. <& E. P. "Brooks' and at the door.
Exhibibions commence at 8 o'clock.

Rice to Baltimore $1 50 P1 cask. Cotton to Boa$1
ton,steam via New York 75c ψ 100 lbs; to Providence
via New York 62 Jc φ1100 lbs; via Boston 75c p 100.
Lumber to Philadelphia, steam, $10; sail $10 <£ $11;
New York and Sound ports. Lumber $11 fe ^ 13;
Lumber to Boston and eastward $12 @ 12 50 ; to Baltimore, Lumber, $9 @ 9 50. The rates for Timber are
from $1 5· @2 higher than Lumber rates. West Indies and windward $11 @ $13 Gold. Lumber to Rivj
er Platte $24 and 5 per cent
United Kingdom, Tim- I
ber $40s to Cork f>r orders. Rio Janeiro $23 and 5
j

:

care

meml>ers of the Portland Cadets. This Drill
comprise nearly all the movements of the Boston

This Grand Oratorio of
to the public by the

Variety

OF

Champion Zouave,

25.

Gold and Silver Watches, Ladies' Gold Opera Chains,
Neck Chains, Loekets, Charms, Gents' Gold Vest
Chains, Amethyst Rings. Seal Rings, Childrens' Gold Rings, Gold Ear Rings and
Pins, Plated Setts, Gold and Plated
Sleeve Buttons and Studs, Gold
and Plated Bracelets, Jet
Bracelets, Gold Thimbles,
Silver Thimbles, Geutleraen's Gold
Pins, Silver
Fruit
β

WATCHES !

by four
will

ÎÎ7 Exi'hfliisc

Wax Works.

Fancy Zouave

Freight·.
Savannah, Dec. 13.—Freight·—We quote as follows:—Cotton to Liverpool, via New York by steam
id on Upland; on Sea Island 1£; by sail to Liverpool
W. To Havre, lc Gold : Bremen 9-16d on Uplands.
Coastwise—To New York per steam. Upland |c; Sea
Island |c
lb ; Rice 32 00 φ cask. To Philadelphia
upland Cotton, steam |c; Rice $2 $> cask; Domestics

Cheapest.

Sept 5-dtfls

A very Great

Jarley's

These works have been prepartd with great
and cannot fail to please.
On Saturday evening there will be a

iHarkcU.

the

Wi»I. E. WOOft, Ag't,

amusing exhibition of

changed.

HOLIDAY

K»B HALE ΒΪ

of useful and Fancy Articles have been prepared, and
visitors will have a gx> I oonortuniiy to purchase
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS for their cliiidren and
friends.
ICE CRAKAM and a variety of other Refreshments for sale. Also, Flowers, &c.
In connection with the Fair there will bo on each
evening a Pleasing Entertainment.
Ou Friday evening, 20th insL, will be presented the

London, Dec. 17—11 A. M.—Consols opened at. 91g
(g) 91$ for money and account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20's 1865, old, 92; do
1867, 92; do 10-408, 83J; new 5s, 89$; Erie Railways at
423·
LivKitPOOL.Dec. 17—5.00 Ρ M.—Cotton closed un-

SANTA CL.AUS.

ΤΠΕ-ç

HALL.

com Dieted

Havana, Dec. 14.—Sugar—There is an absence of
business for want of stock; quotations nominal. The
Muscovado Sugar, grocery
crop is arriving.
grades, in fair demand at 12$ rs ψ arrobe. Stock of
Sugar m warehouses at Havana and Matanzas is 45,OOOboxs and 225 hhds; receipts for the week 725 boxes
aud 125 lilids; exported 4100 boxes and 1000 hhds, including 3300 boxes and 1000 hhds to the United States.
Freights firmer and small crafts in demand for the
United States; per box Sugar loading at Havana for
United Stales
: ;p lilid Sugar do $3 25; ψ hlid molasses do $3; ψ hhd Sugar from ports on the north
coast to the United States $4 25 @ 4 50 ;
hhd molasses do $3 50 @4 00.
Exchange buoyant on the
United States; 60 days currency 108$ @ 109$ prem;
short sight 110J @ 111 J prem; 60 da>s Gold 121$ @
122 prem; short sight 124@ 121$ prem; on London
134 @ 134$ prem ; on Paris 117 @ 117$ prem.

per cent.

6'*
7'e
7's
7'j
Clay Conuty, Illinois,
Iona Central, Gold,
7'i
Northern Pacific Gold,
7.30's
West Wisconsin R. 1Ϊ., Gold,
7'.·»
Exchange 011 England, Srotlnud and ireland.

FESTIVAL.

CITY

new

l£iii'opeau

2.00

decCd2\v

Ι'ΛΓΙΙΟΠ

—AT

β'β
6's
G\

■

§5.00

Ladies'....—
for twelve lessons.
term will close with a llaSl.
17

iTfarkot.

Havana

bUNUb.
Portland City
Rockland City ··
Bath City
St. Lonls City
Leeds λ Farinington, (Guaranteed,)
Maine Central, Consolidated.
Cook County, Illinois,

Dee. 9, 1872.

Gents*,
Tickets,
"

Savannah,Dec. 17.—Cotton firm; Middling upands at 19Jc.
Mobile. Dec 16.—Cotton quiet and firm; Middling
uplands 19$ @ 19$c.
New Orleans. Dec. 17.—Cotton is higher and in
good demand: Middling upands 19|c.

Ί1ΗΕ
pany
said

Doc.

LANCASTER H VI.i..

102

Auction,

SATURDAY,
21»t,
ON and
2 1-2
M., at store Mo.

KAYJIOXD'N

76
974
534

Silver anil Fiuti'd

p.

d»l2

oi

Solid

Ware at

109J

CHARLESTON, Dec. 17.—Cotton steady; Middling

calcomaine,

Elegant

ΛΙΤΕΒΝΟΟΝ,

SidÉ^All the fashionable Dances will be taught.

upland? 19c.

A.

!

sons.

key firm at 90c.

A.

ON

HALL!

course

a

SATURDAY, Dee 21et, a* 10 a. in., wo sha)
sell at Knight's saloon on Union St., 1 count·!
saloon and ether fables, candy jar*, water tmika,
tobacce case, window curtains, dining room chairs,
scales, glass ami crockery ware, cutlety. silver platod
ware. Mott's patent cooking range, oyster ranges rofrigerator, copper hot water tank, gas fixtures, &c.
F. O. UAILKV & CO., Auctioneers,
deeie
td

at 3

for the

til

Saloon Furniture uiiil Fixtures
Auction.

DKC. 18th,

o'clock, P. M.
Terms, Three dollars

an

beautiful
together with a lot ol Fancy
Boxes. Writing Desks. «!te.
f. © BAIM:V A- CO., .Inclioufrn.
declT

Dancing Academy

WEDXEKDAY

cured; fully cured $c higher. Bacon—shoulders 4J
@5c; sides firm; clear rib 8 @ Sic ; clear sides 1$ jO,
8$c. Live Hogs steady ; sales at 3 70 @ 3 80 ; most of
the sales at 3 75 @ 3 80. Green Meats steady ; shoulders 3gc; sides 5Jc. Hams firm at 6$ @ 8Jc. Whis-

are now

we

at

MI'.. J. Vf. RAYMOND, will commence a
class for the instruction of Juvenilesiu the
accomplishment of Dancing on

(

nominally

WEof goods

Dec. 20, at
sIimII soil
o'clock,
OKandFRIDAY,
store. 9· Middle Ktrcct,
a.s*or<went ol
shells

JUVENILE CLASS·

Xj ANC ASTER

βι

raro

Music by CHANDLER'S FULL BAND.
Floor tickets $1.00; Gallery 25 cts. Band Concert
declSdlw
8J, Grand March 8|.

Raymond's

(?0>,AntiflllHIi

Shells ©1" tiic Ocean at Auction.

HAT-iL

CITY

estate «f George J. On I way, deH. M. BKAllCJO, Adminis:mîor.

F. Ο. HAILI2Y &

On Christmas Eve, Dec. 24tli.

112§

Dotiieetic iflarbi'tM.

cor-

Stoves,

Glass Ware,

deel;;

Bines,

—Wlt.L OrVE A—

115|

ami in fair demand; sales 3460bales; Middling upland» at 20|. Flour quiet and in buyers favor; sales
12,590 bbis; State 5 85 (a} 7 80; Round hoop Ohio 7 00
(ci 8 35; Western 5 85 @ 8 65; Southern 7 10 @ 12 00.
Wheat dull and heavy and 1 @ 2c lower; sales 51,000
bnslu No 1 Spring 160 @161; No 2 do 1 48 @ 1 58;
Winter Red Western 165 @ 180; White Michigan
1 75 @ 2 05. Corn doll and in buyers favor ; sales 31,000 bush ; steamer Mixed Western 65$ @ 66$c; sail do
67c. Oats dull and 1 @ 2c lower; old tirm ; sales 43,000
bush ; White 50$ @ 53c ; old Western Mixed 52 @ 53c.
Beef quiet. Fork tirmer: now mess 13 75 @14 00.
Laid steady at 7$ φ 8Jc. Butter steady; State 24 @
30. Whiskey lc higher at 90c.
Rice quiet at 8 @ 8$c.
Sugar quiet; Muscovado 9@9}c; refining 9$ (a> 9jc.
Colree firm ; Rio at 15$ @ 18}c in Gold. Molasses is
tirm; New Orleans 58@70. Naval Stores—Spirits
Turpeutiue at 57 @ 58c ; ttosin dull at 3 55. Petroleum quiet; crude 12 @ 12$; refined at 27$c.
Tallow is
active at 8 @8fic.
Freights to Liverpool steady; Cotton per steam 3
@ It-I6d ; do do sail g @ 7-lf>d.
Chicago Dec. 17.—Flour in fair demand an<l firm.
Wheat dull and lower; No 1 Spring at 1 20; No 2 do
112$ @ 113f on spot : do Jan at 1 13$ ; No 3 do at 1 01
@102; rejected sold at 92c. Corn dull and lower;
No 2 Mixed at 30$ @ 30Jc on spot, and 3tc Jan ; rejected at 29| @ 29^c. Oats dull au I declining; No 2
at 24c ; rejected 22c.
Rye firm and scarce ; No 2 at 63
@ 63jc. Barley in fair demand and advanced; No 2
Fall at 62$c. Provisions quiet and unchanged. Pork
at 11 75 cash. Larii steady at 7^c. Hams m pickle
8} @ 9c. Green hams firm at 7$ @ 78c for 15 to 16
pounds average. Other meats
unchanged ;
sales of bulk shoulders 20 days In salt 3$c. Whiskey
strong at 90 @ 91c.
.lOLEDO, Dec. 17.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat in fair demand and low*r; Amber Michigan
1 64$; do Feb 1 62; No 2 Red 1 63$. Corn dull and
uucnauged. Oats—No 1 * shade better at 37$ @ 38c ;
No 2 at 33c. Dressed Hogs 4 55 ; live do 3 75.
Detroit, Dec. 17.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
Wheat steady; extra at 1 75; No 1 White 1 52; Amber Michigan 160. Corn steady; new Mixeu 41$c.
Oats in good demand at 34c. Dressed Hogs at 4 50 @
4 65.
Cincinnati, Dec. 17.—Bulk Meats steady; shoulders at 3J : clear rib 5$c ; clear sides 5Jc for partially

as

belonging totbe

ceased.

GRAND PROMENADE CONCERT

116
Ill

Union Pacitic land grants
Union Pacitic income bonds

Cheap

Crockery,
&c.,

n

·

p. m. b.

|

110*

closing quotations

ou

ner

LEVEE !

Tlie Portland Mechanic

113

Slocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co
Pacific Mail
ST. Y. Centraland Hudson Hiver consolidated

the
FRIDAY, Dec. 20. at o'clock, p. m.,
ONofpremises,
the good substantial litote
tl:e
iOxford and Klui
< η

!

ON

112#

....

Desirable House at Auction,

Furniture,Carpets, Beds, Iie«l«li»K

117f

United States5's. new
10-10's., coupon

By J.*. B ULKV Λ CO., An

1

112ft

United States

O]-.

an

Street. Tbe hOfH
painted
Plains,
throughout, has 11 looms, good closets, good cenunted cellar, finished bad inent, si e l, plenty good wator
|
will hold their annual
and desirable for residence. Centrally situated, in a
I good neighborhood, and just the loea ion for a Nu i·
j nés» man. Unless previously disposed of at private
hale. Enquire of Geo. M. Stevens on the premises or
at the Vestry of the Church on WEDNESDAY" and ! of the Auctioneers.
clccliltd
THURSDAY. Dec. 18th, and 19th.
On Wednesday Evening the u<-ualvariety of useful
Administrators' SiiEe.
and faucy articles tor sale. Admission tree.
FB
'"H1DAY. Dtr, 20th, at 10 o'clock Λ. M., .it
On Thursday Evening a Dramatic Entertainment.
sales:
learoom of F. O. Bailey & Co. I slinJ! sell
Admission 25 cts. Refreshments both Eveningn.
deU
t20d*c*

betw||n
morVPvenly

Currency 6's

j

good pictures,

port unity to purchase, never before ottered. The sr< e
will be θ| sin tor free exhibition .on TUESDAY MORNING, Dec. 17tb, both «Lay and evening, until the tiu-e
of sale.
Pu iu tin If* «ml I'ramrHHoliI io^ili<>r.
Ν. β.—Catalogues may bo ha l -.u the *
«UO.W PARKKll Am
declGdtf

3

L'nivei-salist Society, Steven»

Jlouejr iflnrket.

United States 5-20's U6S

besides aftbruiqg all in want of

The Ladies of the

New

securities:
United States coupon G's, 1S81
United States5-20's 1S62
Uuited States 5-20's 1864
United States 5-20's 1865, old
United States 5-20's 1865, new
United States 5-20's 18*7

L». Α.. TOLMAN, of Hoslon.

Entertainment at Stevens' Plains.

127}
127i

York, Dec. 17—Morning.—'Gold at lllf.—
Money at 1-32 per cent. Sterling Exchange 109 &110 J.
Stocke lirm. State stocks dull.
Sew York, Dec.17—Evening.—The stringency in
the Money market was the chief feature in financial
circles to-day, borrowers paying as high as \ per cenr.
per day. About the close of bank hours when nearly
all bankers had made up their bank accounts, the
rate declined to 6 (& 7 per cent. It is generally supposed that artificial means are at work to make Money scarce, and the Pacific Mail people are accused of
locking up funds as they did teu days ago. In addition to this the treasury otfered an opportunity for
stringent Money by withdrawing from the Bank of
Commerce and 4th National Bank $1,345,846 iu legal
tenders. Sterling Exchange firm at 109 ior prime
and 1104 for sight. Gold lower, declining fr m 112$
to 111J, with a recovery to 112; loans at 2 per cent, to
flat for use. The clearances were $:r6,000,000. Treasury disbursements $79,500. Governments lower in
the morning in sympathy with Gold, and closed lirm
at a slight advance. State bonde dull ; Tennessee»
and Virginias heavy and lower. Stocks irregular; the
market alternated frequently between firmness and
weakness.
The chiet interest centered in Pacitic
76 and 78, closing at
Mail, which fluctuated
76. The dealings were
distributed than
with
considerable
activity
in Ν Y Central.
usual,
Lake Shore, Rock Island, Wabash. Western Union
and St Joseph common. The market closed heavy
and the latest dealings were at declining prices. The
Commercial says the rumor that Pacific Mail is about
to issue bonds is repeated very positively to-day. it
is stated that the executive committee will authorize
them to-morrow.
The following were the quotation· of Government

Painting}

Oil

settle the estate of the late

\ Τ STORK, NO. 22 EXCHANGE STREET, « η
il THI'RMDAY ANI> FKIDAV, December 10th and 20tli. Sale lo coiumunee ai. 2} ami 7 }*.
m., each clay. Ιό this collection may be found jlc >
variecv, such as Landscoj e, Catil i,
Bue8 *n
Figure, Fruit and Flower 1'iecee, tho whole, it is believed. forming one ot" the best eolheti >ns, as well : 8
most pie sin;» varieticscver offered for stile in this
city ;

Ladies of the

each

200 do oatmeal.

OF

European
To

First Baptist Sorieiy,
will hold a Levee and Fair, for the sale of useful and
Fancy articles, suitable for Holiday presents, at the
Lecture Room of their Church, ou. the afternoon and
evening of
Wednesday & Tliur»dur, liter. IN &' l$lh,
Also a table of Evergreens, Mosses, Chromos, &c.

CARDENAS. Brig J Bickmore—6576 box shook.·*.
ST JOHN NB. Solir J Κ Howard—i>00 bbls flour,

New

Fine

L Ε Υ Ε Ε.

and partly cloudy weather.

IMILKV & CO., Auctioneers.

S.

—

Si.oo.tf.r Sale at Colesworthv's, Exchange Street, Chas. CuMie'
Co., Congress Street, Isaac Knight's, Cor. of Middle and India St*., W. H. Sargent's, Cor. of Cumberland and
Smith Sts. and at the door.
dclûif

and

Boston Stock Liât.
[Sales at the Broker's Board, Dec. 17.1
Boston & Maine Railroad
Boston and Maine Railroad

Ac.

ADMINISTRATOR'S SALE

MUSIC,

to commence at 8 o'clock.
Tickets 25 cents motive ior

Canada, westerly aud south-westerly winds
and generally clear cold weather; for the Middle and Eastern States, north-westerly and
northerly winds, high pressures, lower temper-

Foreign

ByJ.

plead-

Drama entitled

TABLEAUX AND

light northerly winds, partially cloudy weather,
with low temperature and high pressures; for
Tennessee, the Gulf and south Atlantic States,
northerly and easterly winds and occasional
light rains, with cloudy weather to-night, followed by clearing and cooler weather aud high
lower

Furniture, Carpets. Stoves,

ornamental.

TWE>'Tï"-FOUR

Office Chief Signal
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Dec. 17. (8.00 P.
For the north-we*t and upper lake region and
thence to the lower Missouri and Ohi«» valleys,

pressure to-morrow; for the

ENTERTAINMENT.

ON

a i.VAXCIAL. AND COJMMEKCIAL.

SENATE.

·»·.*«.

THE NEXT
HOURS.

AUCTION SALES.

The ladies connected with the INDIA ST. UNIWEDNESDAY, Dec. 18th, at 10 n,clock we
shall soli at salesroom parlor suit in ctiinso-i
V EUS A LIST SOCIETY will 1· Id a FA IK AND
! rept, cost $400, w hatnot,
hat-tree, cbamUn set δ,
ENTERTAINMENT in the Vestry of the Cl)ti«?h,
1ο:ιΐ: : ·., hair' mattress, 2 iiuc bureau*, carpets, nef
commencing
cook range, now cook stove, 4 new parlor c al stove ·,
♦louiiny, the 10th in* t.,
7 second hand do, together with a lot of other f'.uuiAnd continued
through the week. The allies of the ture, carpots.cr ckery ami glus* ware, &v.
Parish have been
IÙ O. BAf Lill &' CO., Aui tioaecrx.
effort to make this
making
special
Fair attractive, and will huve %»r
dec H
td
salu articles, both
useful and

Dep't,

War

ature

XLIId COXGRES i.

FAIR AND

7I£TEOROLOGIt'AL.

committee

The controller of the currency will decline to
organize bank· in the States which already
have an excess of currency over what they are

ENTERTAINMENTS.

decl4J3w

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Fan~y
Goods and Stationery store for sale, location of
great value, and now duing a first-clas* pa ν in business.
Good store, stock cleau and well selcc'ed. Can
be bought at a bargain as the owner has other business deman ling all "f his attention, and i* worthy of
investigation. TAYLOR & CO.' s Stale St., Boston.
decl6
d3t

SUPERIOR

For Sale.
MEDICAL PRACTICE in a small village. Location about twenty miles from Portland. Income about §1500.
Office and fixture* may be *ecured if tteeirod. Address P. J. LARRABEE, No.
declCdlw
99 Middle St., Portland.

A

POETRY

MISCELLANEOUS.

Every Day.

Holiday Presents
AT

—

ELJZABEGII

BY

T1IE

S"> oft·.η «lone,
ever to be done anew !
<rires which corns with every

*
Λ

sun,
Oh,
Morn after morn, the long years through.
their
bengalli
sway,—
paltry
Wc shrink
The irksome caiis of every day.
The restless sei se of wasted power,
The tiresome round f little things,
Ave hard to bear, as hour by hour
Its tedious iteration
"Who shall evade or who delay
The small demande of every day?

AVARE
IN

—

IJi

—

bouldor in the torrent's

—

course

liy tide and tempest lashed in vain,
Obeys «ho wave-whirled pebble's force,
Aiid yiehis its substance grain by grain;

New,

Designs,

Rich

and

Choice

just received from the best manufactories in Euro]>e,

S ) crumble str litest lives away
Beneath the wear of every day.

without doubt the

BEST ΛΑΚΙΓ,

Who finds the lion in bis lair,
Wh > tracks the tiger for his lift»,
M iv wound them ere they are aware.
Or conquer theui in d« spera'e strife,
Yet ρ »werie*s lie to scathe or slay
The vexing gnats of every day.

ΑΛΕ» LARGEST STGCK
VKR Ht'FCIÎKU EX PORTLANIt.

I

s'eady strain that never stop·
mightier tliuu the tiercest shock;
The constant fall of water-dr -ps
Will g >ovo the alain intine rock;
Wο feci η r ιîoblest t< >wors « 1 eeay,
In feeble wars with every day.

Also

a

The heart which boldly faces death
Upon the battle-Held, and dares
Gannon and bay net,&ints boneath
Tue needle-poini.s >f frets and cares;
The stoutest spirits they dismay—
The tiny stings of eve. y day.

Useful and Ornamental Presents
Should call at the

The molten crown of martyrdom,
Β >rc not without complaint alwav
ΤUe petty pains of every day.

Ëurekii DoMai* Store
before purchasing elsewhere.

than martyr's aureole,

And more than hero's heart of fire,
We need the huinble strength of soul
Which daily toils and ills require;—
Sweet Patience! gran', us, if you may,
Au added gr;;ce for every day J

II. filftiFIJEfj© &

Sons

tdec25

Monday,

December 9th.

Tuesday,

Oror all Competition

CO.,

PROPRIETORS.

dcc9

Have Taken the First Premium

December 10th.

AMERICA,
need

We

EJ¥G\LAI¥Ii,

some more room

for

onr

CHRISTMAS GOODS,

AND

therefore

FRANCE.

ws

shall sell for these three days at

LOWER
These Standard Instruments

goods

than the

PRICES
be

cau

bought

■

System

41,0 Ο Ο
THESE

Standard Piano
Have been made

Premiums»

Eighty-oneJFirst
Have been

Fortes

and sold since 1823. and

....

awarded to

Firm

our

■

OVER ALL COMPETITORS.
These Pianos
co icedcd to bo

regarded

still

arc

and

universally

also

one

lot

T^ie Standard Instruments of the World,

Turkey Red Damask for 90c. per yard.

pronounced by all the great artists.
Fr\nz Liszt says: "I consider the Chicker
1NO Piano superior ίο any made in Europe or America. ml am fully c onviiiced that they wore justly
and

are so

1).·.

Sucli

bnrgniui

w.-re

offered before in tliis city

never

entitled to the First Prize.

< onie

is more than one-third larger than any other PianoForte Manufactory in the world, and is, in every reepect, the mest complete as regards machinery and
the facilities îor «loin? the very best class of work.
Messrs. C. & Sons have, since the establishment oi
their business iu 1823, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,
and these Standard Instrumente are now offered at
lieluced liâtes upon the *-Onk-Price System," tree
from all discounts and commissions: aud they are,
beyond all refutation, the very best and very
Cheapest Filist-Class Pi\nos now offered.

hat

espccial

attention to

we are sure

i

îisls

to have.

We have lots of other Goods at
GÎÎEAT BARGAINS.

Co veil

A. CARD.
We call

early and avoid the

Cor.

our

Coisapsmy,

Congress

PIANOS,

which are, in every particular, the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, and second only to the
Grand Piano, for whick they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for live years.

&

Checkering

St.,

HE 14tb

Sous,
New

«

tf

jDissolntion of CopailnersSiip.
~\ΓΟΤICE is hereby given that the copartnership
1.1 heretofore existing un 1er the firm nan»e of Edward Ni xdn & Co., Soup M mufacturers, composed
of said Edward Nixon and George W. S. Nixon, is
hereby dissolved by mutual consent, and said George
W. S Nixon is hereby authorized to settle the partnership business.

.It is not a physic which may give temporary relief
to the sufferer for the first few do es, but which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weaken in g the in val id, nor is it adoctored liquor
which, under the popular name of "Bitters" is εο
extensively palmed oti on the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a most powerful Toijic nail
alterative, pronounced so bv the leading medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with

Portland,

354 Washington .Sr., Bohioii.

BAILEY & HI ©YES, Agents.
PORTLAND, MK.
2md&w

nov7

NOTICE.
The subscriber having taken the Tea Store

want of action in your Iiiver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or "skiu diseases, Blotches, Felons, Pustules,

Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take «ffnrubeba to cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.
ïH.nvc yon a Dyspepslie Stomach ? unless
digestion is promptly aided the system is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendeucy, General weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sutierer.

J

Dec.

Special Notice.

Icrnxorly occupicd by J. Denning)
keep In addition to

a

decl3

coughs,

hoarseness and bronchial

Tea. aiitl
a

Provisions,

Os*oceries,

large stock of
Meats aud

Country

city, he hopes to merit
public patrouage.

years iu this

ary

our

our

tx

ensive stock of Merchandise, fresh and

a

share of the

WOOD !

HAKD
coin

HOWE

and all other First Class

a

cli i η

e s

difficulties,

WELLS' CARBOLIC

use

Cash Assets,

!

NORTON MILLS CO..
Lumber Manufactures.
Norton Mills and Island Pond, Vt.
deTtf
Island Pond, Sept. 5,1872.

Coasting in the Streets.

LUMBER |

KINDS

Marshal's Office.
Portland, Dec. 12th,

prices.
BY

—

CURTIS & DAVIS,
152 Com'l Street.

Argus Copy.

de'Jeodlm

"sleighs
I have

Flue
or

anil

ς

Carriages,

Durability are not surpassed

Property

for
Price.

be

Sale

Halt
CABINET Shop, 24 χ 5* feet, two stories high,
J\. wiih all kin Is of machinery for manufacturing
Cabinet Furniture,situatedcη Moose Brook, in Denmark, Me., four miles from P. & Cgdensburg R. K.
Good «lam ■* ith a right
oua" inches of
water with average head of 7 feet.
nd maBunding
3
in
use.
Lumber plenty and
chinery only
yean»
che »p in the vicinity. The subscriber being obliged
to sell on accouut or poor health.
EDGAR O. "WATSON.
nov25eod4w*
Denmark, Nov. 22, 1872.
subscriber lias
hereby given,
been duly appointed afld taken upon himself
NOTICE
the trust of Administrator of tht# estate of
that the

McKALE, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and giveh
bonds
as the law directs.
All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
JOHN

required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
JOHN DUNPHY, Adm'r.
no27dlaw3w*\V

Portland, Oct. 15, 1872.

and fancy goods store fou

sale,
Millinery
loading
lisbe 1 and
ou

a

thoroughfare,

well

«»tab-

always paid well, stoek small an i well selected. This is ou* of the bast chances of this kind
ever offered for a nran with moderate capital.
Satisfactory rea· >ni for selling. TAYLOR & CO., 3
State St., Boston, Mass.
dcclCd3t
Mercliailts National Bank of Portland, Me.
ΓΓ1ΗΕ stockbnlders of 'his Bank, are hereby notiflJ Oil that their animal meeting for the choice of

Directors anil the transie.ion of such business as
may legally be brought before them, will be holdcn
at lite Bank on Tuesdav, Jan. 14th, 1873, at 10 o'clock
A M
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
dc!4d2tawtd
_Dec. 13th, 1872.
Casco National Bank.
Annual meeting of the stockholders of the

THE
C.iwco National Bank of Portland for the
of

choice
Directors and the transaction of such other business as may
come before them, will be held a;
legally
their Banking House on
TUESDAY, the fourteenth
day of January, 187 î. a: 10 o'clock a. m.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
τ»
r,
Tertian 1, Pec,
in, 1372.
.lecMdM

Tlte Canal National
Bank.
annual meeting of the
Stockholders of The
G in
National Banfc, of
for the elecPortland,
of soven Direc-.ors.
and

THF.

ti .n

for thj transaction of
may legally corac before

oth'r bo. in ess Uvit
tbeux, Will be held a- their
Banking House, on Tuesday
14th, day of January 1873,
at 11 o,clock
del3dtd
B. C.
SOMERBY, Cashier.
such

^he

-L JtdL J±j

MUTUAL

BENE HT ACCOUNT BOOK,

BY 31. Y. B. STIMSON.

at

A

is

Boyd street.
F χ, from Washington to Back^Bav.
Chestnut, from Oxford st.
"
Elm, trom Oxford st.
"
New High, below Cumberland st.
'*
Mellen st.
"
Plea saut to Center.
"
Atlantic to Fore.
dec!2d2w
CHAS. CLARK, City Marshal,
"

"

any.
For Sale at ten per cent cheaper than can be
bought in the city.
JOHN ADAMS, Sacearappa.
nov22eod'im*
Nov, 21st, 1872.

Valuable

fin HE following streets have been designated on
IL which boys can coast with sleds during tbi> winter, aud on none others. If detected in coasting on
other public streets the penalty of the law will be enforced.
On Anderson, from Cumberland to Munroe.
"

stock of

and

Sleighs

Style, Finish

a

i

1872. J

Isa pass book

designed

for the

use

of all classes of

dealers in every department of trade, and is an invaluable medium for encouraging casb payments ior

goods,

As an economical measure it has no equal in the
interest of both buyer and seller. Its adoption will
save 20 per cent in the cost of living.
Price $1.20 per dozen. Sent post-paid in packages
of any number, to any part of the Uniled States or
British Provinces ou re: jipt of order with price inclosed. Full particular» on auplicatien. Sample
copies bv mail post-pail for 10 cents.
A t'©., Publinker*,
II. A. jl<
121· Middle St.. Portland, Me.
i«3p23-d&wtf

-*A

ΊΝΓ

Τΰ TV

CARPET.

The Great Wonder.—Tlie New England Carpet
Co., established over a quarter of a century ago, having expended much time, talent and money, to produce a stylish and durable carpet at a low price, after years of experimenting with the best artizens.
have brought out a carpet which they have name·!
and will be known a* OëRJUAN TAPESTItV
wing exact imitation of SolH Dvuseels, tho first
thousand pieces of which in order to introduce them
cents j»er yard.—-amples sent by
will be sold ior
mail in receipt of 10 cents, or 5 dill'erent patterns 50

CARPliT VO.,
Street, Boston, ϋΐηκβ.
<14w

Sanforcl's 1 mproved

Refrigerators.

The three points of excellence which I claim, are:
1st : constant and thorough circulât toil of pure air;
2nd; dryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
inter ? ingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or send f ir circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by ,J. F. MERRILL, beweeu Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnlmm
& Co.'» Ice House, Portland, Me.
je4dtf

isr ότι c
vessels arriving at this port, having sickness
kind on board, will report the same
delay to the un lersi^Tied, and wait for orders
before hauling to the wharf.
BENJ* W. JONES, Ilarbor Master,
53 Commercial Street.
Dac.
dcclldlm
10,1S72.
Portland,
LL

A of any
without

jm;t of the

fire'

subscriber wouhl respectfully announce that
is already orzanized in another Mill and
•eady to fill all orders for Bar Mills Oak as promptly

I

in

HIE
he

bof ire the Arc.

Κ. C. 3ΘΙ£3>ΑΛΤ.
nov28dtf

on

the life of

CYRUS W. FIELD
Agent) and now stands as follows,
Amount of Polify,
Dir.'» added to Ore. 1872

§10,000

OO

.VU..UU»

!»«·" a»

«w

y Vil»·»,

Should this Policy now become a cla'm, hN heirs
would realize upon this investment nearly §2500.00
more than ? per cent,
compound iuterest for all
the money paid to the Company.
on

the

SPRING BED!

life of the late

A

April,

1855.

Novelty

One of the neatest and best in-

Amount of Policy.
dividend» added thereto.

§§.ΟβΟ

Ο©

ventions of fhe Age.

$5,3OS ST

Total,

$&4,10&37

The trustees have decided to issue Policies for the
sum *f $30,000 on approved lives and hereafter
to discontinue the issue of TONTINE POLICIES,
this plan having proved unsatisfactory.
Old Policy-holders and all others desiring Lifj Insurance or any information on the subject are
requested to call at my office for documents which we cheer-

After using it here you bave

little
,

*

49 1-2
_decl3

Exchange

St.

B3P""Call and

THIS

ASSOCIATION, having

ing part of the Globe. Ou FIT SI· KT FOR.«1. Addre-s UNION PUBLISHING CO.,
Chicago, 111.;

AGENTS

a

prepared

are now

LORD,

lw

r¥a¥

SCALES,

subscription of over

Not

to take

Burned

WANTED.

For most Important Book ever Published
"Every
Horse Owaer'e Cyclopedia." Ncic Horse Disand alt others of which the horse is
subject,
fully explained with sucsessful treatment, every
horse owner should buy it. Also New ΤΙηρκ of
U. S. and World, Ν. Ε. Township, and
Chart*,
Thread* and Picture», Largest Assortment for
Agents in Nrw Eng and. Apply at once for terms to
». Ii. GUERNSEY, Publisher, Concord, Ν. H.

deo3-d4wt

AGENTS want absolutely the best selling
Books? Send for circulars of Vent's Unabridged Illustrated Family Bible. OverllOO I
pages 10 by 12 in., 200 pages Bible Aids, &c. Arabi
csquo $6 25; Gilt Edge, 1 clasp, S8 25; Full
clasps, $11 00. "Beldkv: the White Chief." for
Winter Evenings. 3GLh 1000 ready. The Aiieri- i
can Farmer's Horse Book: The Standard.
4C>th
1000?h ready, Euizootic Treatments, &<*.
C. F. !
VENT. Ν· Ϋ. & Cineiunati. Vent & Goodrich, Cliicago.
dec3-4w t

Ilea;!?

«

to

Snpply Order».

011^2

Free Homes !
«;ia<'ap l arrns !
On the l!ne of the UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
Ιίΐ,ΟΟΟ,ΟΟΟ acros of the best Farming and mineral
Lands in America.
3,0©0.0(*0 Acres in Nebralka, in the Platte
Valley, now for sale.

Mild Climate,

Fertile Soil,
Stock Raising uusurpassed by
given,
found

STREET,

BOSTON.
—

AXD

—

Fairbanks & Co.,

Co.,

3111

BROADWAY NEW YORK.

nol6

d6w

S14,000.00,

LIFE OF IIANDFL
[$2.00] ; of Chopin,
[$1.50] ; of Bzetfintien, [; ol Mendelssohn
[$1.75] ; of Rossini [$1.73] ; <>f Mozart [$1.75] ; of Schu
mann [$1.73]; of Grottschalk [^
1.50] ; of \Veber\$ 1.75].
Those books are elegantly bound and arc
charming

exceeding

on any one risk, and at rates of
premium as low
other sound Iusuranee Companies.
*
NO FIKIÎ re»ks taken.

as

directors:

Charles M. Davis,
Benjamin Webster,
Charles B. Merrill,
Richard O. Conant,
Harrison J. Libby,
Charles II. Chase,
Enos C. Soule.
CHAS. M. DAVIS, President.
GEO A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
novlOdlm

biographies.

LETTERS of Mendelssohn [$1.7
J; of Mozart,
[§1.75] ; of Beethoven [§2.00] ; Polio's Reminiscences
of Mendelssohn
These records of the inner life of the great masters

LSI.75}.

intensely interesting. Finely bound, like the
ceeding.
are

CHRISTIAN ERA,
A

LARGE

Paper,

BY

AMOS WEBSTER,
$3.00

per Year.

50 Cents Discount

GE1HOF STttAUSS. 251 large pa^es. fa
Strauss Music. B'ds §2.50; CI. $3.00.

finely gilt binding.

•LIVER DITS OX & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
dec7d&w2w
w50
tc

when paid in Atlvauce.
OFFICE:

No. 50 School

people.

of the best

Eiglit-Pagc Weekly
PUBLISHED

St., Bosioii, Mass.

A

pP·**

^

among all classes. Old people, the middlcy aged, those who aro just
entering life, and
'£ youth of both sexes buy and read with the
^greatest profit.

& JIY JOLLY FRIEND'S SECRET

»
F

Κ»

W

^si

DIO LEWIS' last and best book.
U

%
^

Iks

ifc ΙΟ

Jiiccuuii

mill

me

tiwnuo

1 there's ITIOIYK Y IN 3 T.
send for our circulars,etc., which are sent
free. Geo. MAcLean, "Boston. de!7t4w

an

PAIN, PAIN, PAIN, CAinrPIIOIXIftE·
The great discovery for the relief of pain and a sure
and immediate cure lor Rheumatism—Chronic and
Acute, Sprains. Sore Throat, Bruises. Chilblains*,pain
in Chest, Back or Limbs, Croun, Still'Joints, Strains
Inflammation,Neuralgia, Burns and Scalds, Bunions,
Frosted Feet, Catarrh, &c. It has a plea·ant and
refreshing odor and will not grease or st in the most
delicate fabric, which makes it a luxury in every
Family. Price 25 cents per Bvttle. For'sale by all
druggists. REUBEN HOYT, Prop., 203 Greenwich
deellt4w
St., Ν. Y.

AGOieWANTED. ACT AT ONCE. There
is a PIEjE of money in it. The ?>copïo crrrywhere are EAGEB t ) buy the anthensic history of

LIVINGSTONE'S
and THRÎ^iIilIVfîAD VENTVRI^ during
28 years in A F HI ν A, with account of the Stanley Hxpeditiou. Over <>00 paper, only 93.50.
Is selling beyond parallel. CAUTION. Beware of inferior works. This is the only complete and reliable
work. Send f r ci culars, and see proof and great
success agents are having. HUBBARD BROS.. T'ubd*cl 1+ J v
shers, Boston, Mass.

Boat Sails,

FIRST CLASS

$6.00 CHROMO,
—The Best
GiVch to

de7

Awnings, Verandahs,
AND γι,λ»;η.

by any Paper,—
every new subscriber paying a year's subscription in advance.
ever

offered

AGENTS WANTED.

MIDLAND

Signs, Flags and
Borders made and

Canvas

the best

BONDS

Covers, Canvass
Posters, Transparencies,
E3T"Tcnte to let.

49 1-2

Exchange
PORTLAND.

All orders

junl 73

by mail promptly

Steamers Dirigo and Françon la
will, until furtner notice, rnn a«
follows:
Leave Gait*» Wharf, Portland.
every MONDAY m A THURSDAY, ut 0 P. M.. and leave HerE. It.. New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franeonia are lit tc*l
up with fine
accommodations fin* passengers, making tliib he mosl
convenient and comfortable route for travelers be- j
tween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room .*55. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers a«*
early as 4 P. M.,ou the days tliey leave Portland.
For Freight or Passade ai>i>lv to
HENRV FOX. Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES. Pier 3?', E. R., New York.
May 9-dtf

For Halifax, ft ova Scotia.
DIRECT !
WIXTEB

eodtf

Consolidated

Tho favorite steamship CARLOT'lA, Cart. E» D. Mulligan,
leaves Portland

Fire

and suits commenced
against the Gardner and

25 PINK ST.
New York.

Sewing Machines
BUTTBKICKJp

PsUcrusfif Garments
PL0MMV & wilder
Miih'lo Vît., (jp sta'rs.
§9© made Dec. 3d by one agont selling
ÏIOIZACE Ciï*EfcB.EY & FAMILY
A. fine engraving, 22x28 in., sent by mail for 81.00.
We «also mail Button hole & Sewing Machine Thread
6'itters. and Needle Threading Thimble, price 25
cents each. Circulars of various other Novelties
mailed frequently to all old and new agents, address
AMERICAN NOVELTY co., '102 Broadway, Ν. Y.
decl4
I4w
A.GrH2N"TS, now is your caanco!
>73

LIVINGSTON LOST AND FOUND.
The only book on the subject that tells the whole
story. Don't be humbugged with any other. This
lias nearly 809 pages.
fui] pajje linPrice $3.50, The ProsgvayingN and
pectus will sell it at si'ht·.For firs*: choice of territory
address, at once, MLTUAL PUBLISHING, CO.,
Hartford, Conn.
decl4t4w

OUTFITS FJBKE!
Agent· Wanted Everywhere for

GUIDE

This is the best opportunity now offered to agents
to canvass for a live book. Every Mother needs and
nrantsit.lt sells rapidly. Experienced canvassers
pronounce it the best selling book in the market.
Send for circulars and sec our extra liberal terms.
Address Continental Publishing Co., 4 Bond St..
Ν. Y. City.
decl4t4w

AGENTS WANTED for

National Extinguisher

Company as infringing ofthis
<mmpany's rights—against
—>·»?-^··
the Oxnard Sugar Refinery.
Boston, Eagle Hotel, Concord, and others; and all
parties are warned against buying or using Fire Ex
tinguisher· of any kind, in wlilch water impregnated
with Carbonic Acid Gas is used as the Extinguish]rg
element, except those manufacture! by our Company,or others duly licensed and arihorized by us,on
pain of immediate prosecution for infringement.

American Consolidated Fire Extinguish22 South Market Street,
er Company.
Boston.
dec7

D&W4W50

Sefesag·© fi>ye Works,
NO. 17 PLtJiTI STREET.
We have bought out the above establishment, with
all ihe machinery and good will of the same, with all
the admirable facililies, conducted by a practical
out
Rupcrioi
style. Gent.'s garments cleansed and colored without
being ripped,and warranted not to smut,and pressed
ir. a superior style. Piano ami table covers, Marseilles covers bleached and. frame ! ; blankets scoured
nd the wool raided. JOHN S. MILLER & CO.,

scp2fi

Proprietors.

Clothing Clcanscrï.
Cleansed and Repaired at short notice,
/ and all kinds of
goods dyed in a thorough man
ner.
Also Secoud-hand Clothing for sale.
All orders will receive prompt aud faithful atten

C1LOTHES

tiom"

Sleigli

FINE

well broke and

for Sale

K>nig Store and Fixtures for Sale.
DRUG STOKE for sale in the country. Good
location and reason for selling' Apply to Box
j.'t, Norway, Maine.
uovlOdlm

four

at

a

A history of this renowned city, from its earliest setdement to the present time. Sample copies by maii
WM. FLINT & CO., Springfield, Mass.
50 cts.
dec 14
t4w

$ ·>.

FOÎtKST

PM!;H STREET

STABLES,

iVo. 10 Plam Strei t.

dccia

SaJe.
No. 90 Marliet Square, with Stable
Pri ilege in the passage way to
For

STORE
itreet. Iunnlre ot
rear.

dec7d3w

CITY

in the
Centre

THOMAS SHAW.
Commercial Strwt.

SEA-GOING

STEAMERS
nutl
.H05TBEAL,

Jlavm/commodious OaMn and State Room

runimcxiallon»,

will

run

Gee that each bottle has PERU"
V2AN GYRUP Mown in tho giaes»

ac-

alternately, louvin^

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

Pomphlots Free.
OETH W. FOWLE ά SONS, Proprietors,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AST 7 O'CLOCK I?. ΛΙ.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Faro $1.50· Freight taken
V/. L.
«I. 13. COl'li&i JR., General

Agent

1 Milton Plaec, Boston.

IVo.
Sold

low rat cp.

by

DBLec:srd

ulnlkallv.

d&w Mdl

nav!2

j

Agent.mchSOtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport*

t'aîatM ami St. John,
Wi:i«l*or a>i(l Halifax.

FALL

Digby.

MAf\K

AKRAN GEMEXT.

TWO TRIPSPER WEEK!
Op. and after MONDAY, Sept.
30th, the Steamer New Yook,
Capt. JK. Β. Winchester, aud the
tSteamer New Brunswick, Capt
rS. li. Pike, will leave Railroad

wharf, foot

of State street, every MONDAY and
at ΰ P. M. for Eastport and St. John,
will
leave St. John and Eastport on the
eturning

•ame

day.

Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Bobbin *t on, Calais, "Woodstock and Houlton.

Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.. Frederick ton,
Shodiao, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. E. I,, and Summerside, P. E. J.
(JL^-Freight received on days of sailing until 4

o'clock P. M.
BCp23-t30 thsn old

A. F.

STUBBS, Agent.

Β C) STOX
^

PHILADELPHIA

\o

Long Wharf, Boston,

10 a. m.
Insurance one half

►

1

9

TO

Tho effect* to bo looked for by taking tho
'.vnui* I>6î:tor.»l .ire, a s<> »thhi~aii<l controlling
inr]n<>nco over ntv rivg'i. prr,iiv.ling sleep,
ill tying tho dry tickling f-cu&uion iu tho throat,
r<;c.tin'j
healthy tvr.rctimi or or peculation,
iiirreasfn!» the intervals betwrv α tho ]>a;..xysra8
of co;trM»jr, invigorate*-? tiw» whofo system,
'-rln^tiuo coggh. r i.l h> ;::
hin;? to
•mo of Its îrtWîe-t bit·?·i:vs
ί-ηιηιι lanes;
thereby insuring iiaaann.iy from Coutfumption.

posterity

—

Steamships:—

William Laicrcnce" Capt. W. A. Halleit.
"William Crane" Capt. Solomon Howes.
"Georqe
Appold," Capt. Winslow Loretand.
"
Rtackstone" Cant. Geo.H. Hallett.
"
William KennedyCapt, Henry D. Foster.
miAfcCle££anf"Capt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmond. by river or rail; and by the Γα. & Ten
Air Li tie to all points in
Virginia, Tennessee, Al
bama ami Georgia·, and over the Seaboard and Ro
noke R. R. to ail points in North and South Caro'ino
by the Bait. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
Fine Passenger aeeommocations.
Fare including^ Berth and Meals to Norfolk $lô.0t
line 4$ hours; to Baltimore $15, time 65 hours.
For further information applv to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
jtine2tf
.Y.i Central Wharf. Boston.
'·

Λ ^ITf^

τ* λ

J. W. PERKINS & CO., Agent.
cplC-MW&F &wcow tim
Portland. Me.

Dr.

R. J. JOURDAIN,
PROPRIETOR OP TDK

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectinee,
containing most valuable information en the

HAS

j
j

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases
ihe
reproductive system, with remarks on marriaq j.ncl
the various causes of the loss or jgianhood, with h il·
instructions for its complete restoration ; also a c'a
<«r on venereal infection, and the means of
*uret bi :
Inj; the most comprehensive work on the subject ev r
yer published, comprising 150 poges. Mailed free «ο
any address for 25 cents. Address,

I>r. Joiir&aiii's CoufenUiug ©flicc,
i>l Hancocls Street, llo«tou, IT(um«.
j'.niUdlyr

B£DU€£D.

ROWN'S BRONCHIAL
FOI!

COI.'GHS, COI.DS,

ONLY

Λ-c.

CENTS.

Sept C-nticioe

For all tbe

S

STEERAGE

§30 CURRENCY
EITHER WAY.
Passengers landed aud embarked
CVNARD

I'U^sic,

WHARF,

Κ

1ST

ar<?

BO»TO\.

DRAFTS FOR £1 4ND UPWARDS ON

THE BANK OF IRELAND.
For Cabin Tarage i>ply at the Cabin Office. 80
State street, and for. eerage Passage at the Steerage Office, 99 ttate street, Boston.
JAJIES ALEXANDER,
Jn'-'Jly
General Agent.

W. P.

Dinner Pill, and Pui'·
tying the Blood,
congenial pvvgalive >«t periected. Thei
effects abundantly show tiov much they excel all other Pills.
They "arc safe and pleasant το take, but
powerful to cure. They nuige out the foul humor»
of tlio blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into notion, and they impart health and
tone to the whela being. Th y care not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most
skillul physicians, aifU our best citizcus f-end certificates of "tires performed and cf great benefits ιΐ·>
have derived from these Pills. They are the safe&t
and best physic fur children, because mild as well an
effectua!. Iîêin^ sugar coated, thev are easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely
h aimless.
PREPARED BY
DB. J. C. AYElt & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-c3chrly
■

at

Passcngors booked from or ;o London, Bristol, Londonderry, Glasgow, or Derry, for $3© currency.

HASTINGS,

the most

UU υ Τ and Κ1115 li MATISM
excruciating pain of Gout and Rheumatism,
il relieved in two hours, and cured in a few day*,
by the celebrated Englisn Medioine,
ΓΙ1ΙΙΕ

—AND—

MELODEONS
MANU FACTORY A
ROOM.

—

«A YJ5S-

Blair's Gout and Rheumatic Pills.
They require neither attention

any kin 1 and are certain to
tacking any vital port

and

at 7 per cent, in GoM Coin, "of
equal to tlie present standard."

Family

α

Cottiveness, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, PIIcp, Rhoumat ismJSruptionsand Skin
Diseases,
Biliousness,
.^Liver Complaint, Drop%8y, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt- Rheum. Worms.
Gout, Neuralgia, a» a

PASSAGE !

ORGANS

Bearing interest

Purposes of
Ontl.N'O

144 1-3

or confinement of
prevent the disease at-

ΓΚΗΓΛΚΕΙ» BY

-ST.

EXCHANGE

HAVING THIKXV YEARS TO RUN.

lîeeeivod the HIGHEST
PliEM.lLJ.MS in the New
England and State Fairs in

or

Coupons payable in New York, London, or Frankfort, 011 the Main, al. tlie option of the bolder. When
desired, boude will be registered by the Trustee—the
Farmers' Loan and Trust Co. Interest payable Januaiy and July.
This road is now completed from Jacksonville to a

junction with the CHICAGO & ALTON It. It. at
Verdin, a dietanco ot over 30 miles. The road, so far
as compleîed. is thoroughly
equipped, EXTIfiSEli V PAID FOI1, and in full operation, and it is
it|>on the completed portion on<;/,that bonds amounting to $600,000 are now offered ât 85 and accrued interest in currency. Bonds upon the remaining portion of the road will be so'd at a much
higher price
and will be ottered only upon completed road. This
road traverses the garden of t.lie Slate, crosses all the
most imi>ortant roads, controls the enormous coal
mines at· Verden, and its bonds are most highly esteemed by those whose investigation lias Wen; most
searching. We have personally exnmiucd every detail of tills Company, and have gone repeatedly over
the entiie Sine. Wo are consequently enabled to recommend these bande as an ub*«luicly perfect se-

curity.

Pamphlet s and further particulars may bo had by

applying to

GIBSON, CASÀKOYER & CO., Bankers.,
SO XCxclian^e IPlaoe, IT. Y.
decl.'j
deod&w4w
w5l

Municipal

BONDS.
City end County Bonds
un
der the laws passed at last sessionregistered
of the Legislator. Semi-annual Interest Coupons and
Principal
provided for by State taxation, and
by the
State Treasurer in New York. There ispaid
no
for collecting and no tax deduction. Present expense
indebtedness is small and therefore easily paid ami must
remain so under the registration laws of
the State.
Iïonds recommended tor safety as well as
profitableness, bearing ten per cent interest, and
selling at
rates that give prospect of a profitable
advance in
price?. This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into these more
remunerative. Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.
CHARLES i*I. IIAWKEN,
mcli22dtf
98 Exchange St., Portland.
1

MISSOURI

LEADING

PISEASES

Steamships of this Linesa'l from
end of Central Wharf, Boston,
Semi-\\ eeklv, 2.30 p. m. for >TORVFOLKand BALTIMORE.

~

FIRST MORTGAGE ISOLDS

Registered

ALL

>' Λ U Τ,

CON'lUMPTIOIT,

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

Offered.

Λ"®rlîiwestern
Southeastern R. R.

IN

WHITNEY Λ SAMPSON, Agent·,
TO ILoug Wharf, Boatou.

THE

Jacksonville,

HOOPING-COUGH, CKOUP,

the rate of

j η 23-1 y

FESSENDEN, Clerk.
oawW4mt ap8

—OF THE

,

Ayer's Cathartic Pills,

Attest :

Now

FOR

RAIDING OF BLOOD.

3

'sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by thePenn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to

Tuesday,

Cheapest Security

R£WiEDY

CATARRH, BRONCHITIS,

p.m.
Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

delphia, at

v

HOST

X. I>3" DP X-aTJ E3 .ΊαΓ 53

Wharfage,
From
From

A

E?B£L(A8L£

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every Wed's'y & Sat'd'y.

supposed

Near the Park

atylhh
year
driving,
witli Sleltfi, Harpes- and Itobcs tor
A atold COLT,
BOSTON anits Destruction «ale
bargain. Apply

a

T-7—NTI1K SUPERIOR

τ-rak, sickly, suffering crcailives, to strong, healthy, and
1'ttppy men and women; and
invalids cannot reasonably hes< 'ate to give it a trial.

j

ÔFΜΑΙΛΈ.

United States to make the same, and thaf the matters of fact therein set forth are true, and that itcoutains an accurate description of the lands proposed to
bo purchased by the United States for the erection of
a fort and battery, together with the names oi all
known or
owners of said lands, it is
Ordered. that notice of said application be given to
all persons interested in the lands therein described
and especially to Gcorgo C. Thompson, therein
named as supposed owner, requiring them to come
forward in the Supreme Judicial Court, in Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, on
the eighth
day of April, A. D. 1873, being the second Tuesday of
April next, at eleven o'clock in the forenoon, and file
their objections, if anv they have, tc the proposed
by the said United States of said described
by publication of a true aud attested copy of
the same application and of this order thereon, once
in each week for the space of four months in the Fortland Daily Press, a newspaper published m Portland,
nearest to where said land lies, the last publication to
be at least one week bofore said eighth day of
April
next.
luted at Portlaud, in the County of Cumberland,
the thirtieth day of October, A. D. 1872.
C. W. WALTON,
Justice of tho Supreme Judicial Court of Maine.
A true copy of application and order of Court
thereon.

WILLIAM BROWN
Federal st.,

Horse and

Ï?ÏM

FOR BOSTON.

Extinguisher !

Bills in Equity liavo been

at 4 P.

von HALIFAX DIRECT.
I
Making close connections with the Nova Scotl*
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, Mid steamers foi Prince Edward's Island ; also at New Glasgow, N.
S., with Lindsey & Co.'s
Stajren for Cape Breton.
RETURNING leaves Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P. M.
Fare, including State room,
$7 00
For freight and further information
apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
oc28tf
JOHN PORTE0US. A sent.

Upon tlie foregoing application by Nathan Webb,
Attorney ol the Uuited States of America, it having
been satisfactorily made >ο appear to me, that the
said applicant is a duly authorized a<rent of the said

file<!

ELIAS HOW*,

jr\_

Every Saturday,

ss. :

and

BABCOCK

SOIH AGENTS FOR THIS
LOAA,

MOTHERS'

*TATE

D. W.

BAWKEKS,

THE

attended to.

rlicca, Coils, Kcrvons Affections,
an;l Fevers, Humors,
Chills
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and
Blndder, Female Complaints,
ciul all diseases originating in
c, bad state, of the blood, or accompanied by debility oraloiv
date of-Uhc system, licing free
ji om Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effccts are not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infurhig strength, vigor, and new
life into all parts of the system,
cud building up an Iron ConF'ilution.
unousantis nave been cnangeu
hy the use of this remedy, from

ARBANGEMENT.

Maine.

nov5

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co

AND

law,

purchase
lands,

2w

Λ 7 per cent,
mortgage bonrl for sale on one
of the great roads running from New York
City—on
tlie third largest road in New York State. The
most
desirable bond of all the Midland issues,
the
affording
largest income and promising the greatest profit.
Price, 85 and interest
We telieve them one of the safest and most
profit·
bio investments offered in this market for
years.

Jyl5dtf

manner.

&#~Wagon, Bos and

CONVERTIBLE

male

commission l~ora which twice that amount can
made. Address S Ε COM Β Jb Co., Boston, Mass.;
Pittsburg, Pa. Chicago, III., or St. Louis, Mo.
dcl7
t4w

LEAYITT"

F. A.

manufacturer of

;

v#\oi· a

pro-

Itloorc'e Encyclopedia of Munie [$6.00] conta ns '*all tliat is worth
knowing" about music and

musical

THE

of a lot of laud recently conveyed to the United States by Asa T. Webster! and the Southeasterly
corner of the parcel of land described in and conveyed
by a deed from Asa T. Webster to George C. Thompson, dated March 23d, 1849 and recorded in Cumberland Registry ot Deeds, Book 210, Page 465, thence
by the division lino between said two nieces of land
Westerly fifty-two rods and five links; tlience,still following said division line, North Westerly with au included angle of one hundred and eighteen degrees
and thirty minutes ten rods to a copper bolt set in
the ledge; thence. North Easterly with an included
angle of one hundred and thirty-eight degrees four
hundred and fortv-cight feet more or less to a copper bolt set in a rock: thence North Easterly with an
included angle of one hundred and twenty-elk degrees,
three hundred and thirty feet more or less to low
wa^er mark; thenee by low water mark following the
shore to the iirst bounds : said described parcel of
lan I containing about thirteen acres.
That the sole owner of said described tract of

Cumberland,

lis MIL.lt

MUSIC BOOKS FOit THE HOLIDAYS!

elsewhere.
Free fKomcstcai'is for Actual Settlers.
The best location for Colonics—soldiers entitled t<*
a Homestead of 1 <iO Acres,
Send for the new
Descriptive Pamphlet, with new
maps, published iu English, German, Swedish and
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
Address,
O. F. DAVIS.
Laud Com'r U. P. R. R. Co., Ομλιιλ, Neii.
<lot7
t4w
Φ and female, to introduce the GENUINE IM
PKOVKDCO.MMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING
££ MACHINE. This machine will stitch, hem, fell,
^ tuctaf quilt, cord, bind, brafcj, and embroider in a
most superior m inner. Price only §15. Fully
licensed and warranted for live years. We will
g pay $1,000 for any machine that will srw a strongg er'more beautiful, or more elastic seam than
Φ ours. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch." Every
+2 second stitch can be cur, and still the cloth can£3 not be pulled apart wiihout tearing it. We pay
φ agents from .575 to §250 pei month and expenses,

SKMI-WKEKLY LINE

-Beginningat tho sea shore at the Northeasterly

lows

«EMS OF «12 it M AN SO\G. 212 paçes
The very best German Songs with German and English Words. $2 50 in Boards ; $3.00 in Cloth ; $4.00

Brown & CO.,

(Established in 1833,)
with a paid up Capital of S140.000 00, continues to issue all classes
of Marine risks, to an
amount not

The undersigned, Nathan Webb Attorney of the
United States of America, for the District of Maine,
duiy authorized agent of said United States for this
purpose, respectfully represents that the United
Stares aforesaid are desirous of purchasing for the
erection of a fort and battery, a certain tract of land
situated iu the town of Cape Elizabeth, in the County ot Cumberland, within the limits of the State of
Maine, particularly bounded and described as fol-

THE ITIITSICAIi TREASIBE, 225 pages
of the most popular Vo-.a and Instrumental Music.
$2.50 in B'ds; $3.00 in CI.; §4.00 Fiuely Gilt binding.

Fairbanks,

SsasesFaiace J

The Ocean Insurance

W. FES3ENDEN, Clerk.

the Honorable
CharU»* W. Walton
one of (he J" η slices of tbc Kupreme Judicial Conrt of the State of Iflaine.

land is supposed to be one George C. Thompson, a
resident of said Cape Elizabeth and capable of conveving the same to the said United States.
That tho said George C, Thompson, owner as aforesaid ot said tract of land, from disagreement in regard to tho price of the same, or from soa.o other
cause to this applicant and to ho said United States
unknown, hath refused and si ill refuses to convey
said tract of lan I to sai 1 Unito I States.
Wherefore this applicant in behalf of said United
Sta!*-s, respectfully prays your Honor to order notice
of this application conformable with the provisions of
the Act of the Legislature of the State of Maine, entitled "An Act for the relinquishment to the United
States in certain cases of title to lands for sites of
light stations on the coast and waters of the State,"
approved February 18,1671. as amended by an act
entitled "An Act to amend Chapter six hundred and
forty-nine of the private laws of one thousand eight
hundred anil seventy-one, relating to light houses,"
approved February 20,1872, to be published in some
newspaper in Portland, nearest to where said tract of
laud lies, once in each week for the space of four
months, which notice shall contain an accurate description oi said tract of laud, together with the name
of the supposed owner, and shall require all persons
interested in said lands to come forward on a day to
bo specified iu said notice and lil« their objections, if
any they should have, to the proposed purchase.
And this applicant, in behalf of said United States,
further prays, that on the return day specified in said
notice, a jury may be empannellcd* in the manner
now provided by
to assess the value of said tract
of land at its fair market value, and all damages sustained by the owner of the lands so appropriated by
reason of such appropriation ; and that such other
an
iuruier proceeumgs may do iiau m pursuance 01
the aforesaid acts of the Legislature of the State of
Maine, as may be requisite to convey to said United
States of AmerLa, a good and absolute title to the
above described tract of land against all persons
whatsoever : and so will ever pray.
Dated at Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
the twanty-ninth day uf October, A. D. 1872.
NATHAN WEBB,
Attorney of the United States for the District of

Oiîïce Mo. t7 iBxclsaaige Street,
PORTLAND, MK,

0^©

^ 875 to $250 per month everywhere,

Out,

At tlae Old Stand,

ease

growing

K S

STANDARD

NATIF Ε F. ΪΪΕΕΙΪΙΛ1», Agent.
Rortland, Nov. 29th, 1872.
no39d3w

<Tcc3«4wt

for Grain
and
any in the United States.
Cheaper in Price, more favorable terms
an>l more convenient to market than can be

D.

PORTLAND.
dels

The. I'--·-· \ c:ji Syrup, a Prctcct~
etl Sol. llisK of tho l'roloxido of
Iron, ij co combined os to have
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest
food. It increases the quant l'y
of Nature's Own Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures "athousand ills,''' simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System, Tho cnriched and vitalised blood per11>rates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of thin remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, I-ivcr Coraplaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diar-

UliSDAY.

To

ST.,

MAKES W WEAK STRONG.

Steamship C1o

NEW ABIBANGEHENT.

corner

NiJICEIi GOOD, Attorney.
i

.Justice of the Supreme Judicial Conrt of Maine
A tine copy of application and order of Court

a

FIRE ASTD MARINE RSSKS

DISCOVER*:»

Traveller, the Country, Animals, Natives,
Hunting-. &c. Full Account of this most interest-

Maine

C.W.WALTON,

before purchasing elsewhere

ISO EXCHANGE

$250,000,

Marlaie

DR. LIVINGSTONE IN AFRICA-His Adventures—THE STAN L Κ Y -LI V IN GSTON Ε EXPEDITION t·"» Africa. Large octavo volume just issuwd.
Contains Incidents of the "Wonderful Career of the

OLIVER,

Will leave ll'.o cnil of Ctiptom House
Wharfdally fi>t
Jonc·»' Lan ling, on and aflerOct 10, leîî,
at i.iâ Λ.
M a:ni 3.15 P. M.
lii-lunilni' leave .Joncs' Landing at S.15 and 3.15 P.
M.
Fare down nud back 23 cent*, children half price.
Special arrangements can be luado by applying to
the Capt.
ocl"dtt

Attest

59 State Street.

Hional

7ΊΊ

it

United States to ma\e the game, ami that the matters of fact therein set forth are true, and that it contains an accurate description of the lands proposed to
be purchased by the United States for the erection of
a fort and battery, together with the names of all
known or supposed owners of said lands, it is
Ordered, That notice oi said application be given
to ail persons interested in the lands therein described, and especially to Benjamin B. Dyer therein
named as supposed owner, requiring them to come
forward in the Supreme Judicial Court in Portlaud
in the County of Cumberland, on Tuesday,the eighth
day of April, A. D. 1873, being the second Tuesday
of April next, at 11 o'clock in the foreftoon, and file
their objections, if any they have, to the proposed purchase by the said United Statesofsaiddeecr bed lands
by publication of a true and attested copy of the
same application and of this order thereon, once in
each week for the space of four months in the Portland Daily Press, a newspaper published in Portland
nearest to where said land lies, the last publication to
be at least one week before said eighth date of April.
Dated at Portland in the County of Cumberland
the thirtieth day of October, A. D. 1872.

thereon.

F A I

Insurance Association.

Ail

Springfield,

pee

Lounge is invaluable.

dtf

"maWfacturers"

ALL !

Maes.

to spare, this

room

Ε

Gen'l Agent for Maine & New Hampshire,

LEGAL ADVICE!
Receipts, &c.

or

put all

to

the clothes that are required. Those who have but

W. !>.

PER week to Agents, Male or Female.
To all who will wr te for an
Agency we
"
copy of tliar. Wonder of Wonders," the
ILLUSTRATED HORN OF PLEANTY. It con-

Pa. ;

receptacle

a

fully furnish.

a

Philadelphia,

in the Furniture Line.

AT CURRENT RATES.

lib-

stkajieb
Ε Χ Ρ Η υ g
s,
CAPTAIN Λ. S.

_

Upon the lor easing application by Nathan Webb,
Attorney of the United States of America, it having
been satisfactorily iua<io to appear to me that the
«ai I applicant is a duly autnoiized agent of said

$£0,»15 ©9

issued

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING HOOK
for the best and cheapest Family 13ibie ever
published
will be sent free of charge to any book
agent. It contains nearly 500 fine Scripture illustrations, and
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Address, stating experience, e«c., and we will show you
what our agents arc doing, NATIONAL PUBLISH*
ING CO. Pliila., Pa.
dec2 4wf
AfrE ΐ»,§200 per month to sell
the IMPROVED AMERICAN FAMILY
KNITTING MACHINE. The simplest and best in
the World. Address American Knitting Machine
Co., 345·} Washington St., Boston, Mass.
de24wt

aujsjnxs w ajntjud.—Address for the most
eral terras ever offered. THE DISCOVERER

Peak's I*!hîii! ^Icnmbonf
Coctpnuj·

STATE OF MAINE.

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.

while our medical ami legal instructions will
have the indorsement of gentlemen of wide reputation. Branch offices are about to be established in otlier States. All correspondence that
we receive will be regarded as
-Γς dential. Each letter
strictly confiai
asking advice, whether
or Medical,should enclose One Dollar with
Egj
™ Legal
stamp ; Receipts and "Formulas, Fifty Cents
£a with stamp. If the questions asked are coraW plex, requiring an extended
reply, a small addibill will be sent.
Send for cir ulars. Address all letters to the
5 AMERICAN ADVIfK AGENCY,
dec3-4wt
CALAIS, Maine.

Iron in feoe Blood

Maino.

HORACE GREELEY

Y?,

important enterprise, designated to supply
a pub ic want
long felt, has been established by
££J the
undersigned. Engagements have been made
with leading professional men in the United
£_j
w States
by which Medical and Legal Advice, lte|BS| ceipts, Formulas, and directions for manufacturing any article required may be promptly sup0^ pli d at trifling cost. Tins system has proved
highly successful in Euroi ean countries where
|H| ertain classes could not afford to pay the high
™
^ prices charged far nrofessional services. Our receipts will be the latest and best discovered,

For Peaks' Island.

iO,«I5 Oi>

Total,

Result of Policy No. 14,470

481 Broadway Ν,
will dispose of J.0O PIANOS, MEL ODEONS,and
ORGANS,of six first-class makers, including Waters', at very low jis'ice for caeh, orpari cashand
balance in small monthly instalmentJ. New-1octave first etas* PIANOS modern
improvement, for
$*73 cash. Nor ready a CONCERTO PARLOR
ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect tone
ever made. Illustrated
Catalogues mailed. «Sheet
Music and Music Merchandise.
<!ec2-4«?t

tains over fifty beautiful
illustrations, and will be
sent FREE to all who may write. Address I. GARSIDE, Patterson. N. J.
oe2|4w

|

MEDICAL.

viz :

TABLETS.

FKEiTtO

j

NATHAN WKBB,
Attorney oi the United States for the District of

issued by this Company in 1843, (not by tlie
EQUITABLE COMPANY as a Ivertisert by its

was

dec2-4wf

cents.

IVEW
'.17'Λ Wasbiiigtoii
decl3

§50,000,000

Policy Ne. 421

1

Worthleen icnisatioaie are 011 the market, but
the only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid for
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
othei well known remedies, as in these
tablets, and
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
1st ail case* of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be freely used, their
cleansing and hoa ing properties are astonishing.
Be warned, never neglect a cold, it is easily
cured in its incipient state, when it becomes chronic
the cure is exceedingly difficult, use Wells' Carbolic
Tablets as a specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,
Sole Agent for United States.
Price 25 cents a box
Send for circular.

LOOK !

J

reason of such appro; riation, and that such other
and further proceedings may be had in pursuance of
the aioresaia acle of the Legislature of the State of
Maine, as may be requisite to convey to said United
States (if America a good and absolute title to the
above described tract oi land against all peisons
whatsoever; and so will ever pray.
Dated at Portland, in the County of Cumberland,
the twenty-ninth day of October, A. D. 1872.

OF 3STEW YORK.

j

throat,
only

A Great Offer !

thence westerlv ou such pr >longailon of the soutuprthe road to the Light House to the first
«.escribed parcel of lan t containing
about nine acres. That the sole owner of sail deseabed tract f land is supposed to be one Benjamin
B. Dyer, of Cape Elizabeth
aforesaid, and capable of
conveying the same to said United Slates. That the
said Benjamin B. Dyer, owner as aforesaiu ot said
tract of land, from disagreement in
regard to the
price of the same, or from some other cause to this
applicant and to the said United States unknown,
hath refused and still refuses to
convey said tract of
land to said Uni el S rates;
Wherefore, this applicant, in behalf ot said United
States respoctfullv prays your Honor to order notice
of this application, conformable with the
provisions
of the 4,Aet of the Legislature of the State of Maine
entitled "An act for tiierelinquishment to the United
States in eertain cases of tiLJe to lands for sites of
li-zlit station» on the coast and waters of the State,"
approved February 18,1871, as amended by au act entitled "An Act to amend Chapter six hundred and
f >rty-nine of the private laws of one thousand
eight
hundred and seventy-one, relating to light houses,"
approved February 20, 1872, to be published in some
newspaper in Portland, nearest to where said tract
of land lies, onccin each week for the hpace of four
monihs. which notice shall contain an accurate descri.aion of said tract of land, together with the
name of the supposed owner, and snail
require all
persons interested in said lands to come forward on a
day to be specified in said notice and tile their objects Vn*, if any they should have, to the
proposed pur-

ly side line of
bouuds; said

And this applicant, iu behaif of said United States,
further prays, that on the return day specified in
said notice r jury may be empanuelled in the manner
now nrovidi d by law'to assess the val e of said tract
ol land at its fair market value, and all damages sustained by the owner of the lands so appropriated by

Mutual Life Insurance Co

sore

Great

and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. 43 LinJ
street. Also Dry Edgings.
WM. HUSE.

furnished by the cargo, at short notice, at lowest
—

WOOD

CIIAS.

sopl0'72

OF ALL

decl2tf

W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from our
firm, and his interest and responsibility ceases
trom this date.

R. Warburton, 165 Middle Street.
PINE

good

Notice.

GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 spools for 5c.

SOUTHERN

and

North Bridgton, Me.. Dec. 2, 1872.

(lateof the firm of Buxton & Fitz.)

Sew iηg M

large trade,

L15ÎE & Γ. H. BROWN.

IOHN S. FITZ,

IMPROVED

a

Liberal inducements will be given. A fine opening
is here presented το a good party wishing to engage
in Country trade.

Price paid for all Icinrin of Conn
Proiluch. Salter, liggs, &f.

eelûdtf

in

good order, comprising all varieties of Goods usually
kept in Country Stores, and also to Kent the Store,
newly finished and furnished, for such a Term of
Years as may be agreed upon. The stand is an ex-

cellent one, commanding
transportation facilities.

Produce

Highest

in future to devote exclusive attenwe shall

our

Store Business to a final closo as rapidly as
circumstances will allow, an<l therefore offer for sale

bring

Knowing !" THE PATENT NOVELTY

ΓΒΊΗΕ undersigned, Nathan Webb, Attorney ot the
A United States of Ameiica tor the District of
Maine, a duly authorized agent of said United states
f .r tais purpose, respcctlully represents that the
United States aforee-iid sire desirous <f purchasing
l'or the erection of a f rt and batt< ry a cert «in tract
of land situated in the town of Cape Elizabeth, in
the County of Cumberland, within the limits of the
State of Alain·', particularly bounded and described
as follows:— Beginning at a
copper bolt in a rock on
tlie southerly side of the road
leading from the county road to the Portland Head Light House, said copi>er bolt being about eleven hundred feet di.-tant
from the county road known as the shore ro d, thence
southerly at îiijht angles with said Light Houso
road seven hund ed and nineteen teet more or less t»
a copper bolt set in the; lino of a stone wall, whieh
wall is the southerly
boundary of land now or former^ of Benjamin B. Dyer ; thence easterly by said
stone w til about four hundred and twenty-eight feet
to the sea shore; thenee northeasterly by tl:o sea
shore to the point where the
southerly side line of
the road from county road to the Liijht House prolonged would strike the sea shore at low water line; !

STEAMERS.

chase.

DON'T!
colds,
for

Correspondent,

THE

4wt

deceive»», but

Tuesday

WITH THE RICIIT COMPANY

Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular

pj

tion to
INTENDING
Manufacturing Dopartment,

stock of

choice

9th,

their

Life Insurance

Have you weakness of the Intcstiues?
Y ou are in aangorpf Chronic Diarrhoea or the d read- I
ful InflamnmticaMKhe Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off tendency to
j
inflam. ations.
13av· von weakness of
i
ÏTti»i<3ne
U ri nary Ornant* ? You must procure instant, relief or you are liable to sutteriug worse than death.
Take it to strengthen orgauic weakness or life becomes a burden.

·"·

I will continue to manufacture the Celebrated
French Eclec:ic Laundry, and various brands of family Soaps, and Candles at the old stand, cor. Greenleal' and Everett sts.
Orders left at 229 Congress St., or at the Factory,
will be promptly att-.nded to.
del2d2w
GEO. W. S. NIXON.

Corner of India and Congress Streets,
will

EDWARD NIXON,
GEORGE W. S. NIXON.
1872.

York,

Worth

"Something

Extract of Jurubeba ;

there

dfe

__r

Oilire, 166 Fore St., Portland, Me.

dlm-eodllm&wGw

j

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the plant ;
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.
j

will send

their

J"* ÎÏ. CnA"PI?IANy Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice-President,
J. I>. HAWLETT, 3rd Viee-Pres't.

JOHN W. MUNGER,

Be

r

Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon

—v.

Feb. 7, 1872.

and Brown Sts.,

dec9

UPRIGHT

the

order of the Beard,
J. D. JONES, President.
W. Η. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres't.

WANTED

&

Tuesday

Bv

~

Chickerlug & Sons' Mammoth Jtauufac'y

Λ

and after

on

April next Γ

■

We have

$11,eu6.ei2 ol

decl4fd4w

at wholesale.

One lot Yard wide Thibets for
75c.
"
all Wool Plaids for
40c.
"
"
37 l-2c.
Serges for
"
"
Satinets for
55e.
"
"
Serges for
45c.
"
Blk. Alpaccas for
25c.
"
87 l-2c.
Silk Poplins for
"
Blk. Rppcliants for
90c.
"
"
Crochet Buttons 20c. a doz.
"
"
«
12c. "
Rep.
"
Tassel Ties for
45c.
"
Windsor Ties for
δ Οι'
"
Dress Protectors 12 l-2c. a yard.
"
2-Bnttou Kid Gloves for
50c

offered at Reduced Rates at

OF

Total Amount of Assets,

for circular and tenus! J. B. FOliD & CO.,
New York ; Boston, Mass. ; Chicago, 111. ; San Fran-

!

Wednesday, December lltli

m

One-Price

women wanted everywhere.
Intelligent men
ge«· good territory, exclusively assigned, send

early

Is

New York.

'*74 34*» 01

To

Dr. Wells

House.

Preble

Opposite

PIANOS

now

Wanted.

wonderful remedial results.

^84 Congress Street,

William,

~

representatives,

looking for

Corner of
« «s-.

briliianrcontribu-ors. Illustrated Holiday Number
and back nos of Mi>s Alcott's story free. The most
taking "Combination !" The largest commissions paid I
One Ageut made $800 in 3 months; another $537 in
35 days ; .another $04.40 in one week; one $3i,60 in
one day, and many others from §5 and $10 to §10
per
day. 77*is year our offers are even more profitable.
No waking for the premiums. The Subscriber
GETS TllEil WHEN ΠΕ PAYS HIS SUBSCRIPTION.

cisco, Cal.

STREET,

The Trustees, in Conformity to the Charter of the Compauy, submit the
following Statement of its η flairs
m the 31st day of
December, lb71.
Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871. to 31st December, 1871.
$5,412,777 51
Premiums on Policies not marked oil* 1st January, 1871,
2,033,675 18
Total nmount of Marine Premiums,
$7,44G,452 G9
No Policies have been issued upon Life
Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Oft*from 1st January, 1871, to 31st Dtcember, 1871,
24
$5,375,703
—:
Losses paid during the same period
$2,735,080 G3
Rel urns oi' Premiums and Expenses,
$073,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
United Statue and State of New York Stock,
City, Bank and o'Ler Stocke.
$8,143,210 GO
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
3,379,050 CO
Real Estate and Bonds and
Mortgages,
217,500 i;0
Interest, and sundry notes and claim» due the Company, estimated at
380,730 41
Premium Notes àud Bills Receivable
05
2,405,937
Cash in J»aiitC·

large assortment of

Persons

And even saints of holy fame,
Whose souls by taii.li have overcome,
Who wore amid the cruel tlame

Arc

31 WALL

SlO pair of Genuine Frmcli Oil Chromos, «Witfe
Awahe"& "Fatti Asleep," subjects LIFE-SIZE
charniing/oc similes of original Oil Paintings. This
paper ha* the Largest circulation in the world. It will
next year be made better than ever.
Serial tales by
world famous authors, L. M. Alcott, Edward Egolestox, Harriet BeecherStowe, etc. New and

Agents
and

To tlie JSouorable Chfirlee W· WaUeiij
one of the Jn«t:c β of the Supreme Judicial Court of the State of tl»iue·

(OBGANIZED IN 184!».)

Ilats, Caps, Umbrellas, Travelling liags,
Baskets, Pictures, Fancy Boxes, Silver Ware, Jewelry, Tabic Cutlery, Toys, Ladies and Geuts'
Underclothing, Children's
Furs, Ac., &c„ &c.

We rise to meet a heavy blow,
Oui s >uls a sudden bravery tills—
But we endure not always so
The drop-by-drop of little ills:
We still deplore and still obey
The hard behests of every day.

Ckiekering &

Great LITERARY, FAMILY NEWSPAPER, with
which is given away the largest an I best Premium
Picture ever offere i, tbo new and exquisite $12.CO

Good

MISCELLANEOUS.

ATLANTIC
MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY.

|

Henry Ward Secciier's

GREATEST VARIETY,

The
is

more

—

Vases, Toilet Setts, Silver Glass Ware,
Glass Setts, Goblets, «Sc.,

brings;

Ο W I

FitEftClK OLEOGBAP1I
called "JPet's Paradise." (Oleographs are
the choi est class of French xYri-prin.ing m oils—the,
perfection of Oii-chromo)— We also t»ive the superb

splendid liue of

GLASS

INSURANCE.

and tlio very best business opportunity ever offered,is
to bo found in an Agency for taking subscriptions to

—

Eureka Dollar Store.

Yet

Ah,

ASBEATCOIIBIS 4. T_î

ALLEN

AKERS

Oil, triâing tasks

The

MIBCEL LAIN EO ϋ S.

Ι8Λ».
.11*

:?2-irniiirnt* War·

PRO I." Τ & HARSANT,
Χ,ΟΧΌΟΧ, l A'GLAND,
and sold by all Druggist*.
nov20
eodlyr

ranted·

WHITE,CLEAN,SOUND TEETH!

Prico lists sent by mail.

ALL M YY HAVE ItV USING DAILY

Will eolJ to be jsaiil (or in

lustall-

incuts.
also bave the Asency for this State lor th?

THURSTON'S
Ivory Pearl Tooth Powder.
no20

CELEBRATED

McPhai!
The

leading insti

s

States.

Remember 111 1-2
dc20

Beautiful, Soi'i,

Pianos,

im«nt manuîactured in

the United

Exchange

St.

eodly

Paralysis

and

Price, 25 an I 50 Cents per battle,

ALL

Price, 23 and SO Cents per Bottle, eodlyi

no20

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES
AltE VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

JOUVEN''»
IXODOEOUS

Ki<l
bottle.

A Fine

BosiiiH* Opening

It .1 young or mKMle nje.l m m of .meseeptlon»1
bio tbarMUr. JÉxi*riene«l
a«4 one
accountant
tliouwmd Hollar» onpitn.!. Ιην·»Η(|αΜβη
is tarilwd.
Aélrw Box 3015 rwtWœtl M«.
»ov2It/

1^0

Cleaner

F. C. WELLS & CO., New
York,

Wholesale Agents.

Λ St.
XTOTICE is
_L>I Lawieueo Railroad Company will apply t tiie
Legislature of Maine, at lis next se..*iow in Jan m y
1ST?, for au ira»»

TMr.oto„.
'^^«{^Vhe
Γ.Β. BARKfcTT.CWk

Olove

them thoroughly. Trice 25 cents
per
AU sold by DruggNts
and Fancy Dealers.

will rénovaie

Notice·
hereby giren that the Atlantic

wM.ll·

Hair !

DESIRE IT, ALL .MAY HAVE IT
by constant use of

THOMPSON'S POMADE UPTIME

Deformities C tired

The Orient Springs Health Institute iH
located near
the town of Amherst,
Mass., for the treatment and
cure of Paralysis lu all Its
forms. Spinal Diseases.
Contracted C rds and Limbs. Crooked Feet ana
and Hands, Enlarged .loiuts,
Wry Neck. Curvature»
of the Spino. Hip
Diseases, Kiekets, St. Vivus's
Dance, and all deformities, Neuralgia,
Rheumatism,
and all Lameness. Nervou*
Diseases, (î<m!, Convulsions, Diseases of the Drain, Heart anil Lungs, Cancers, Hysteria, etc.
Apply to GEORGE W. RHODES, M. D., Amherst,
or t<> F. E. FAXON.
ESQ.. A g m for the Institute
No. 1 Pemberton square, Boston.
oct!5-dAwl2w wtJ

Glossy

eodlyr

eodlyr

f~rg£\ a I THE BfrST 1 M;E.0J£JN
r sf
Ct/TLtR BROS &i
"fîûs

Γ

il Won tt?l

2&'ί!Ϊ3"*"r
novl

dAwl2ir
«MM « tl>U

